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Introduction
This third volume of the Bibliography is the largest so
far, which must in itself demonstrate the considerable
enthusiasm of our contributors - it is beginning to feel
like a relatively successful enterprise. The size of the
volume is also due at least in part to the lengthy period
of time which has elapsed since Volume 2 was
completed, and to the general gathering of somewhat
earlier material which for some reason or another eluded
Volumes land 2. Also, the average length of the entries
is becoming somewhat longer, for reasons best known
to the various contributors ...
In Volume 2 we announced that Volume 3 would
have three new sections, but only one of these, 'Recent
or current theses concerned with Roman pottery'
(contributed by Steven Willis), actually appears. Of the
other two sections, 'Lamps, counters, figurines and other
ceramic objects' will now be contributed by Richard
Pollard, and will begin with Volume 4; 'Scientific
analyses' will probably appear in Volume S. (It is the
editor who is to blame for the absence of these sections
from this volume: do not hesitate to send potential
entries on these subjects to the relevant contributors for
inclusion in either Volumes 4 or S). Some other changes
have also taken place among the contributors for
Volume 4: these are detailed in the list of contributors
below.
Once again, for all subjects covered by the
Bibliography, our readers are heartily encouraged, even
urged, to communicate with contributors to ensure that
potential entries are not missed, and whenever possible
to send them photocopies of articles or the relevant
sections or chapters of books. Some contributors seem
to prefer to send complete entries relating to other
contributors' counties directly to the editor, or to send
him new versions of entries which have already
appeared in Volumes 1 or 2: both of these practices are
generally acceptable if a new entry is an obvious
omission or an old entry was genuinely in need of
updating or clarification, but readers and contributors are
also urged communicate with each other, so as to
promote a generally coherent approach to the
Bibliography, and not to tread too much on each others'
toes. Any errata observed in this or previous volumes
should be indicated to the editor.

Contributions may be sent to the editor on
IBM-compatible S 1/4 inch diskettes, but preferably by
prior arrangement, and in the same ordering as the
present Bibliography.
Publishers of books or collections of papers having
some concern with Roman pottery are likewise
encouraged to send copies to the relevant contributors,
to be certain that these works are included. This is the
main purpose of the list of addresses below:

Paul Bidwell
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Middlesex, this vessel considerably extends the ware's
distribution.

Avon
Sarah Green & ('I<) R P Symonds
*394

Bennett, J, Sea Mills: The Roman Town of Abonae, 1985 .
exc/m,cemn5-125
For pottery details, see entry nos 395-399.
Location: City of Bristol Museum & Art Gallery

*395

Bennett, J, 'The Roman Coarse Pottery', in entry no 394,
37 -50. btb/grf/grc/blk/bm/mro/lox
This is a report which has apparently suffered a delay
between completion and publication, and this is clearly
reflected in the style of the report, which is highly
fabric-orientated, and therefore more typical of the
mid-to-late 1970's than of the mid 1980's. There is a list of
some 74 fabrics, only one of which is described as a
possible import; there are some 243 illustrated vessels, but
no quantification. It is nevertheless a very useful
contribution to the study of pottery in the Bristol and Avon
region.

*396

*397

*398

400

Rodwell, W, 'The Samian Pottery' in Ellis, P, 'Sea Mills,
Bristol: the 1965-1968 excavations in the Roman town of
Abonae', Trans. Bristol & Glos. Arch. Soc. 105, 1987,
(15-108), 68-76.
exc/mil,twn/900/o Flavian/ggp
tsg
More or less homogeneous 1st group of samian. Very little
Neronian. Probable dating of the military occupation to c60,
although very little of the pottery recovered in situ. A very
large number of vessels represented ("hundreds"). "In sum,
the bracket cAD 55-85 should cover the maximum likely
extent of the military phase".
Location: Bristol City Museum (?)

401

Timby, J, 'Other Roman Pottery' in Ellis, P, 'Sea Mills,
Bristol: the 1965-1968 excavations in the Roman town of
Abonae', Trans. Bristol & Glos. Arch. Soc. 105, 1987,
(15-108),77-92.
exc/mil,twn/mainly 1st-2nd, some up to end of 4thlusf,typ
amp/ass/ts g/ccc/lyc/nvc/orclegg/rhn/rgh/cgg/tng/bb l/gro/lsh
/shglogr/glmIlom/mhm/semlmr%xp/oxw/alhIlcl/nwllsvr/svv

Bennett, J, 'Appendix 3: Moulded coarse ware', in entry no
394,65-67.
osd
A total of 24 vessels are discussed (with six illustrated), all
in apparently the same oxidised fabric, and all probably
made "in the general area of the source of the Avon". Only
two pieces are from the author's Sea Mills excavations, but
the rest are probably all relatively local finds. It is suggested
that (in spite of the coarse ware label) these sherds
represent another Romano-British attempt to make samian
ware, which happens also to be influenced by Celtic art
traditions, notably in various hippomorphic designs in the
moulded decorations.
Detsicas, A P, 'The Samian' in entry no 394, 33-36.
sts/cts
A brief report, with catalogues by features of the plain and
decorated forms, the former including roughly 70 identified
pieces (not quantified), and the latter including a total of 43
pieces, of which ten are illustrated. Curiously, while the
plain forms seem to be dominated by Central Gaulish wares,
by a ratio of roughly 5:2 versus South Gaulish wares,
among the decorated forms the ratio is 20 CG to 22 SG and
one which could be either; no sherds from any other sources
are identified.
PatKer, A J, 'Amphoras', in entry no 394, 36.
amp/asg/ass
A limited, although not atypical range of amphoras were
present, of which only two illustrated pieces are mentioned
in this very brief summary. Two further illustrated pieces,
figure 24, nos 240-1, seem likely to be the rim and base of
a Gaulish 'pulley- wheel' amphora (peacock & Williams
1986, entry no 368, Class 31).

/vrr/crm
Useful as a representative sample of pottery from the area.
Unfortunately the same applies to the coarse pot. as to the
samian: the assemblage has a complicated history of
deposition. Much residual material. Much of the pottery
dates from the earlier, military period, but there is no sign
of a complete break in occupation - there are apparently
signs of reduced activity up to the end of the 4th century. A
wide range of local and imported material, particularly in the
earlier phase.

Bedfordshire
PauIine Marney
402

Pinder, A, with a contribution from A Stirland, 'Excavations
at Willington 1984: Iron Age and Roman Periods',
Bedfordshire Archaeology 17, 1986, (22-40), 35-40.
exc/cem,fls + small enclosure/enclosure, cremation: Ist;
ditches: late 1st-early 2nd
occ(?nvc)/grg/ncglgry/eshlltp/flg
Many pots have been truncated by ploughing. The remainder
are largely lid-seated cooking -pots and wide-mouthed jars.
Location: Bedford Museum (7)

403

Pinder, A, 'A Ring Ditch at Radwell Quarry', Bedfordshire
Archaeology 17, 1986, (10-14), 13-14.
exc/fls?/no date - possibly 2nd
occ(?nvc)/wht
A very small group.

Berkshire
Sarah Green

*399

Rodwell, W, 'An early Roman stamp-decorated vessel', in
entry no 394, 51.
heg/sty
"Five sherds, all apparently from one vessel... the form,
fabric and stamps are identical with 'Group 2, London-Essex
wares' (Rodwell 1978, 234ff - in Arthur & Marsh 1978).
The decoration, consisting of circular stamps and block
stamps, is typical of what is now recognised as early
production (ie c75-125) at Much and Little Hadham, in
Hertfordshire, and Rodwell rematKs that since this type of
ware had not been previously recorded west of Brentford,

404

Ford, S, 'The Pottery', in 'Linear earthwotKs on the
BetKshire Downs', Berkshire Arch. Journal 71, 1981-82,
(1-30), 6-11.
exc,flw,collfls/mid 1st - 3rd-4th
orc/pph/flg/oxm/oxr
The value of this collection of pottery is probably in the
dating it provides for the BetKshire Grim's Ditch and other
linear earthwotKs. Much of the evidence is in fiche with
only the more diagnostic sherds illustrated..
Location: Newbury
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Hawkes, J, 'Roman Coarse Pottery', in Johnstone, J &
Bow~en, M, Berkshire Arch. Journal 72, 1983-85, (17-52),
41-45.
---/rrs,fls/late 1st - 3rd-4th
arnp/tsg/bb1/sft/osc/alh/nfr/oxr
A very little sarnian (by Joanna Bird) mainly Antonine. The
assemblage suggests a low economic status, but it is noted
that bad preservation may have contributed towards this
impression. A fabric series is presented in the text but
illustrations are on fiche only.

Roman fort or official post nearby.
Location: County Museum, Truro
411

Quinnell, H, 'Cornwall during the Iron Age and the Roman
period', Cornish Arch. 25, 1986, 111-134.
syn/--gbr
Page 129: a brief but useful consideration of Romano-British
native pottery in Cornwall.

412

Quinnell, H, 'Cornish Gabbroic Pottery: the Development of
a Hypothesis', Cornish Arch. 26, 1987,7-12.
syn/--gbr
Considers gabbroic pottery in prehistoric and Roman periods
and problems in locating production sites.

413

Smith, G H, 'The Lizard Project, Landscape Survey,
1978-83', Cornish Arch. 26, 1987, 13-68.
flw/--gbr
Finds from field walking which include gabbroic ware, not
all sherds of which are necessarily of the Romano-British
period.
Location: County Museum, Truro

Buckinghamshire
Pauline Marney

406

407

408

409

Carstairs, P, 'Iron Age Occupation at Long Crendon',
Records of Buckinghamshire 26, 1984, (92-101), 95-101.
exc/rrs/late Iron Age & throughout the Roman period
cts/owc/orclpph/gro/gry/wht/osd
Un stratified, therefore no detailed analysis.
Location: Mrs Parker-Smith
Cauvain, P & S, 'The Coarse Pottery', in Chess Valley
Arch. & HisL Soc., 'A Report on Excavations at Bury Farm,
Amersharn', Records of Buckinghamshire 27, 1985,
(119-128), 124-126.
exc/rrs?/mid 2nd - mid 3rd
cts/ets/orc1/p-rtlIgrf/grglgry/lcg/b1k/brnloxmlbuf/rnf/redlosf/
osc/lox/osd/lcl
The pot descriptions are extremely basic with no attempt to
place their origins. It is, however, very straightforward.
Location: County Museum, Aylesbury
Dunnett, R, 'Excavations near Mount Wood, Chenies',
Records of Buckinghamshire 27, 1985, (107-118), 110-115.
exc,flw/corn-drying oven, small pits and an infant
burial/largely 2nd-3rd, with some residual 1st, 'Belgic'
types, and some 4th
arnp/sts/cts/w./tsg/nvc/occ/blg/grf/grc/grg/gry/lcg/shg/blk/brn/
mro/rnf/osf/osc/lox/wsx/wcs/lcl
Largely unstratified pottery.
Location: County Museum, Aylesbury

Paul Bidwell

410

Derbyshire
Richard Pollard

414

Brassington, M, 'The principal fmds', in 'Exploratory
excavations at Little Chester, Derby', Derbyshire Arch. J.
102, 1982 (1983), (74-83), 80-82.
exc/mil/lst-4thlusf
sts/cts/nvc/orc/occlbb l/emb/gry/lcg/esh/lsh?/mhm1/nvm(1cc)1
oxm(cc)/wsxldrb
15 illustrations, plus a catalogue of illustrated &
unillustrated material.
Location: Derby Museum

415

Dalton, K, 'The Pottery', in Bramwell, D, Dalton, K,
Drinkwater, J F, Hassall, M, Lorimer, K L & Mackreth, D
F, 'Excavations at Poole's Cavern, Buxton: an Interim
Report', Derbyshire Arch. J. 103, 1983 (1984), (47-50),
49-74.
exc/rur/late 1st - late 2nd, early 3rdlusf
ass/tsg/rghlocc/ira/bbl/gry/mr%sfldrb/syk
An "interim, qualitative statement". Vessel count based on
"counting the different rims". 18 illustrations. Other
mortaria: 'creamy' fabric. Contains an unusual variety of
wares for the Peak DistriCL
Location: c/o (1) K Dalton, 35 Macclesfield Road, Buxton
SK17 9AH

416

0001, J & Wheeler, H, et al, 'Roman Derby - Excavations
1968- 1983', Derbyshire Arch. Journal lOS, 1985 (1986),
(1-348 - whole volume); pottery reports by G Simpson
(sarnian), B R Hartley (sarnian), J Dool, B R Dickinson
(sarnian), M Todd, R S Birss, & K F Hartley, 26-30, 36-37,
256-268; for major pottery reports see entry nos. 417-421.
exc/mil,cem/early Iron Age - 4th/usf
arnp/asg/ass/sts/mvs/cts/ets/ccc/nvc/orc/rhn/occ/blg/ira!btbl
crb/ pph!bbl/grf/lcg/rst/esh/mhm/mro (sem or glm)/hft/
rnf/wht/osf/osc/lox/drb/drc/gftllnd/syk/swp
Includes reports on the Strutts Park Excavations (J Dool),
15-32; the Racecourse Cemetery (H M Wheeler), 222-280;
and the West Gate Excavations (R Annable & H M
Wheeler), 33-37.

Parminter, Y, 'The Coarse Pottery', in Allen, D,
'Excavations at Bierton 1979', Records of Buckinghamshire
28, 1986, (1-120), 57, 59-68.
exc/rrs,vil/late Iron Age & mid 1st - mid 4th
amp/sts/mvs/cts/ets/tsg/c1c/nvc!ira/tng/trb/btb/crb/pphlbb 1/
bb2/ncg/lcg/hgg/shg/flg (late lA )/lnmInvrn/oxm/vrmlhft/rnf/
esx/gft/had/lcl/oxr/stv/vrr
As the Roman fabric descriptions are on fiche this report is
difficult to use. It contains a good section on the 'Belgic'
material. Absence of securely stratified Roman contexts.
Location: County Museum, Aylesbury

Cornwall
Bidwell, P T, Carlyon, P M, Dickinson, B M, Greene, K T
& Parker, A J, 'The Pottery', in Carlyon, P M, 'Finds from
the Earthwork at Carvossa, Probus', Cornish Arch. 26,1987,

(103-141), 107- 121.
exc/rrsINeronian - later 2nd with some 1ater/usf
amp/as s/arr? /sts/m vs/cts/ets/ccc/clc1/nvc/orc/rgh/bb 1/grg/
gbm/ ktrn1/lgm1/nfm?/oxm/vrm/mro/hft/rnf/gbr
Pottery from what appears to have been a native site,
unusually rich in imports and Romano-British pottery not in
the native tradition. This perhaps suggests the presence of a
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103. 1983 (1984). (75-86). SO-81.
exc/rur,frm,fis/late 1st - 2nd
sts/ctslbb 1/gry/rnhrnIbuf/osdldrb
Includes a note on stamped mortaria by K F Hartley; 10 rim.
9 base sherds illustrated. (First season: see also entry no.
424).

Location: Derby Museum! Trent & Peak Arch. Trust
417

Birss. R S (now R S Leary). with contributions by K T
Greene. D F Williams & M W Hassall. 'Coarse Pottery'. in
entry no. 416. 'North-west sector excavations 1979-80' (H
M Wheeler). (38-153). 90-124 & 130-133.
exc.chm/rni1/late Iron Age - late 4th/ggp.usf
asglass/ccc/nvc/orc/rhn/rgh/occ/mca/ira/btbAA>1lbb2/gryllcg
Irstlbsgleshllshlmhm/mf/whtlloxlwcs/dal/drb/drc/gft/lndl
syk/swp/amp
Quantified by rim percentage and sherd count Refers to an
archive type series. 190 descriptions & illustrations. Includes
discussion and form/fabric/phase charts. Scientific analysis
of BB1 & amphorae: 'Black-burnished ware and amphorae'.
by D F Williams. 130-132; graffiti on amphorae: 'Graffiti'.
by M W Hassall. 132-133.
Location: Derby Museuml Trent & Peak Arch. Trust

424

Makepeace, G A. 'The Pottery'. in 'The Romano-British
Settlement at Staden near Buxton', Derbyshire Arch. J ourna/
107. 1987 (1988). (24-34). 24. 29-30 & 32-33.
exc/rur,frm,fis!2nd
tsg/bb 1/gry/rnhm?losf/osdldtb
A very small collection. 5 illustrations fran 1983. Also
notes on the 1926 excavations, including 5 illustrations.
(Second season: see also entry no. 423).

Devon
Paul Bidwell

418

419

385

420

421

Dickinson. B M. 'Samian·. in entry no. 416. 'North-west
sector excavations 1979-80' (H M Wheeler). (38-153).
79-90.
exc/mil/pre-Flavian - 3rd/ggp
sts/mvs/cts/ets
Includes 28 stamps and 24 illustrations of decorated pieces.
Location: Derby Museum
0001. J. 'The Coarse Pottery: Stratified Groups'. in entry no.
416. 'Derby Racecourse: Excavations on the Roman
Industrial Settlement. 1974' (J 0001), (155-221). 188-208.
excfmd/Iron Age to 4th (mainly Flavian to early 4th)/ggp
nvc/glz!ira/rgdlbb 1Ibb2/gro/gryllcglrstlbsgleshlmhmllcrnl
rnhm/mdmlbuf/rnf/whtlosf/loxlosd/drb/drc
vessels described and illustrated. No quantification. 8
selected mortaria. including 5 stamps & 1 "graffito ante
cocturam in imitation of stamp". 'The Mortaria', by K F
Hartley, 206-208; 'Iron Age pottery'. by J Dool.208 - 3
sherds.
Hartley. B R & Dickinson. B M. 'The Sarnian Ware'. in
entry no. 416. 'Derby Racecourse: Excavations on the
Roman Industrial Settlement. 1974' (J 0001). (155-221),
181-188.
excfmdlpre-Flavian - 3rd/ggp
sts/mvs/cts/ets
48 decorated pieces and 7 stamps illustrated.
Location: Derby Museum! Trent & Peak Arch. Trust
Hartley. K F. 'Mortaria'. in entry no. 416. 'North-west
sector excavations 1979-80' (H M Wheeler). (38-153). 113
& 124-130.
exc/mil!Flavian - 4th/ggp
orc (mortaria)llcrn/lnrn/rnhm!oxrn (white fabric & red slip
fabric)/vrrnlmro/swern
More than 98 vessels examined. 13 stamps & 10 other
vessels illustrated.
Location: Derby Museum! Trent & Peak Arch. Trust

422

Frere. S S (from information sent by M Brassington),
'Roman Britain in 1986'. Britannia 18. 1987. (302-359),
321-322.
slr/mil/cl20+ presumably
bb1/fcp
Includes an illustration of a face-pot in BB 1 from Little
Chester fort

423

Makepeace. G A. 'The Pottery'. in 'A Romano-British
Settlement at Staden near Buxton' • Derbyshire Arch. Journal

425

Gaskell-Brown. C & Hugo. T E. 'Prehistoric and
Romano-British Finds fran Mount Batten. Devon: 1979-83'.
Proc. Devon Arch. Soc. 41. 1983. (69-74). 72-73.
exc/--arnp/tsg/bb1/grc
A small collection of sherds, none illustrated.

426

Silvester. R J & Bidwell. P T. 'A Roman Site at Woodbury.
Axrninster·. Proc. Devon Arch. Soc. 42. 1984. (33-57).
3947.
exc/mil.m/--ass/sts/cts/ets/ccc/nvclnfc/orc/rhnAA> 1/grc/oxrn/vrmlsvv
Most of the pottery comprises a group which appears to
have accumulated in the filling of a pond between the
second quarter of th~ 3rd century and the middle of the 4th.
Location: Exeter Museum

Essex
Colin Wallace

Contributor's Notes:
(i)

In each volume of the county journal. Essex Archaeol. Hist .•
since Vol. 8 (1977). there appears an article entitled 'Work
of the Essex County Council Archaeology Section 19 .. •.
Despite the title, this is not a collection of ephemera but a
gathering of short site reports. watching briefs. stray fmds
and material submitted to the Section for report. along with
more substantial contributions - in short. almost a
mini-journal in itself. This contribution does not include all
the material on Roman pottery from these articles. only the
major entries.

(ii)

Since the 1982 closing-date for entry in the gazetteer of The
Pottery Kilns of Roman Britain. Swan 1984. seven of the
Essex kilns listed therein have achieved full or interim
publication, as follows:

Chelmsford 3: 'Roman Pottery Bibliography'. JRPS 2. entry no. 364.
Colchester 14: 'Roman Pottery Bibliography'. JRPS 2. entry no. 239.
Heybridge: 'Roman Pottery Bibliography'. this volume. entry no. 444.
Ke1vedon 1: 'Roman Pottery Bibliography'. this volume. entry no.
431. Messing cum Inworth: 'Roman Pottery Bibliography'. JRPS 2.
entry no. 364. Thurrock: 'Roman Pottery Bibliography'. JRPS 2, entry
no. 233. (Witham: 'Roman Pottery Bibliography'. this volume, entry
no. 443).
In addition. entry no. 431 (this volume) includes a .photograph of
Ke1vedon 2.
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Brasier, M D, 'Excavation at 147 Lexden Road, Colchester',
Essex Archaeol. Hist. 16, 1984-85 (1986), 145-149.
exc/unkhnid 1st
ass/sts/lyc/mca/tng/trb/nri/btb/gro/gry/lom?/ngmlsemloscl
osd/ppr
Identifications not certain for all of the above fabrics , as the
author provides only a list of Camulodunum forms with no
fabric details.
Location: not given (? private possession)

428

Buik, K, with a contribution by C Going, 'The Coarse
Wares', in Hope, J H, 'Excavation in Cressing Churchyard
1979', Essex JOUTnal18, 1983, (72-95), 83-86 & 91-95.
exc/rrshnid-late 1st
sts/tng or trb/nri/grc/grg/gro/esh/bm/mro/wht/osd
A rather spartan report.
Location: not given

429

Drury, P J, with contributions by W J Rodwell & P Arthur,
'Prehistoric and Roman material other than flint' in Bassett,
S R, Saffron Walden: excavations and research 1972-80,
CBA Research Report 45, 1982,45-48.
exc,syn/rrs,?cem/1st - 4th
sts/cts/nvc/glz/grf/gry/unm/?oxpnhax
A more detailed catalogue of the excavated fmds is on
microfiche. The report includes the re-publication of Roman
grave-goods from a largely Saxon cemetery. One of these is
a unique cutaway flanged bowl, lead-glazed.
Location: Saffron Walden museum

amp/sts/cts/ets/clc/nvc/gry/ret/esh/nvm/haxhnek/rsx?
Detail only for the samian. Includes a possible 'smith's
vase', a vessel with 'Romano-Saxon' decoration, and a
Mayen ware jar - the rest is summarised. Adds 5 fmds of
Mayen ware in Essex to Fulford & Bird's list (Britannia 6,
1975).
Location: private possession
433

Rodwell, W J, 'The Pottery and its Implications', in
Buckley, D G, Hedges, J D & Priddy, D, 'Excavations at
Woodham Walter and an assessment of Essex enclosures',
East Anglian Archaeol. 33, 1987,20-39.
exc/rrs/cmid-1st BC - mid-1st AD, & a small amount
later/usf/ass/sts/clc/trb/nri/grc/gro/gry/ret/sxs/clml
lom/clb/osc/wcs
Seulement site abandoned cAD 40-60 and given over to
agriculture for the rest of the Roman period. The unusually
large deposit of pottery in the latest pre-Roman Iron Age
ditch may be evidence of a rite of termination.
Location: Chelmsford & Essex Museum

434

Rodwell, W J, 'The samian', in entry no. 431, 92-100.
exc,coll?mil,cem,twn/pre-Flavian - Antonine (+ stamped
Arretine platter)1
usf
arrlstshnvs/cts/ets/cls
The (detailed) printed text is supplemented by a catalogue of
the decorated samian on microfiche. Of note are fragments
of decorated and plain early Lezoux ware, alas not in useful
contexts. See Rodwell in Wickenden (entry no. 444) for a
more recent comment on the paucity of East Gaulish samian
at Kelvedon (more abundant on coastal sites than inland).
Location: Colchester & Essex Museum

435

Tumer, C, 'The Pottery' (from Beauchamps Farm,
Wickford), in Eddy, M R, ed., 'Wotk of the Essex County
Council Archaeology Section, 1979', Essex Arch. & Hist.
12, 1980 (1981), (51-85),65-67.
slr/twn/late 1st - late 3rd
?nfc/grc/clm/osd/rsx/wcs
Only some eleven sherds published, the rest recorded (Level
ill) in Essex SMR. Descriptions rather vague and no detail
provided on the nature of the site.
Location: not given

436

Turner, C, 'Pottery', in Eddy, M R, Kelvedon: The Origins
and Development of A Roman Small Town, Essex County
Council Occasional Paper 3, 1982,26-31.
exc,syn/twn/mid-lst BC - cAD 70/usf
amp/ass/arrlsts/cggltng/trb/btb/crb/gro/blk/wht
In a detailed interim report on the late 1970's excavations,
Tumer discusses a range of pre- and post-conquest imports
(from Dr IB amphorae to Central Gaulish glazed ware).
Note that the figure reference should be '12' throughout, not
'14'. See also fig. 9 for a range of late Iron Age
grog-tempered forms.
Location: E.C.C. Archaeology Store, Chelmsford

437

Turner, C, 'Hospital Lane, ColchesterTL988249', in Priddy,
D, ed., 'Wotk of the Essex County Council Archaeology
Section, 1981', Essex Archaeol. Hist. 14, 1982 (1983),
(111-132), 124- 125.
col/cem/l st/usf
mca/grf/osf
Four complete (and one almost-complete) vessels said to
have been found in the area of Colchester's West Cemetery.
Location: private possession

./
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431
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Rigby, V, with a contribution by I C Freestone, 'The
pottery', in Foster, J, 'The Lexden Tumulus: A re-appraisal
of an Iron Age burial from Colchester, Essex', BAR. 156,
Oxford, 1986, 110-123.
exc,col/cem/c15 BC - 10 BC (for burial)
arrnclchnca/trb/btb/gro/osd
A new catalogue of the 1924 finds, which attempts to
distinguish the original grave-goods (grog-tempered
butt-beaker and bowl, and probably also a Central Gaulish
mica-gilt jar). Previously published in Archaeologia 76
(1927) by Laver. See also entry no. 447.
Location: Colchester & Essex Museum
Rodwell, K A, with contributions by V Rigby, K F Hartley,
W Rodwell, D F Williams, & M W C Hassall, 'The
pottery', in The Prehistoric and Roman settlement at
Kelvedon, Essex, CBA Research Report 63, 1987, 100-129.
exc,coll?mil,cem,twn,kln/second half 1st BC - 4th
AD/ggp;usf
amp (Or IB)/arhlass/sts/cts/cls/clc/nvc/orc/rghhnca/cgglgl71
tngltrb/nrilbtb/crb/pph/bb 11gro/gryIhar/esh/lsh/clm/oxml
vrm/buf/clb/wht/fcp/hax/wcs/osd/gftllnd/pprlstv/wse
Published by period and significant groups - quite full
printed text supplemented by microfiche catalogue of rest of
illustrated pottery. Fabric types series given for Iron Age
coarse wares. Note a fine IA stamp-decorated vessel
(previously published in Britannia 4) and that not everyone
is convinced by the arguments for the military phase (see
entry no. 436).
Location: Colchester & Essex Museum
Rodwell, W J, 'The Terra Sigillata', and 'The Coarse
Pottery', in Drury, P J, Rodwell, W J & Wickenden, N P,
'Finds from the Probable Site of a Roman Villa at Dawes
Heath, Thundersley, Essex', Essex Archaeol. Hist. 13, 1981
(1982), (66-68), 66- 68.
flw/vil?/lst - 4th/usf

97

98
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438

Turner, C, with contributions by R Turner & H J Major,
'Layer-de-la-Haye, Malting Barn, 1L97921953', in Priddy,
D, ed., 'Work of the Essex County Council Archaeology
Section, 1982', Essex Archaeol. Hist. 15, 1983 (1984),
(119-155), 129-134.
slr/rur/mid-lstlusf
ass/arr/sts/tngltrb/nri/gro/gry/eshlflg/wht
Pottery from two ditch segments at the southern end of the
Camulodunum dyke system. Exact nature of site unknown.
Location: private possession

439

Turner, C, 'The Pottery', in Bedwin, 0, 'Excavations at
Mount House, Braintree 1984', Essex Archaeol. Hist. 16,
1984-5 (1986), (28-39), 37-38.
exc/rdd/mid 2nd-mid 3rd
am p/sts/cts/ets/clc?/nvc?/rhn/occ/pph?/bb2? /grf/grc/sxs?/
clm?/osf/hax/wcs
Pottery summarised in broad fabric groups and dating
evidence given for key contexts. The excavation examined
a supposed component of Braintree's late I.A. oppidum,
discovered to be modem. Ascriptions not always clear
(hence the abundant '?' above).
Location: ECC store, Chelmsford (temporarily)

440

Turner, C, 'Pre-Roman and Roman Pottery (from Toft's
Garage)', in Milton, B H, 'Excavations in Braintree 1980
and 1984', Essex Archaeol. Hist. 17, 1986 (1987), (82-95),
87.
exc/twn13rd-4th, some residual
clc/bbl/grc/gry/blk/haw
Roman features from small-scale excavations to the east of
the supposed centre of the small town. Poor presentation of
the pottery - a potentially useful thirdlfourth century pit
treated very superficially. Possible waster sherd illustrated.
Location: ECC store, Chelmsford (temporarily)

441

Turner, C, 'Pottery (from Sandpit Road)" in Milton, B H,
'Excavations in Braintree 1980 and 1984', Essex Archaeol.
Hist. 17, 1986 (1987), (82-95),93.
exc/twn/3rd-4th, plus residual
cts/etslnvc/occ/gry/clmlhax
A trial excavation, aimed at evaluating the survival of
Roman levels, which uncovered two substantial pits. As with
Toft's garage (previous entry), the opportunity to present
these groups fully was not taken.
Location: ECC store, Chelmsford (temporarily)

442

443

Turner, C, 'Woodham Walter, Warren Golf Course', in
Priddy, D, ed., 'Work of the Essex County Council
Archaeology Section 1985', Essex Archaeol. Hist. 17, 1986
(1987), (141-155), 143-144.
slrlcem? ,rur/2nd-3rd
gry
A near-comp1ete jar and fragments of around 20 other
vessels, recovered from a sand quarry. Some from a number
of small pits, but the nature of the site is uncertain - no trace
of cremated bone.
Location: private possession
Turner, R,Ivy Chimneys, Witham: an Interim Report, Essex
County Council Occasional Paper 2, 1982.
exc/kln,rur,rel/early 4th (from archaeomagnetism)
grc
See page 12 & figs. 8 & 9 for an account of a kiln in a
'religious complex' off the Colchester - London road. The
products comprise jars, bead-rim dishes, bowls and beakers.
Location: Chelmsford & Essex Museum

444

445

Wickenden, N P (with contributions by W Rodwell, B A
Ford, K F Hartley & C J Going), 'The Roman Pottery', in
'Prehistoric Settlement and the Romano-British 'small town'
at Heybridge, Essex' , Essex Archaeol. H ist. 17, 1986 (1987),
(7-68),35-52, and microfiche.
exc/ptp,twn/mid Ist-4th/ggp,usf
amp/ass/sts/cts/ets/ats/clc/nvc/orc/rhn/mca/bb1/bb2/grf/grc/
gry/ har/nkg/ret/lsh/sxs/clm/lom/nvrn/oxm/buf/clb/oxp/oxw/
osc/hax/haw/ wcs/osd/alh?/lnd/mek/ppr/stv/vrf
This report uses the fabric and form type series established
at Chelmsford (Going 1987, entry 364 in Vol. 2), with five
additional fabrics. The dating evidence for each phase is
given in the report text, here the pottery is catalogued by
period and phase (presented under fabric nurnbers, in bold
type).
Of particular interest is the material from Period V.l
(cAD225/250-300) which includes four pit groups containing
the products of an unlocated grey ware kiln. See also entry
241 in Vol. 2 for the latest Roman material.
Location: Colchester & Essex Museum
Wickenden, N P (with contributions by P M Kenrick & W

J Rodwell), 'An Archaeological Gazetteer of Heybridge', in
'Prehistoric Settlement and the Romano-British 'small town'
at Heybridge, Essex', Essex Archaeol. Hist. 17, 1986 (1987),
(7 -68), 53-61.
co1,csf,slr/cem,twn/mid 1st BC-4th/usf
amp/ass/arr/sts/mvs/cts/ets/ats/clclnvclorc/mca/pph/bb1lbb2
Igrf/gro/gry/har/lsh/blk/brn/clm/oxm/clb/osc/hax/osd/lnd/
rnek/stv
Compiled in order "to place the excavations in their proper
context within the Iron Age and Roman settlement".
Locations: Chelmsford & Essex Museum; Colchester &
Essex Museum; Passmore Edwards Museum
446

Wickenden, N & Going, C, 'Little Waltham, 2 Roman
Road', Essex Archaeol. Hist. 16, 1984-5 (1986), 143-144.
csf/rur,cem!first half of 2nd
cts/grf/gro/vrr
A note on six vessels, including three defmitely in a
cremation group, from a site which had previously produced
cemetery finds.
Location: private possession

447

Williams, D F, 'The amphorae', in Foster, J, 'The Lexden
Tumulus: A re-appraisal of an Iron Age burial from
Colchester, Essex', B.A.R. 156, Oxford, 1986, 124-132.
exc,col/cem/c15BC-10BC (for burial)
amp/ait
Six Dr. 1B and about a dozen Dr. 2-4, all Italian amphorae.
None complete and large pieces missing - smashing during
burial ritual? See also entry no. 430.

Hampshire
Malcolm Lyne & ('1<) Colin Wallace
Editor's note: for any reader who failed to spot Volume n's most
glaring error, it must be mentioned here that entry no. 174, Silchester
Defences, 1974-80, by M G Fulford, was mistakenly included under
the county of Berkshire. This was entirely due to the editor's curious
geographical reasoning ("Professor Fulford is at Reading, so Silchester
must be in Berkshire... "). Future references to Silchester will be
returned to Hampshire.
*448

Champion, T, 'The pottery [from near Martin]" in Catherall,

P D, et ai, The Southern Feeder. The Archaeology of a Gas
Pipeline, 1984, 175-183.
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exc/rrslfirst half of 1st-2nd
cts/iralbtblbb1/gro/grylshg/flg/osd/dur
Largely late Iron Age Durotrigian - one of the most easterly
fmds of the ware, with a small amount of later material.
Location: not stated
449

*450

*451

Collis, J, with contributions by B R Hartley ('Samian') and
D P S Peacock
(,Amphorae'), 'Coarse Pottery', in 'Excavations at
Silchester, Hants 1968', Proc. of the Hampshire Field Club
& Arch. Soc. Vol. 39, 1983, (57-68),64-65 & microfiche.
exc/wltl43-400+/seq
ass/arrlsts/cts/alhlblglbbllnvs/nfc/pph/rhn/tng!hftlsft
Detailed pottery reports with illustrations on microfiche. Not
enough effort has been made to identify coarse wares. Alice
Holt is not mentioned, but its distinctive storage jar rim
forms are illustrated.
Location: not given
Davies, S M, 'The pottery [from Barton Staceyl', in
Catherall, P D, et al, The Southern Feeder. The Archaeology
of a Gas Pipeline, 1984,86-97.
exc/rrslmid-late 1st-early 2nd +late 3rd-4th/usf
cts/nfc/orcfrra/gro/gry/nfg/shg/flg/blk/oxm!osdlalh
A site recognised by aerial photography, near a Roman road
excavated in advance of a gas pipeline. Broad fabric
groupings (sand-tempered; flint-tempered; grog-tempered)
are laid out for the coarsewares.
Location: not stated
Davies, S M, 'The Pottery [from Little Sombomel', in
CatheraIl, P D, et al, The Southern Feeder. The Archaeology
of a Gas Pipeline, 1984, 130-135.
exc/rrslmid 1st-early-mid 2nd +late 3rd-4th/usf
sts/cts!hpb/nfc/orc!?rhn/g17Jira/gro/gry/nfg/flg/nfm!oxm!osdl
?alh
A site on the Upper Chalk west of Winchester, excavated in
advance of a gas pipeline. Broad fabric groupings are
defmed for the coarsewares. The glazed ware is identified as
Chichester products.
Location: Test Valley Archaeological Trust, Romsey

452

Davies, S M, 'Roman Pottery', in Cook, A M & Dacre, M
W, Excavations at Portway, Andover. 1973-1975, 1985,
17-18.
exc/rur/43-150, with stray later sherdslusf
alh/gro/nfr/nfc/orc!?sft
No pottery is illustrated and the site is mainly Neolithic,
Bronze Age and Saxon. but Table n, giving a breakdown of
fabrics and forms imparts more information of real use than
many much longer reports.
Location: not given

453

Davies, S M, & Timby, J R, 'The Pottery', in Rogers, J &
Walker, J SF, 'A Detached Romano-British Bath House at
Braish Field, near Romsey, Hampshire', Proc. of the
Hampshire Field Club & Arch. Soc. Vol. 41, 1985, (69-79),
74.
exc/vil/43-400+/seq
tsg/alh/gro/nfrlnfc/orc
A very terse report with no illustrations.
Location: not given

454

Hawkes, J W, 'The Roman Pottery', in Fasham, P J, The
Prehistoric Settlement at Winnall Down. Winchester,
Hampshire Field Club Monograph No. 2. 1985,69-76.
exc/frm/43-150

99

asg/ass/sts/mvs/cts/tng/alh/satlshd
A splendid report. This is how pottery should be quantified
(Tables 10 & 11, Fig. 59 & 60). The potter), is tabulated
firstly according to weight and sherd number per fabric.
Secondly it is tabulated according to numbers of rims per
vessel TYpe in each fabric. The presentation is very precise
and informative.
Location: not given

455

Hawkes, J W, 'The Pottery', in Fasham, P J, A Banjo
Enclosure in Micheldever Wood, Hampshire, Hampshire
Field Club Monograph No. 5, 1987,27-33.
exc/rur!rm/43-400/ggp,seq
amp/tsg/nfclblg/gro/alh
Includes a good range of 1st century native TYpes.
Location: not given

456

Light, T, 'A Romano-British waster heap at Allen's Farm,
Rockbourne', Proc. of the Hampshire Field Club & Arch.
Soc. Vol. 39, 1983, 69-75 & microfiche.
exc/ptp/275 -300/typ
nfr
A detailed corpus on microfiche.
Location: not given

457

Millett, M, 'An early Roman cemetery at Alton, Hampshire' •
Proc. of the Hampshire Field Club & Arch. Soc. Vol. 42,
1986,41-87.
exc/cem/1stlggp,seq,typ
sts/alhlblg
Good, largely pre-Flavian groups. Gives insight into the
origins of the Alice HoltlFarnham industry, which is only
five miles away.
Location: not given

458

Millett, M, with contributions by J Bird ('Samian') and BM
Dickinson & B R Hartley ('Samian Stamps'), 'The Pottery',
in Millett, M & Graham, D, Excavations on the
Romano-Brilish Small Town at Neatham. Hampshire.
1969-1979, Hampshire Field Club Monograph No. 3, 1986,
63-94.
exc/twn/mid 1st-400+/ggp,seq,typ
ass/sts/mvs/cts/ets/nfc/orc/rlmlbb1/gro/nfm!oxm/nvs/oxpl
alh/pev/vrr!had
Useful for dating of Alice Holt wares (Neatham is three-four
miles from Alice Holt/Farnham) but certain aspects are
problematic: for example, Period I, Structure 3 is dated in
Table 2 as late 1st to mid 2nd, on the basis of coarse wares
and samian. In Table 20, however, New Forest and
Oxfordshire wares are present Other, non-Alice Holt coarse
wares present would probably fit into a moderate-sized
cardboard box.

459

Shaw, G, 'The Roman Pottery', in Ashbee, P, 'Hook,
Warsash, Hampshire, Excavations, 1954', Proc. of the
Hampshire Field Club & Arch. Soc. Vol. 43, 1987, (21-62),
42-44.
exc/rur/250-400
cts/'rX> 1/gro/nfc/orc
Location: not given

460

Thompson, A, 'The Pottery', in Millett, M & Russell, D,
'An Iron Age and Romano-British site at Viables Farm,
Basingstoke', Proc. of the Hampshire Field Club & Arch.
Soc. Vol. 40, 1984, (49-60), 58 & microfiche
exc/rur!rm/1st-3rd/ggp
ass/tsg/alhIblg/nfc/orc/pph/lyc/sft
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Report on microfiche. No illustrations.
Location: not given

461

Timby, J R, 'The Pottery' , in Stamper, P A, 'Excavations on
a mid-twelfth century siege castle at Bentley, Hampshire' ,
Proc. of the Hampshire Field Club & Arch. Soc. Vol. 40,
1984, (81- 90), 87-88.
exc/vil/43 -400+/usf
tsglalh/nfc
A Roman site beneath a motte.
Location: not given

462

Tomalin, D J, 'The Vectis Pottery Tradition', in Roman
Wight: A Guide Catalogue, 1987,30-40.
syn/ptp/43-400+1typ
vec
A very significant work. A corpus of products from a
hitherto unpublished industry. There is a very good section
on tile in the same volume (pp. lOS-115).

463

Tumer, A, 'The Roman Pottery', in Morris, M, 'An Iron
Age and Romano-British site at Choseley Fann, Odiham:
The excavations of Dorothy Liddell, 1937', Proc. of the
Hampshire Field Club & Arch. Soc. Vol. 42, 1986,
(90-108),99-100 & microfiche.
exc/rur,frm/43 -400+/usf
alh/nfc/oxm
Location: not given

468

Rigby, V, et al, 'Pottery', in Stead, I M, Rudston Roman
Villa, 1980, 37-94.
exc/vil/1st-4th!ggp
sts/cts/ets/tsglnvc/rgh/mca/btb/bb1/rst/shglflg/ogr/mhm/
nvm!mro/fcp/dalIhcslprs/rsx!stv/cra
Two good groups from the well: the upper is paralleled by
signal station sites and so should date to post AD 367. The
lower is probably c AD 295-330. Includes a useful note on
Parisian ware.
Location: not given

469

Wacher, J S, with contributions by BR Hartley ('Samian')
and K F Hartley ('Mortarium stamps'), 'Coarse pottery', in
Excavations at Brough-on-Humher 1958-1961, London,
1969, 107-205.
exc/mil,twn/l st -4th!ggp
sts/cts/ets/rgh/grc/gry!1cglrst/shglmro/dalIhcslprs/Crambeck
Useful groups of coarse pottery, much of it of local
manufacture.
Location: Hull Museum

South Humberside
Sally Stow
470

Loughlin, N, 'Dales Ware: A Contribution to the Study of
Roman Coarse Pottery', in Peacock, D PS, ed., Pottery and
Early COI1II7Uirce: Characterization and Trade in Roman and
Later Ceramics, London, 1977, 85-146.
syn,chm/ptp!1ate 2nd-4th
shgldal
An extensive study of Dales and Dales-type ware, especially
relevant to northern Lincolnshire (now South Humberside),
which Loughlin believes to be the source of Dales ware.

471

Stead, I M, Excavations at Winterton Roman Villa and
Other Roman Sites in North Lincolnshire, 1958-67,
H.M.S.O., 1976. See entry nos. 472-475 for pottery details.

472

Hartley, B R & Pengelly, H, 'Samian Ware', in entry no.
471, 102- 116.
exc/mil,vil,set/1st-eariy 3rd
slS/clS/elS/tsg
Location: Samthorpe Museum

473

Hartley, K F, 'Mortaria', in entry no. 471,116-126.
excnmil,vil,set/lst-4th!ggp
llm/ghm/nvrn/sem/swm/rnro
Location: Scunthorpe Museum

474

Rigby, V, 'Gallo-Belgic and Other Imported Wares', in
entry no. 471, 127- 135.
exc/mil,set/l st/usf
blg/tng/trb/btb/gab/mf/clb/wht
Includes a useful comparison between Gallo-Belgic wares
from Old Winteringham and North Ferriby.
Location: Scunthorpe Museum

475

Rigby, V & Stead, I M, 'The Pottery Industry in North Lincolnshire', and 'Coarse Pottery', in entry no. 471,95-101 &
136-190.
exc/mil,kln,vil,set/l st -4th!ggp/nvc/obb/grc/gro!1cglrst/eshl
shgldal/bcs/prs/swc!rox/mnv/the/dralnlc
Detailed and very useful publication of large groups
(including much local pottery) from the Old Winteringham
senlement and Winterton Villa. (Much 1st, 2nd and 3rd
century material, linle 4th). Also includes general notes on
Parisian and Dales wares.

North Humberside
Sally Stow
464

465

466

467

Bartlett, J E & Mackey, R W, 'Excavations on Walkington
Wold, 1967-1969', East Riding Archaeologist VoLl, Part 2,
1972, 10-18,27, & 39-43.
exc/unk/late 4th/usf
hcs/cra
An interesting group of late Roman pottery, three-quarters
of which was Huntcliff ware representing an estimated 200+
vessels.
Location: Hull Museums
Eddy, M R, 'Excavations at Moot Hill, Driffield', East
Riding Archaeologist Vol. 7, 1983, 48-49.
exc/unk/late 4th
hcs/cra
A small quantity (19 illustrated sherds) of mainly Huntcliff
ware (plus a linleSrambeck) from a fourth century building
found beneath the motte of a previously unknown Nonnan
castle.
Location: not given
Hicks, J D & Wilson, J A, 'Romano-British Kilns at
Hasholme', East Riding Archaeologist Vol. 2, 1975, 49-67.
exc/klnl--grg/gry!1cglogr/dallthr
A brief and basic report on the excavation of three kilns
lying close to Throlam kilns. Poor illustrations & text. No
discussion of dating.
Location: Hull Museums
Uoyd, G D, 'A Roman Pottery Kiln in the Parish of
Lockington', East Riding Archaeologist Vol. 1, Part 1, 1968,
28-38.
exc/klnlc150-250
grc/gry/eyk
Location: not given
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upc (pph etc.)
Partial excavation of a cemetery: 53 burials including burials
in amphorae. Also residual/domestic scatter. There was also
a Saxon cemetery on the same site.
Location: Canterbury Archaeological Trust; Canterbury
Royal Museum

There is a brief section on the pottery industry in North
Lincs. (now Humberside), and products are published from
the local kilns at Roxby (2nd), Thealby (2nd & 4th),
Messingham (4th) and Dragonby Kiln 3 (Flavian-Trajanic).
Location: Scunthorpe Museum

Kent
Richard Pollard. (oO) Malcolm Lyne & (+) Colin Wallace

482

Wilson, M G, 'The Pottery' (from Canterbury Excavation
Committee sites, 1946-60), in entry no. 477, 195-219
(including non-Roman material).
exc/mjc,cem,7opp ('Belgic' huts)/ggp
amp/assnarr/sts/tsgnkww/nvc/orc/mcaJbIg/tng/trb/nrilbtb/cro/
bblIbb2/grf/grglgro/ncg/lcglclm or ktrn/ewmJktm/ngm/buf/
hft/mf/whtllox/osd/esx/gft
In the format of Verulamium I: no fabric type series, no
quantification, extensive illustrations (132 profiles); listed by
context; no synthesis. Includes graffiti: Fig 79, 207-208, in
'Belgic' wares; an amphora stamp (DresseI20): Fig 87, no.
64,218-219; and a TN platter stamp: Fig 79, no. 1,207-208.
Location: Canteroury Royal Museum

+483

Green, C M, 'Appendix 1: Analyses of Roman pottery types
from Poverest Road, Orpington', in Palmer, S, Excavation
of the Roman and Saxon site at Orpington, 1984,31-46.
exc/set/roughly 2nd-4th
asglass/sts/cts/ets/clc/kww/nvc/orc/rhnlocc/nriibblIbb2/gro/
gry/ nkg/esMsh/clmJktmloxm/vrmlmr%xpAlax/wsx/alhI7dal1
lnd/vrr/pgr/pod
An unstratified collection (see the discussion of the
"stratification" on page 4) from a poorly excavated
bathhouse. Some pottery illustrated, but unrelated to the
report.
Location: Orpington Museum

484

Meates, Lt-Col G W, Meates, Lt-Col G W, The Roman Villa
at Lullingstone. Kent. Volwne //: The Wall Paintings &
Finds, Kent Archaeol. Soc. Monograph Series rn, 1987. See
entry nos 485 for pottery details.
exc/vil,frm/late 1st BC-early 5th AD/ggp,usf,typ
Location: HBMCE stores, Lullingstone Villa Guardianship
Museum

485

Pollard, R J, 'The Other Roman Pottery', in entry no
484,164-302. (Report written by Pollard in 1982). For site
& location details, see entry no 484.
Some late ht BC-pre-Flavian; mostly late ht AD-early 5th
AD
cts/ach/asglass/ccc ("Rhenish")/clc1kww (lower Rhineland)/
nvc/nfc/owc/orc/rhn/nvr(710wer Rhineland)lrgh/occ/mca/glzl
pgrfrra/ btb/crb/pphlbblIbb2/obb/grf/grc/grglgro/ncgAlegl
IcgAlgglnkglesh/ lsh/sxs/ltplflglctrn/clm/lwm/gbmlktm/lgm/
lnm/mhm/mem/ngm/oxm/rbm/sem/vrm/mro/buf/ngt/mf/
oxp/oxw/wht/fcp/osf/osc/bax/lox/wsx/baw/alh/gft/lnd/
lrh/mek/ngp/ppr/rsx/stvJupc/vrr/mrb(7German)/eas/pod/plus
5 undesignated types; North Gaulish (Anderson);
miscellaneous forms including 'flower pot', chimney &
crucibles.
A wide range of forms and fabrics, both divided into type
series: there are eleven classes of forms, 80 fabrics, and over
400 illustrations. There are several very rare continental
imports along with exotic and local R-B products.
The report includes an amphora with painted inscription,
three amphora stamps, and numerous graffiti (including two
on tiles), with comments by Charles Thomas (278-280) on
Christian symbolism. There is a summary of ceramic
discs/counters cut from pots and tiles. There is a general
discussion of the pottery (281-3): there were 56 stratified

See also 'Books', for Monaghan, J, Upchurch and Thameside Roman
Pottery: A ceramic typology for northern Kent.flTst to third centuries
AD (entry no 557), and for Pollard, R J, The Roman Pottery of Kent
(entry no 558).
476

Detsicas, A P, 'A salt-panning site at Funton Creek',
Archaeol Cantiana 101 (for 1984), 1985, 165-168.
excfmd/--3rd-occlbb2
A brief report on a 1963 rescue excavation. There is no
separate pottery report; there are three pottery illustrations.
Location: not recorded

477

Frere, S S, Bennen, P, Rady, J & Stow, S, Canterbury
Excavations: Intra- and Extra-mural sites. 1949-55 and
1980-84, The Archaeology of Canterbury, VoL VIII, 1987.
See entry nos. 478-482 for pottery details.

478

Bird, J & Dickinson, B M, 'The samian from Marlowe
Avenue and No. 15A Dane John', in entry no. 477,329-333.
exc/mjc!Claudian-mid 3rd
sts/cts/ets/ats (late 2nd-early 3rd)
A catalogue, including illustrations of two decorated pieces
and six stamps.

479

Green, M I, 'The fmds and pottery from the Canterbury
Archaeological Trust sites, 1980-84' (various short reports
in section iv), in entry no. 477, 301-303 & 326-328.
exc,slr/mjc/late 1st BC-early 5th ADJusf
amp/asglass/sts/cts/ets/ats (late)/ccc/clc/kww (incl.rgh)/lyc/
nvc/owc/orc/egg (TN)/mrb (German + early London marbled
+eponge)/rhn/occ/blg/tng/trb/pph/bb2/grf/grc/ncg!lcg/
nkglctm or clm1ktm/lnmnmem (Soller)/oxm (all 3 fabrics)/
semnvrm/oxp/wht/oscnhax/lox/wcs/mek/ppr/upc
The pottery from 7 Palace St (301-302) is quantified by
sherd count; for Marlowe Ave., St. John's Lane & No. 15A
Dane John: summary of 'Gallo-Belgic', Roman and late
Roman imports only, also quantified by sherd counts.
Location: Canterbury Archaeological Trust; Canterbury
Royal Museum

480

Hartley, K F, 'Mortarium stamps from Canterbury', in entry
no. 477,251-255.
exc/mjc/c60-180/usf
ctm/clm/ktm/vrm
17 stamped vessels are described, 16 stamps are illustrated.
This collects together stamps from excavations by the
Canterbury Excavations Committee published in various
volumes of the Arch. of Canterbury series. Includes useful
comments on Kent/Canterbury production.
Location: Canterbury Royal Museum
Pollard, R J, 'The Pottery' (from Cranmer House, London
Road), in entry no. 477,284-298.
exc,slr (rescue)/mjc,cem/mid lst-3rd (mainly mid 2nd-3rd
for burials )/ggp
amp/ass/sts/mvs/cts/ccc/kww or nvc/lyc/orc/rhnlblgfrra/pph/
bb2/ grf/gro/ncg/lcg/nkgnctm)<tm/buf/mf/osf/lox/wsx/esx/
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groups, probably all incomplete owing to discarding by the
excavator and the method of storage, which is described: the
dating has some discrepancies with Meates' Volume I (The
Excavations). See also a critical review by S S Frere in
Archaeol Cantiana, 104, (1987), 410-412.

486

487

Simpson, G, ' The Decorated and Plain Samian Pottery', in
entry no 484, 153-164. For site & location details, see entry
no 484.
Claudian-Neronian to early 3rd
sts/mvs/ds/ets!tsg
The illustrations include 22 mould-decorated pieces, 3 plain
vessels (two with cut-glass decoration and a 'barrel-shaped'
beaker), and 11 stamps.
There are 82 descriptions, divided by chronological period
and source, and subdivided by provenance in the excavation.
The stamp descriptions do not use the notation used by
Hartley & Dickinson. There are some conflidS between this
report and the identifications referred to by Meates in
Volume I (The Excavations). (See article by G.Simpson in
this volume).
There is a table of incidences of forms by source region
(SG/CG- EG) and period, the total being some 387 vessels,
including a relatively high proportion from East Gaul,
although some vessels are left as either CG or EG.
Monaghan, 1, 'Decoy Farm, High Halstow', Archaeol
Cantiana 99 (for 1983), 1984, 279.
exc(md (salt-winning)/c70-300
sts/tsglocc (unspecified)/flg*/gft/stv*/wse*
* lbis is "West Stow" type ware with ring-stamp R2.6 (as
in Rodwell, W, in B.A.R. 57, 1978,248-254).
A note on a brief excavation, noteworthy for the occurence
of the stamped sherd.
Location: Rochester Museum

*488

Monaghan,1 & Connell, E P, ' The Kiln at New Ash Green' ,
Archaeologia Cantiana 103, 1986,241-243.
exclkln
nkg (coarse)
The kiln structure is described with a plan and a longitudinal
section. "Little directly associated kiln waste".
Location: C/O E P Connell, 29 Peneden, New Ash Green,
Dartford DA3 8LR

489

Parfitt, K, 'Pottery' , in 'A Roman occupation site near
Sandwich', Kent Archaeol Review 67, Shring 1982,
(150-159), 154-159.
exc/rur/Iron Age + 1st-2nd AD
ass/sts/tsg/blglira/ncglgry/flg (I.A.)/mro
An assemblage of 88 sherds; four pottery illustrations.
Location: Dover Town Museum

*490

*491

Perkins, D R 1, 'Appendix m', in 'The Monkton Gas
Pipeline, Phases mand IV, 1983-4', Archaeologia Can/iana
102, 1985, (43-69),61-66, with a 'Note on the smooth grey
ware pottery from the Thome Farm site', by 1 Monaghan
(66).
slr/cem/---/usf
amp/bIg/bb2/nkt
Location: not given
Philp, B & Martin, C, 'A Romano-British site at Horton
Kirby', Kent Archaeological Review, no. 91, Spring 1988,
(15-22), 19- 22.
exc/frm/43-150/usf
blglgro/ncg/nkglesh

A small rescue excavation. An assemblage of 216 sherds,
with 19 illustrations.
Location: K.A.R.U. and Dartford Museum
NB

The following entry is a revised version of one in JRPS 1

(57)

Pollard, R J, 'Roman Coarse Pottery', in Harrison, A C,
'Rochester 1974-75', Archaeol Can/iana 97 (for 1981),
1982, (95-136), 108-118.
exc/wltl2nd-early-mid 3rd, with 1st century residuals/ggp
sts/cts/ets/ccc ("Rhenish")/clc/kww/rhn/rgh(cc)/occ/rnca/
blg-gro/crb/pph/bb2/grf/gronhgg/nkglesh/ogr(flint/grog
mix)/clm/sem/ vrmIosf/wsx/osd/ppr/upc("fme grey")/pgr
Three groups from excavations of the town defences,
quantified by vessel rim equivalents (E.V.E.s), with 35
pottery illustrations. Also includes short reports (wares noted
above) by A P Detsicas: 'The Samian Ware' (including
seven stamps, 118-119), and K F Hartley: 'A mortarium
from Rochester' (stamped, with proftle illustration).
Location: Rochester Museum

492

Pollard, R J, 'The container', in Davies, J A, 'A hoard of
"radiate" coins from Allington', Archaeol Cantiana 98 (for
1982), 1983, (137-144), 144.
csf/coin hoard in pot/buried c280 AD/usf
grf
A bulbous beaker, as Ospringe types 57 and 110 (W
Whiting, W Hawley, & T May, Excavations of the Roman
Cemetery at Ospringe, Kent, Rep Res Comm Soc Antiq
London 8, 1931). The fmd gives a rare precise date for the
use of this type.
Location: Maidstone Museum

493

Pollard, R 1, 'The Pottery, Excluding Samian' , in Ogilvie, 1
D, 'The Hammill Ritual Shaft', Archaeol Cantiana 98 (for
1982), 1983, (145-166), 153-4, 160-166. (This is an
amended version of entry no 61, Voll).
exc/rurllate 1st BC-4th AD/usf
ass/stsnmvs/cts/nvc (or lower Rhineland)/orc/rnrb (German
"mottled" 3rd-4th flagon)/blgnbtb-ngp/pph/bb l/bb2/grf/gro
(includes late Roman Kent fabric/ncg/lcglctm/clm/ktm/sem
(Hartley 1977, type 1)/buf/ngt/mf/wht/lox/wsx
Excavated in 1946. With 19 pottery illustrations. Also
includes a report (fabrics listed above) by C M 1ohns,
'Samian Pottery from the Harnmill subsidiary pit' (a
catalogue).
Location: British Museum

494

Willson, J, 'The Roman Pottery', in Garrod, D, 'A Roman
cremation from Cliffe', Kent Archaeol Review 69, Autumn
1982, (198- 199), 198-199.
slr/cem!mid 1st-2nd
sts/tsglgrf/gro (ngt;osd?) (1 st century 'native' grog tempered
ngt)/osd (platter/shallow bowl in "orange-buff' ware)
Six vessels; three illustrations of proftles, plus two of samian
stamps.
Location: K.A.R.U. (Dover Castle?)

495

Willson, J, 'The Roman Pottery', in 'A new archaeological
site at Saltwood', Kent Archaeol Review 80, Summer 1985,
(226-235), 228-232.
wbf/rrs/500-200 BC (I. A.); mid 1st-4th AD/usf
amp/tsg/orc/ira/grf/grc/gro (late Roman Kent
grog-tempered/ncg/flg (I.A.)noxmnalh
22 sherds of I.A. pottery; 162 sherds of Roman pottery; 19
illustrations. A useful small late Roman group.
Location: K.A.R.U., Dover Castle
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*496

Willson, I, 'Discoveries on the Old Institute site at
Fave1-'Sham', Kent Archaeological Review, no. 85, Autumn
1986, (108-118), 112-118.
exc/setl43-200lusf
tsg/blg!?bb2/gro/upc
A small rescue excavation. An assemblage of 115 sherds,
with 15 illustrations.
Location: K.A.R.U.

'Samian Potters' Stamps' (6 stamps), by B M Dickinson,
61-62.
The quantification is by "estimated max. no. of vessels"
except for amphorae: "estimated no. of vessels & weights".
Includes 138 illustrations of pottery, plus stamps, and
decorated samian. The fabric type series was revised by R
J Pollard; there is a correlation table in the report on pottery
from excavations in West Leicester: 'Pollard' in P N Clay.
Location: Leicestershire Museums Service Annexe, 116
Humberstone Drive, Leicester LES ORD (c/o R J Pollard,
pottery specialist, or R A Rutland, Keeper, Jewry Wall
Museum)

Lancashire
Louise Hird
497

498

Birley, E, Bird, I & White, A, 'The Samian Pottery', in
lones, G D B & Shotter, DCA, Roman LAncaster, 1988,
94-102.
exc/rnil,mjc/late 1st-late 2nd/usf
sts/mvs/cts/ets
Only a small amount illustrated, but a useful list of stamps.
Location: Lancaster City Museum

502

Jarvis, P A, 'A sherd of Iron Age or Roman pottery from
Hungarton (Leics.)', Trans. Leicestershire Arch. Hist . Soc.
59 (1984- 85), 1985,91-92.
csf/unk/late 1st BC-late 1st AD
blg/gro
1 grog -tempered sherd.
Location: Jewry Wall Museum, Leicester; Ace. no.
A32.1984

503

Jarvis, P A, 'The early pits of the Jewry Wall site,
Leicester', Trans. Leicestershire Arch. Hist. Soc. 60 (1986),
1986,7-15.
exc,syn/rnjc/late 1st BC-late 1st AD
amp/tsg/blgfJra/tng/trb/nri/btb/crb
A review of the pits and the pottery from them: the original
publication is K Kenyon, Excavations at the Jewry Wall
Sue, Leicester, Rep. Res. Comm. Soc. Antiq. No. 15, 1948.
See also an interim statement by P A Jarvis, 'The Origin
and Status of Iron Age Leicester - the Evidence from the
Jewry Wall Site', TLAHS 59 (1984-85), 1985, 92-93.
Location: Jewry Wall Museum, Leicester; Ace. no.
A405.1955

Turner, R C, Webster, P V & Witherington, J H S, 'Coarse
Pottery', in Edwards, B J N & Webster, P V, Ribchester

Excavations, Part 3: Excavations in the Civil Settlement,
Pottery and Coins, 1988,51-116.
exc/rnjc!c80-late 4th/usf
as g/ass/clc/nvc/wpcflhrnd/rnca/'r:JJ Ifl'OO2/grc/grg/rst/llm/rnh
rn/vrrn/ wprn/lox/wpx/eyklbcs (calcite-gritted)/svv
A useful drawing-together of material from excavations of
recent years in the civilian settlement.
Location: Cumbria & Lancashire Unit (at present);
Ribchester Museurn (eventually)
499

500

Webster, P V (with contributions by K F Hartley and A
White), 'The Coarse Pottery', in Jones, G D B & Shotter, D
C A, Roman Lancaster, 1988, 103-145.
exc/rnil,mjc,klnllate 1st-late 4th/usf,seq
amp/asg/nvc/orc/rhn/occ(ngp)!bbl/grf/grc/grg/gry/rstlevrn/
?llm/ mhm/ngm/nem/qmm/wpm/osc/lox/dal/eyk/hcs
(calcite-gritted)/lcl
Includes the products of two Quernrnore kilns.
Location: Lancaster City Museum

London & Middlesex
Malcolm Lyne
504

Carneron, F, 'The Roman Pottery', in Pamell, G,
'Excavations at the Salt Tower, Tower of London, 1976',
Trans. London & Middlesex Arch. Soc. Vol. 34, 1983,
(95-106), 102-103.
exc/wltl43-400+/seq
ass/orc/esh/clrn!oxrn/oxp/alh
Location: not given

505

McIsaac, W, with contributions by J Bird ('The Samian')
and B M Dickinson ('The Stamped Samian'), 'Roman
Coarse Wares', in Mills, P, 'Excavations at Roman
RoadlPamell Road, Old Ford, London E3', Trans. London
& Middlesex Arch. Soc. Vol. 35, 1984, (25-36),29-34.
exc/rddlc50-400+/seq
ass/rnvs/cts/ets/tsg/orc!egg/bbl/bb2/gro/lsh!vrrn/oxr/vrr
Location: not given

506

Pamell, G, with contributions by J Bird ('Samian'), F
Cameron ('Other Pottery'), B M Dickinson ('Samian
Stamps') and C Green ('Amphorae'), 'The Roman and
Medieval Defences and the Later Development of the Inmost
Ward, Tower of London Excavations 1955- 77', Trans.
London & Middlesex Arch. Soc. Vol. 36, 1985, (1- 79),
51-60.
exc/wltl43-400+/seq
amp/apa/asg/ass/sts/mvs/cts/ets/ats/tsg/ccc/clc/nvc/orc/rhn/b
b 1/bb2lbar/oxrn/alh/ars/mekloxr
A most important paper showing evidence for the

Wild, F, 'The Samian Ware', in Edwards, B J N & Webster,
P V, Ribchester Excavations, 1988, 9-50.
exc/rnjc!c60-late 2ndlusf
sts/mvs/cts/ets
Location: unknown

Leicestershire
Richard Pollard
501

Clamp, H (with oontributions by R J Pollard and others see below), 'Late Iron Age and Romano-British Pottery', in
Clay, P N & Mellor, J E, Excavations in Bath Lane,
Leicester, Leicestershire Museums, Art Galleries & Records
Service, 1985,41-62.
exc,wbf/rnjc/late 1st BC-2nd AD/usf
amp/eta/as s/arr/s ts/mv s/cts/lyc/n vc/egg
(TN
beaker)/rhn/?nvr/rgh/occ/mca!blg/ira/tng/trb/nri!btb/rgd/
bbl/'OO2/gry/lcg/hgg/esh/mhrn/?ngm/vrrn/mf/wht/lox/wsX/
osd/drb/lnd/ppr
Includes the following specialist contributions:
'The Mortaria' (including 1 stamp), by R J Pollard from
notes by K F Hartley, 47-49; 'The Amphorae', by H Clamp
from notes by P R Sealey, 49; 'Terra Nigra Potters' Stamps'
(2 stamps), by V Rigby, 59; 'The Arretine and Samian
Pottery' (9 pieces discussed), by G B Dannell, 59-61; and
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construction of the [second] riverside wall in the latest years
of the 4th century. 4th-5th century stratified groups.
Location: not given

507

Richardson, B, with contributions by J Bird (,Sarnian
wares'), B M Dickinson ('Sarnian Stamps'), and C Green
(,Amphorae'), 'Pottery', in Miller, L, Schofield, J &
Rhodes, M, The Roman Quay at St. Magnus House,
London: Excavations at New Fresh Wharf, Lower Thames
St., London 1974-78, 1986,96-204.
exc/mjc,trd,wlt/1st-4th, with the bulk dated to 170-245/seq
arnp/aae!ana/ako/arh/apa!asg!ass/sts/mvs/cts/ets/tsg!ccc/clc/
orc!mtb/rhn/rgh/cgg/bb1/bb2/nkg!clm/mem/oxm/nvs/hax/alh/
mek/ngp/pprlpod
A very important report, including a large early 3rd century
group dated additionally by dendrochronology, which is a
crucial contribution to the understanding of the least-known
period of Roman ceramics in Britain. A very lavish report,
with colour photographs of some key vessels and illustration
of the plain sarnian, not just a list of fonn numbers.
Location: not given

minimum vessel count (rim %). Mortaria identified by K F
Hartley. Includes a useful summary (pp 43-5) of traditions
and probable sources of the pottery.
Location: Bassetlaw Museum, Retford

Oxfordshire
Colin Wallace

NB

The following entry is a revised version of one that appeared
in JRPSl.

(94)

Young, C J, 'Late Iron Age and Roman pottery [from
Cassington]', in Case, H J & Whittle, A W R (eds),
Settlement patterns in the Oxford region: excavations at the
Abingdon cauewayed enclosure and other sites, CBA Res
Rep 44, 1982, 138-147.
exc/rur,ptp!late l.A.-late Roman/usf
sts/cts/nvc/orc/blg{lIlI/btb/bbl/gry!lcg!oxg!lsh/oxm!oxp/oxw
/osd
The pottery is from the ditch of a massive late I.A.
fortification; from an associated settlement (there is a gap
from the late 2nd to the late 3rd); and from two greyware
kilns.
Location: Ashmolean Museum, Oxford

Northumberland
Paul Bidwell
508

509

Bidwell, P T, with contributions by H Pengelly, B M
Dickinson, K F Hartley, J Evans & D F Williarns, The
Roman Fort ofVindolanda, HBMC Archaeological Report
No. 1, 1985, 165-205 & microfiche lA4-1G7 & 2bl-2bI4.
exc/mill---/ggp,seq
ass/sts/mvs/cts/ets/ccc/clc/nvc/orcnmtb/rhnlrghflscc/mca/
bb Ilbb2/grc/shg/clm/cbm/eym/glmMm!lgm/mhm/nvm/
nem/oxm/vnn/mro/fcp/ dalldtb/eyk/gft/lnd/prs/svv
The pottery is derived principally from levels of the 3rd and
4th centuries, from a sequence of occupation commencing
with the construction of Stone Fort 2 in c 223-5. The dating
evidence for the 3rd century levels is particularly useful and
gives rise to a discussion of the date of introduction of
certain BBl types and of certain E. Yorkshire types. There
is also extended discussion of Severn Valley ware, Gillarn
Type 151 and mortaria. Over 400 vessels are illustrated and
there is a full catalogue.
Location: Vindolanda Museum
Jobey I & Jobey, G, 'Prehistoric, Romano-British and later
remains on Mutton High Crags, Northumberland' ,
Archaeologia Aeliana Series 5, 15, 1987, (151-198),
180-182.
exc/rur/not closely dateable
arnp/sts/bb 1
The [mds include native pottery, probably of the Roman
period.
Location: unknown

Surrey
Malcolm Lyne & (*) R P Symonds
511

Bird, D G, 'Trade and Industry', in 'The Romano-British
period in Surrey', in Bird, J & Bird, D G, The Archaeology
of Surrey to 1540, Surrey Arch. Soc., Guildford, 1987,
(165-196), 180-187.
synltrd,kln,ptp/1st-4th
glz/alh
A short general summary of pottery production and trade in
Surrey, with concentration on Alice Holt, and tile
manufacture at Ashtead.

512

Bird, J, 'The Pottery', in Poulton, R & O'Connell, M,
'Excavation of a Romano-British site in West Street, Ewell',
Surrey Archaeological Collections VoL 78, 1987, (119-124),
122-123 & microfiche.
excltwn/60-300+/usf
arnp/sts/etslbb l/vnn/alh

513

Saaler, M, 'Romano-British Pottery', in Skelton, A C, 'Nore
Hill, Chelsharn: A Newly Discovered Prehistoric Enclosure',
Surrey Archaeological Collections VoL 78, 1987, (43-54),
50.
exc/rur!3rd-4th/usf
alh

Sussex
Malcolm Lyne

Nottinghamshire
Richard Pollard
510

Leary, R S, 'The Pottery', in Garton, D, 'Dunston's Qump
and the Brickwork Plan Field Systems at Babworth, Notts.:
Excavations 1981', Trans. of the Thoroton Soc. of Notts.
VoL 91, (1987),1988, (16-73), 43-52.
exc/rur,fls,fnn!late 1st BC-mid 1st AD, & 2nd-3rd1usf
cts/?n vc/iralbtblbb 1/grf/grc/gry/rst/eshlbrn(hand -made)/
mhm/vrm/ buf/osf/dalIdtbltrt
"942 sherds from a minimum of 101 vessels spanning some
150-200 years of occupation" (p. 43). A full catalogue, with
48 selected illustrations. Quantified by sherd count &

514

Cawood, T, 'The Pottery', in Rudling, D R, 'The Excavation
of a Roman Tilery on Great Cans iron Fann, Hartfield, East
Sussex', Britannia Vol. XVII, 1986, (191-230), 213-218.
excrmd/60-150
ass/sts/ccc/glz/gro/vrm/easltbr
Useful for the excavation of the tilery, workshops, kilns, etc.
The pottery report would have been improved by a more
serious attempt to identify the sources of some of the coarse
wares.
Location: not given

515

Dance, J, 'The Pottery', in Rudling, D, 'The investigation of
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a Roman Tilery at Dell Quay, West Sussex', Sussex
Archaeological Collections Vol. 125, 1987, (79-90), 88-89.
tbr
Included for the evidence of tile manufacture. Very little
pottery, and none identified.
516

Gilkes, 0 J, 'A late Roman grave group from West
Blatchington', Sussex Archaeological Collections Vol. 125,
1987,241-243.
slr/cem/---/ggp
nfr/orc/eas
Location: Brighton Museum

517

Pollard, R J, 'Flint-tempered ponery & Romano-British
pottery', in Harding, A F & Ostoja-Zagorski, J, 'Excavations
in Rocks Wood, Withyham, 1982', Sussex Archaeological
Collections Vol. 125, 1987, (11-32),21-22.
excfmd/---/usf
gro/eas
Location: not given

518

Rudkin, DJ, with contributions by G B Dannell ('Samian
ponery') and B M Dickinson ('Samian potters' stamps'),
'Pottery other than samian', in 'The excavation of a
Romano-British site by Chichester Harbour, Fishboume',
Sussex Archaeological Collections Vol. 124,1986, (49-TI),
65-71.
exclvil,frm/43-400+/seq
amp/sts/mvs/cts/ets/nfc/pph!lalh/lmek!wig
There has been little attempt to identify the sources of the
pottery in the coarse ware report. Fig. 10, no. 27 and Fig.
11, no. 37 are almost certainly Alice Holt, and a number of
the dishes, bowls and jars may be BB 1. Fig. 11, no. 38 may
be Mayen ware.
Location: not given

519

Rudling, D, 'The Roman Pottery', in Bedwin, 0,
'Excavations at Seaford Head Camp, East Sussex, 1983',
Sussex Archaeological Collections Vol. 124, 1986, (25-33),
32.
exc/rur/43-400
cts/tsg/eas
Location: not given

520

Rudling, D, 'Romano-British material', in Holgate, R,
'Excavations at the late Prehistoric and Romano-British
enclosure complex at Come's Seat, Goodwood, West
Sussex, 1984', Sussex Archaeological Collections Vol. 124,
1986, (35-50), 45.
exc/frrn/43-400
sts/tsg/nfc/alh
No illustrations.
Location: not given

521

105

A burial group with a terminus post quem of AD 72-3 (coin)
containing a fragmentary flagon. Other ponery was
incidental.
Location: Warwickshire Museum & private collection
523

Booth, P, 'A Romano-British burial from Mancener',
Birmingham & Warwickshire Arch. Soc. Trans. Vol. 92,
1988, 134-6.
slr/mjc,cem/lst half of 2nd
grc
A cremation urn associated with a lead pipe and a small
glass jar.
Location: Warwickshire Museum

524

Dickinson, B M, 'The Samian Ware', in Scott, K,
'Mancener Village: a fmt century fort', Birmingham &
Warwickshire Arch. Soc. Trans. Vol. 91, 1984, (1-24), 8-9.
exc/mil/pre-Flavian, mainly Neronian
sts
Location: Warwickshire Museum & private ownership

525

Lucas, J, 'Pottery', in 'Tripontium: third interim report',
Birmingham & Warwickshire Arch. Soc. Trans. Vol. 91,
1984, (25-54), 37-39.
exc/mjc,set/11ate lst-3rd
cts!bb l/gry/rst/1eshlosd
A small group. Only a basic catalogue of vessels with no
further information; a continuation of the sequence from
Volumes 83 and 85.
Location: Warwickshire Museum

526

Webster, G, with a short note on mortaria by K F Hartley,
'Coarse ware from Sites 1,2 and 3', in Scon, K, 'Mancener
Village: a ftrst century fort', Birmingham & Warwickshire
Arch Soc. Trans. Vol. 91, 1984, (1-24),9-15.
exc/mil/mainly pre-Flavian/ggp
amp/cta/lyclbtb/gry/ewmflngm/vrm/mro/hft/whtlosf/osc/wcs
A traditional report: no quantification; fabric descriptions
fairly brief. Includes a particularly good latrine-pit group
with a remarkable collection of double-handled flagons as
well as other forms including ?Lyons colour-coated lamps.
Location: Warwickshire Museum & private ownership

Wiltshire
Sarah Green
527

Rudling, D, 'The Romano-British Farm on Bullock Down',
Sussex Archaeological Collections Vol. 125, 1987, 238-241.
flw/frrn/--mek

Borthwick, A M & Pengelly, H, 'Roman ponery other than
samian', and 'Samian', in Hurst, H, Dutnall, D L & Fisher,
C, 'Excavations at Box Roman villa 1967-8', Wilts . Arch. &
Nat. Hist. Mag. Vol. 81, 1987, (19-51), 45-46.
exc/vil/mainly 3rd-4th
cts/nfc/owc/orc/rhnlbbl/oxmlnwllsvv/sww/wlg
Only a small assemblage, an outline report with no fabric or
form series, but indicating what was present on the site and
what was used as dating evidence.
Location: Devizes Museum

Yorkshire
Warwickshire

Sally Stow

Paul Booth
528
522

Booth, P, 'Roman features at 79 Priory Road, Alcester,
1981', Birmingham & Warwickshire Arch. Soc. Trans. for
1982 Vo192, 1988, (144-149), 145 & 146.
slr/wlt,cem (burial)/--orc/grc/wsx!svv

Buckland, P C, Roman SouJh Yorkshire: A Source Book,
University of Sheffield, 1986, 42-49.
syn/kln,ptp,ind/--bb l/lcglrstlrsm/prs/can/cam/rsb/syk/sym
A brief, useful resume of pottery manufacture in South
YOlKshire.
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Buckland, P C & Dolby, M J, 'A Roman Pottery Kiln Site
at Blaxton Quarry, near Doncaster', The Archaeology of
Doncaster: Vol. 4, fasc. 1, The Roman Pottery Industry,
1980.

Location: Yorkshire Museum, York

Scotland
Colin Wallace

excAclrnVc1~250/ggp

blalbbl/obb/grfllcgldallprs
The Blaxton kilns lie close to the kiln complex of Cantley,
Branton, Rossington Bridge and West Bessacarr which was
excavated with varying degrees of success since the 1950's.
This is a detailed and well illustrated publication, very
useful for the study of South Yorkshire pottery.
Location: not given
530

Buckland, P C & Magilton, J R, The Archaeology of
Doncaster: 1. The Roman Civil Settlement, B.A.R. British
Series 148, 1986, 109-195. See also entry no. 531.
exc/setlpre-Flavian-4th
egglrgh/mcalbblllcg/rst/shg!llrn/rsrnldal/drblhcs/prs/swpl

535

cts/occ!rnhm/osd
Small-scale excavations on a Roman fort near Perth in
advance of roadworks. 1st century date tentatively advanced
for reasons including the absence of BB 1 (nothing is said
about an unstratified 2nd-century mortarium) but the
assemblage is too small to be certain.
Location: not given
536

Breeze, D J, 'The manufacture of pottery in Roman
Scotland', Proc Soc Antiq Scot 116, 1987, 185-189.
syn/ptp/lst-2nd
Breeze builds on K F Hartley's 1976 paper (Glasgow
Archaeol J 4), with several more sites and the results of
thin-section analysis of pottery from the fort at Bearsden.
This paper acts as an introduction to the research currently
being conducted at Bradford University (by Mark Gillings)
under an SERC/CASE research studentship. See also entry
no 575.

537

Frere, S S & Wilkes, J J, Strageath: Excavations within the
Roman Fort, 1973-86, Britannia Monograph 9, 1989. For
pottery details, see entry nos 538-540.
exc/rnil/8O' s-c 142-164!usf
Location: Royal Museum of Scotland, Edinburgh

538

Anderson, A (with S S Frere), 'XXIV. The Other Roman
Pottery', in entry no 537, 243-265. For site & location
details, see entry no 537.

can!rsb/syk
247

stratified and 104 unstratified vessels from the civilian
settlement, many from the local potteries at Rossington
Bridge and Cantley, which provide a useful chronological
framework for the products of the S. Yorkshire pottery
industry.
Location: Doncaster Museum

531

Hartley, K F, 'Mortarium stamps from the Civil Settelment,
and Mortaria from the Doncaster settlement', in entry no.
530, 143- 153.
exc/setll st-4th!usf
llrn!lorn/mhmlrsm/swmlvnn/rnro/carn/syrn
Location: Doncaster Museum

532

533

534

Buckland, P C, Magilton, J R & Dolby, M J, 'The Roman
Pottery Industries of South Yorkshire: A Review', Britannia
XI, 1980, 145-164.
exc,syn/kln/2nd-4th, plus some 1st
bb IItX>2/obbllcglrstllom/rsmlprs/can!rsb!beslbla/bra/carn!
rsrnlsyk
An extensive group of kilns, at Cantley, Rossington Bridge,
Bessacarr, Branton and Blaxton, just south of Doncaster,
was excavated in the 1950's and l%O's. This paper is a
useful and detailed synthesis of the results, prior to full
publication.
Green, S, 'Roman Pottery', in Rahtz, P, Hayfield, C &
Baternan, J, 'Two Roman Villas at Wharrarn Le Street',
York University Archaeological Publications 2, 1986,
(microfiche) 12.14; 26.10.
exc/vil
amp/cts/ets/shglogrlhcs
Not the fmal pottery report, but a useful summary of
material from excavations and field walking. The use of
microfiche reduces the value of the present report.
Location: not given
Perrin, J R, Roman Pottery from the Colonia: Skeldergate &
Bishophill, The Archaeology of York: Vol. 16, fasc. 2, The
Pottery, 1981,45-111.
exc/mjc/l st-4th/ggp,typ
amp/ass/cts/ets/nvc/rhn/rgh/pphlbb Ilbb2/lcglshg/ogr/clmllo
m/oxrnlars/dalloxrlppr/rsx!ebo
An excellent publication of stratified and unstratified
pottery, providing the very useful beginning of a type series
for pottery from the York Colonia. The discussion of
Pompeian-red ware, African red slip ware and 'Eboracum'
ware is extremely useful.

Adamson, H C, & Gallagher, D B, 'The Roman fort at
Bertha, the 1973 excavation', Proc Soc Antiq Scot 116,
1987, 195-204.
exc/rnil/1st-2nd (fort)

amp/asglass/clclkww/occ/mca/pph/bbllbb2/0bb/grf/gry/rstl
buf/mfl whtlwcs/osd
The pottery is from a good sample, in tenns of overall area
dug, of a roman fort in Stratheam, although the armexes
were not dug. The pottery is divided first by date
(Flavian/Antonine), and within that by vessel type.
la
Annoyingly the report eschews any fabric analysis
Inchtuthil (entry no 335, Vol 2) and fails to make
comparisons between periods or with other sites (but see the
mortaria report, entry no 540); the size of the assemblage is
not stated. A fair amount of the Flavian vessels turn out to
be residual in later contexts and are therefore presented only
for their typology.

a

539

Hartley, B R (with S S Frere), 'XIX. List of Samian
Sherds'; 'XX. Samian Potters' Stamps & Decorated Ware',
in entry no 537, 204- 218. For site & location details, see
entry no 537.
sts/mvs/cts/ets
This report draws useful contrasts/comparisons, for the
Flavian period, between this site and Carnelon, Inchtuthil
and Ardoch. Of intrinsic interest are late Montans ware, 1st
century Lezoux ware (pernaps exported later than previously
thought?), and the fact that the only East Gaulish samian
occurs in a demolition pit.

540

Hartley, K F (with S S Frere), 'XXI. The List of Mortaria';
'XXII. The illustrated Mortaria'; & 'The Mortarium
Stamps', in entry no 537, 219-242. For site & location
details, see entry no 537.
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chnlcbm/ghn/llmlrnhrn/ngrn/nem(Carlisle region)/scm/vrm/
mro/nrm
Mortaria at Strageath were dominated in the Flavian period
by imports and verulamium region products, in contrast with
Inchtuthil (entry no 335, Vol 2), with its local production.
A good range of mortaria are illustrated.
541

Hedges, J W, Bu, GUTN!SS and the Brochs of Orkney, Part
H: GUTness, B.A.R. British Series 164, 1987,82.
col/set/1st/usf
ass
Parts of one or two Haltem 70/Cam 185A/Peacock &
Williams Class 15 amphorae (identified by David Williams)
from a broch site, Orkney Mainland. This is the most
northerly fmdspot for such a vessel. It is also been discussed
further by A Fitzpatrick (Scot Archaeol Rev 6, 1989,24-33).
Location: Royal Museum of Scotland, Edinburgh

542

Keppie, LJ F (and various contributors), 'Excavations at the
Roman fort of Bar Hill, 1978-82', Glasgow Archaeol J 12,
1985, (49-81), microfiche M38-67.
exc/mil,kln/c 142-165/usf
ass/ctslkww/occ/pphlbb Ilbb2/grf/grc/clm/llm/mhm/nem/
rsm/scm/wrm/mrolbuf/red/wht/osf/osclbah
Includes reports on samian by Peter Webster; mortaria by
Kay Hartley (13 fabrics); amphorae by Keppie & James
Meams (all Dr 20); the kiln assemblage by Anne Anderson
(see a more detailed version of the printed text, entry no
543); and the other coarse pottery by Anne Anderson. Only
the kiln products are illustrated.
Location: Hunterian Museum, University of Glasgow
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the potters' strongest influence. There is a possibility of a
potter's wOlkshop amongst the excavated structures.
Location: not stated

North Wales
RP Symonds

546

Manley, J & Grenter, S, 'An Amphora from Rhos-on-Sea,
Clwyd', Britannia xvm, 1987,284-285.
csf!unkl1ate 1st BC-mid 2nd
amp (Dressel 2-4)
An amphora found "prominently displayed in a rockery
since 1977 by the present owners of (a) ... bungalow, who
were unaware of its antiquity".
Possibly originally deposited as a cremation burial or as a
container for a hoard; probably post-conquest. Report by
Clywd- Powys Arch. Trust (JM).
Location: private possession

547

Roberts, A F, with a contribution by M (Bulmer) Ward
('The Samian'), 'The Roman Pottery', in McNeil, R &
Roberts, A F, 'A Plank Tank from Nantwich', Britannia
xvm, 1987, (287-295), 288-291.
exc,csf/csp/2nd-4th
cts/orclbb lIsvv
Found in deposits immediately above a plank -built cessi'it,
the pottery consists of 43 sherds, of which 14, including two ·
of Central Gaullsh Dr. 37's, are illustrated.
Location: not given

South Wales
Peter Webster

543

544

545

Anderson, A C, 'The Kiln Assemblage', in entry no 542,
76-78. For site & location details, see entry no 542.
osf/bah
Anderson discusses the pottery from around a ?kiln at the
fort bathhouse. Perhaps "a single failed kiln load": certainly
it is of poor quality and no such products have been found
at other contemporary sites. The assemblage includes dish
and bowl forms after Mrican red slip ware.
Thomas, G D, 'Excavations at the Roman civil settlement at
Inveresk, 1976-77', Proc Soc Antiq Scot 118, 1989,
(139-176), 165-167 plus microfiche. Includes reports by B
M Dickinson (,Stamped and decorated samian'); G D
Thomas ('Plain samian' & 'Coarse ware'); K F Hartley
(,Mortaria'); C J Going ('Amphora stamp'); & R S Tomber
(,Petrology of selected sherds'), with summaries in the
printed text and full reports on fiche.
exc/mil,ind,ptp/Antonine
amp/asg/ass/sts/mvs/cts!?c1c!kww/nvc/rgh/occ/mca/pphlbbl
Ibb2/grf/gry/chnlcbm/llm/lgm/mhm/nem/scm/wxm/buf/wht/
osf/osc/wcs/osd!ivk
This is a potentially useful Antonine assemblage marred by
being split-up into four separate reports and dumped into
fiche. The major interest of the report is that this is the first
good study of a civilian settlement in Roman Scotland. See
also entry no 545.
Location: not stated
Swan, V G, 'Comments on Inveresk Ware', in entry no 544,
167-171.
exc/mil,ptp,ind/Antonine!usf
ivk
This is a distinctive grouping of oxidised wares covering
such a wide range of vessel-forms that they are interpreted
as local products. Severn Valley ware seems to have been

548

AlIen, J L R & Fulford, M G, 'The Wentlooge Level: A
Romano- British Saltmarsh Reclamation in Southeast
Wales', Britannia XV1I, 1986, (91-117), 102-105.
flw/fls/4th
cts/orclbb l/oxm!lcg
Location: National Museum of Wales

549

Boon, G C, Lmerarium lscanum: The Antefvces, Brick and
Tile Stamps of the Second Augustan Legion, National
Museum of Wales, 1984,56.
---/mil/2nd-3rd/typ
tbr
A type series of anteftXes and stamps with details of fmd
spots including those away from the legionary base.
Location: Legionary Museum, Caerleon (mainly)

550

Boon, G C, 'The samian ware', in Zienkiewicz, J D, The
Legionary Fortress Baths at Caerleon: H. The Finds,
Cardiff, 1986, 39-49. See also entry no. 551.
exc,syn/mil/1st-2nd
sts/mvs/cts/ets
Dating evidence for the important Fortress Baths Groups.
Location: Legionary Museum, Caerleon

551

Greep, S J, 'The Coarse Pottery', in Zienkiewicz, J D, The
Legionary Fortress Baths at Caerleon: H. The Finds,
Cardiff, 1986,50-96. See also entry no. 550.
exc,syn/mil
cta/crc/ccc/lyc/nvc/nfc/orc/pff/egg/mrb/rhn/rgh/occ/mca/
cgg/glz/pph/rgdlbbl/grc/gry/lcg/lsh/mhm/oxm/vrm/mf/
red/oxp/lox/alh/crl/lnd!ppr/crm/dur!D20 type amphora 'lids'
The most important pottery report to come from Caerleon in
recent decades. The overall quantity of pottery is large while
the method of excavation has enabled this to be divided into
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a series of stratified groups. Seven lamp fragments are
described by Richard Brewer (p. 96).
Location: Legionary Museum, Caerleon

552

pre-Roman and Roman times'.
+557

Monaghan, J, Upchurch and Thamesick Roman Pol/ery: A
ceramic typology for northern Kent, first to third centuries
AD., B.A.R. British Series 173, Oxford, 1987.
exc,col,syn/kln,ptp/1 st-3rdltyp
rgdlbb2/0bb/lcg/lnd/upc/nktlnkg
This is indeed the "long overdue" study of North Kent
pottery production whose need was recognised by Vivien
Swan in the first edition of Pottery in Roman Britain (see
entry 561, below). It is a very competent and comprehensive
summary of the nature of the industry and its products,
providing a reasoned and we11- illustrated type-series. It also
contains very useful chapters on 'The geographical, social
and economic background', 'Production sites', 'Production'
(including a much-needed discussion of the common names
"BB2", "Upchurch Ware", "Hoo Ware", "Streak Burnished
Ware", "Upchurch Painted Ware", "London Ware" and
"Thames Shelly Ware"), 'Distribution' and 'The History of
the Industries' . h is clear that in particular many of the both
fine and coarse grey wares previously thought to have been
made at London or Colchester may in fact have come from
North Kent: while further analyses on all of these wares are
awaited, perhaps the types in question should be referred to
as N. Kent/London/Essex wares - for dating purposes they
might as well all be part of a single industry, like Central
Gaul!

*558

Pollard, R J, The Roman Pol/ery o/Kent, Kent Archaeol Soc
Monograph Series V, 1988.
syn/(all site types)/lst BC-5th AD/seq
amp/ach/asglass/arr/tsg/ccc/hpb/clc/1yc/nvc/nfc/owc/orc/pffl
eggl mrb/rhnlnvr/rgh/occ/mca/cgglgWblgfrra/tngltrb/nrilbtbl
crb/pph/ rgd/bb 1/t'b2/obb/grf/grc/grglgro/ncglgry/hegllcglclgl
har/hgglnkgl retleshllsh/shglsxs/flg/ctm/clm/ewm!1wm/gbm!
glm/ham/ktm/lom/lgm/lnm/mhm/?mem/nvrn/ngm/oxm/rbml
sem/vrm/mrolbuf/hftlrnf/nvs/oxp/wht/fcp/osf/osclhax/lox!
wsx/haw/wcs/osd/alh/ars/arl/esx/had/lc]J1nd/lrh/mek/ngp/pe
vlppr/rsx/upc/vrr/wse/(an extensive range of wares found in
Kent are discussed and described; samian and amphorae are
presented in less detail than local and R-B wares, but their
role in supply is discussed in depth).
The overall objective of the study is the elucidation of the
whole network of pottery production, importation and
distribution within a spatially-defmed area throughout the
whole of the Roman period, insofar as the available data
allows this. The study of continuity and change over time is
integral to the work, and to this end the late Iron Age and
the 5th century are also examined; in the main, it is the
period from the mid I st to the early 5th centuries AD that
is the focus of attention. The major portion of this study is
devoted to the description of the pottery itself and of the
industries that produced it within Kent and south-east
London. The aim of the descriptive chapters is to present a
generalised pattern of spatial variation and temporal
development in pottery forms and fabrics, and in the
composition of assemblages as a whole.
The south-east of Britain, unlike the northern military zone,
generally does not provide a large body of data relating to
absolute chronology. However, a relative pottery chronology
has been established, from which ceramic "phases" may be
induced. These phases are described at assemblage level,
stressing the typical components of such assemblages,
whenever possible in a quantified form. Jaccard's correlation
coefficient is used to assist inter-assemblage comparison.
The pottery industries of Kent, including the clusters of kilnsites around the Thames and Medway estuaries (see also

Webster, P V, 'The pottery', in Bumham, B C & M B,
'Recent survey work on the fort and vicus at Pumpsaint',
Carmarthenshire Antiquary XXII, 1986, (3-13), 7-12.
exc,slr/millc75-160
as g/sts/nri/bb l/vrm/lclJrnlv
A small collection which includes an annomalous pit group
with late I st century samian and coarse ponery of the mid
2nd century. Further excavation may explain the divergence
or perhaps all are the result of tidying up on demolition of
the fort in c160. This is the only pottery so far published
from the Pumpsaint (Dolaucothi) fort.
Location: Carmarthen Museum

Channel Islands
Jason Monaghan
553

Bums, R, 'L'epoque Gallo-Romaine. Un nouveau chapitre
de l'histoire de Guernsey', SFECAG: Actes du Congres de
Caen, 28- 31 mai, 1987, 1987,29-38.
exc,csf/m,set
amp/cta/asslblgfrra/tnglgrc/mro
A useful cross-section of ponery from Guernsey.
Location: Guernsey Museum

554

Monaghan, J, 'OCcouvertes rnaritimes provenant du baillage
de Guernsey', SFECAG: Actes du Congres de Caen, 28-31
mai, 1987, 1987, 39-43.
exc,csf/mar (underwater)ltrd
amp/ass/mrbfrra/bb l/grf/grc/mro
Location: Guernsey Maritime Trust

Books
Malcolm Lyne, (*) Richard Pollard,
(+) R P Symonds, (t) Peter WeN/er, & ( ...) Colin Wallace
+555

De la Bedoyere, G, Samian Ware, Shire Archaeology,
Princes Risborough, Bucks, 1988.
syn/---/lst-3rd
sts/mvs/cts/ets/ats/cls/tsg
This is the fourth slim volume to appear on samian ware
since 1971 (the others have been Arretine and Samian
Pol/ery, by Catherine Johns (1971, re-published 1977), An
Introduction to Roman Samian Ware, by Margaret Bulmer
(now Ward) (1980), and Roman Samian Ware: Background
Notes, by Peter Webster with contributions by Geoff
Dannell (1983; revised 3rd edition, 1987, entry no. 562
below). This seems intended to replace Miss Johns' book,
using a similar style of presentation supplemented by more
drawings and photographs, although it is lacking a general
figure showing the range of types together. There is a good
set of line-drawings showing how mould-decoration was
accomplished. Such an approach seems guaranteed to make
the book popular and successful as an educational tool;
when is there going to be a proper academic volume on this
subject, in English?

556

Merrifie1d, R, The Archaeology of RitU41 and Magic,
London, 1987.
syn
A readable and carefully argued account, which seeks to
advance the archaeological investigation of superstitious
ritual activity. Of especial note here are the many pottery
deposits in Chapter 2, 'Offerings to earth and water in
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Monaghan's work, entry no 557), and around Canterbury are
studied both from the chronological and organisational
standpoints, the latter using Peacock's model of modes of
production (see entry no 162, Voll). Five appendices list
the sites studied; the fabrics and their occurences; the
sources of continental and british fabrics; and a selection of
assemblages quantified by vessel rim equivalents (E. V.E. 's)
by the author. The book is accompanied by 215 pottery
illustrations (not a reference type series), and 54 maps
depicting distributions of sites and fabrics.
The book is in many ways complementary to Monaghan's
thesis (entry no 557) and to Swan's seminal study of pottery
kilns (entry no 164, Voll). It is an abridged version of the
author's doctoral thesis, completed in 1982, and minimally
updated for pUblication.
Location: various (listed in appendix)
559

Rice, P M, Pottery Analysis: A SOUTcebook, University of
Chicago Press, 1987.
chrn,oth/---/---/--A recent American work which contains useful summaries
of ethnographic approaches and a comprehensive range of
physio- chemical techniques for scientific analysis.
Examples are drawn from a very wide geographical and
chronological spectrum, including both material from Roman
Britain and pottery 'pubic covers' from Brazil.

.560

Robens, W I IVth, Romano-Saxon Pottery, BAR British
Series 106, 1982.
syn/---/4th
rsx
This volume piles up an enormous amount of rubbish
through a very broad definition of its subject, which does
tend to obscure the fact that 'rsx' really comes down to
some of the decorated products of Hadham and other East
Anglian kilns. See N P Wickenden, Excavations at Great
Dunmow: A Romano-British Small Town in the Trinovantian
Civitas, 1988,71-73, for current thoughts on dating.

+561

Swan, V G, Pottery in Roman Britain, Fourth edition, Shire
Archaeology, Princes Risborough, Bucks., 1988.
syn/---/lst-4th
alh/amp/arh (type)/aom/atslbb 1Ibb2lblg/ccc/cgg/clc/clm/
cts/dal/drb/eggleyk/glm/gWhad/hpb/kwwllgrn/lsMyc/mcal
mek/mem/rnhm/nfclnfr/nkglnvc/nvrn/occ/orc!owc/oxrn/pev/
pff/ppr/prs/ret/rgd/rhn/rsm/rstlrwc/svr/svv/swm/upc/vrm/
vrr/wxrn/con/cra/ebo/gab/mrb(German)/grt/ite/mnv/nfp/ngg
(' col tronconique ')/wrm/samian mouldlslm/soc/sornlspc!waw
A considerable amount of effort and thought has obviously
gone into this fourth edition of what was already a
'market-leading' popular book. It now contains more
drawings and has been re- written to incorporate a great deal
of new information. It serves its purpose, as a basic guide
aimed at the general public, admirably.

... 562

Webster, P V (with contributions by G B Dannell), Roman
Samian Ware : Background Notes, 3rd Edition, Dept. of
Extra- Mural Studies, University College, Cardiff, 1987.
syn/---/l st-3rd
sts/mvs/cts/ets/tsg
Third edition of an introductory booklet. Text has been
revised and expanded from earlier editions with some
revision of dates. South Gaulish decorative details (after
Knorr) appear at full scale and numbered (Knorr's are 1:2
and un-numbered).
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National journal articles
Richard Pollard & (*) R P Symonds

563

Evans, J, 'Graffiti and the evidence of literacy and pottery
use in Roman Britain', Archaeol J 144 (for 1987), 1988,
191-204.
syn/(aIl site types)/lst-4th
"The distribution of graffiti is examined and conclusions
drawn about varying levels of literacy on different types of
site. The pattern established provides a contrast with the
evidence from monumental inscriptions and gives new
information about the use of pottery in Roman Britain"
(author's abstract).
Some quotes from the paper:
"The graffiti in the survey, some 400 in all, are taken from
the 'Roman Britain' section of Britannia Volumes 1-4".
"The study has suggested that there are few regional
variations in the use of graffiti but considerable variations
depending upon class of site... It is clear that pottery was
regarded as an item of intrinsic worth".
"There seems no evidence of decline in basic literacy in the
later Roman period".

*564

Frere, S S, with a contribution by B R Hartley ('The
Samian'), 'Brandon Camp, Herefordshire', Britannia XVIII,
1987, (49- 92), 80-92. Pottery examined by Donald Bailey
('The Lamp'), A C Anderson ('The Other Pottery'), K F
Hartley ('Mortaria'), D P S Peacock ('Amphorae') and E L
Morris (,Iron Age Pottery ').
exc/rnil/Neronian/usf
amp/ass/stsllyc/eggrtra/tng/ngrn/mrollcglbuf/svr
The description of the site and the composition of the
pottery shows that this was an interesting body of material.
It would have been more interesting if it could have been
published in a form which made it more easily comparable
with material from similarly-dated deposits. Martin Millett
attempts comparisons with three assemblages of almost
precisely the same date in the paper which follows this one
in the same volume (see entry no. 566 below), but the style
of presentation here, a sort of type series with lists of
descriptions, does not lend itself easily to quantified
comparative studies. A table or two would have helped.
Location: not given

565

Fulford, M G, 'Byzantium and Britain: a Mediterranean
perspective on Post-Roman Imports in Western Britain and
Ireland', Medieval Archaeol 33, 1989, 1-6.
syn
amp/ars/Phocaean Red Slipped ware
This paper contrasts post-Roman imports from western
Britain and Ireland (dominated by E Mediterranean vessels)
with W Mediterranean assemblages, to make a strong case
for direct contacts between these islands and the Byzantine
world of the late 5th-mid 6th centuries, AD.

*566

Millett, M, 'Boudicca, the first Colchester Potters' Shop, and
the dating of Neronian Samian', Britannia XVIII, 1987,93123.
syn/mjc,destruction levels/Claudian-Neronian
sts
Abstracted from the author's D.Phil. thesis, this is a detailed
comparison of the sarnian in Boudiccan destruction levels
principally at Colchester, Verulamium and London. The
objective of the study was to try to discover to what extent
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assemblages in three such places, all so clearly dated to the
same historical event, would be of similar compositions. It
seems that there were "considerable problems in the use of
coarse pottery for these purposes", so the study concentrates
on samian ware, and in particular on the proportions of
specific forms, stamps and decorative details present in the
assemblages. The results show that while the contents of
several assemblages are indeed closely comparable, one in
particular, the First Colchester Potters' Shop, appears to
have been somewhat earlier than the others. The latest
Colchester material included in the study was excavated in
1978: a number of potentially useful Boudiccan deposits
have been excavated in the years since then, and it will be
an interesting exercise to see if they conform to the patterns
established in this paper. It is a pity that this woIk could not
have encompassed coarse wares: it seems the bad old days
before systematic quantification of all excavated pottery are
not so long agol This sort of approach needs to be applied
to more difficult problems, such as the comparability of
entire ceramic assemblages in the later Roman period.

advance and test new models of maIketing distribution.
571

Dance, Jonathan, 'A Concordance of the Hermet and Oswald
figure- types on samian', Undergraduate Dissertation,
University of London Institute of Archaeology, 1986.
tsg
The aim of this woIk was to establish:
i) which figure-type categories are exclusive to a particular
sigillata industry.
ii) those categories "prefered" by an industry, ie. types for
which one industry has 65% or more of all the variants of
figure- types.
A comprehensive concordance is listed. Errors and
ambiguities in Oswald' s references together with any
"problems" in the attempted correspondence are noted. On
the basis of Oswald's figure-types, (with amendments from
Ricken and Fischer), 64 out of 231 categories could be
allocated to one industry.

572

Evans,
Jeremy,
'Aspects of later Roman pottery
assemblages in northern England', Ph.D. Thesis, University
of Bradford, 1986.
This study examined pottery supply in northern England
during the 3rd and 4th centuries as well as other aspects of
pottery assemblages in the region. The pottery kilns of the
East YoIkshire industries were characterized by Neutron
Activation Analysis. The results were employed to check
visually discriminated fabric groups. Quantified data from 15
sites across the north was collected by the author and
together with the limited published quantitative data was
used to examine the distribution, marketing and competition
between fabric types in the region. Variations of functional
types and proportion of finewares present both between
types of sites and through time was considered. The study
found that pottery supply to the northern frontier seemed to
have been organized by different mechanisms in different
periods: "In the second century much of the pottery used on
the frontier would appear to have been produced by the
military themselves whilst in the third cenrury and earlier
fourth century free market mechanisms would seem to have
operated, but in the late fourth-early fifth centuries some
form of 'military contract' would appear to have taken over
supply". Consistent differences between the East YoIkshire
region and the rest of the study area were identified. These
may reflect differences extant during the Iron Age. The
author was able to isolate indications of some
'de-Romanization' in late Roman assemblages.

573

Faiers, Jane, Research subject: "The socio-economic aspects
of the Roman pottery industry in Britain in the early second
century arising from a detailed study of a large assemblage
from Hadrianic construction deposits found during the
excavation of the south west corner of the baths insula
Wroxeter (including the Piscina and Macellum)", M.Phil.
Thesis, University of London Institute of Archaeology, in
preparation.
3 cwt of pottery is being examined.
exc/mjc/{Wroxeter) postrnilitary to Hadrianic
amp/cta/asg/ass/sts/cts/kww/rgh/occ/mca/ira/pph/rgd/bbl/
emb/grf/grc/grg/lcg/rst/glrn/lom/mhm/sem/vrm/wrm/wxm/
buf/nft/rnf/osf/osc/lox/wsx/wcs/osd/rnlv/svv/vrr
"It is hoped that this study will provide a type series for
Wroxeter as a whole during this period and also information
on distribution/factories/kilns, whilst also recording changes
in type from earlier deposits".

574

Fitzpatrick, Andrew, 'Cross-Channel relations in the British

Recent or current theses concerned with Roman pottery
Steven Willis
567

Braithwaite, Gillian, Research subject: "Face Pots in the
Roman Empire, especially on the Rhine and the Danube - an
extension of her article in Britannia Vol.xV 1984",
(information from Dr R. Reece), Ph.D. Thesis, University of
London Institute of Archaeology, in preparation.

fep
(Mrs. Braithwaite's Britannia paper - Bibliography entry no.
158 in both Vol. 1 and Vol. 2 (Essex) - contains a reference
to her 1982 Institute of Archaeology (London) B.A.
Dissertation entitled 'West Roman Face Pots, Face Beakers,
and Head Pots').
568

Charles, Daphne, •Aspects of the chronology and
distribution of Silchester Ware pottery', Undergraduate
Dissertation, University of Reading, 1980.
exc, col, syn/mjs, rrs, trd, twn, set, opp/lst, to c85, mainly
Claudian
sft
A comprehensive study of the chronology, production and
distribution of this distinctive ''local'' coarse ware.
Quantified Stats.
Location: various local museums

569

Cooper, N, •A technological study of Roman pottery from
the Lower Nene Valley kiln site at PaIk Farm, Stanground,
Peterl>orough', Post-excavation Studies Diploma dissertation,
University of Leicester, 1985.
exclkln
nvc/nvg
A paper summarizing the results of this woIk has been
published in JRPS 2, 59-65.
Location: Peterborough Museum

570

Cooper, N, 'The Roman pottery industry of the Lower Nene
Valley', PhD thesis, University of Leicester, in preparation.
syn/mil,mjc,rrs,kln/l st-4th!typ
nvc/nvr/nvg/lnm/nvs
This woIk brings together a corpus of information regarding
this major production centre. The established type-series for
the products has now been expanded; the main aim of the
research, however, is to examine the maIketing of Lower
Nene Valley wares in relation to the other late Roman
industries (ie Oxfordshire, Crambeck, etc). It is intended to
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later Iron Age', Ph.D. Thesis, University of Durham,
submitted summer 1988. (Full details will appear in Vol.4).
575

Gillings, Mark, 'Roman pottery in Scotland', Ph.D. Thesis,
University of Bradford, in preparation. See also entry no
536, above.
chm, syn/mil, ind, kln, ptp/concentrating on the Antonine
period.
ncg/lom/rsm/scm/wrm/lox/ivk/lcl
"A study looking at the questions of and mechanisms for the
production and supply of ceramics to the frontier zone
through a linked analytical programme of Neutron
Activation Analysis and Thin Section Petrology. "The so
called locally produced coarse wares from Bearsden, Croy
Hill, Bar Hill, Inveresk, Duntocher and Cramond are being
studied along with the mortaria which Kay Hartley has
suggested have origins in the frontier zone. As well as the
pottery both clay sources and daubs are being analysed in an
effort to overcome the problems caused by an absence of
reliable kiln material".

576

Griffiths, Karen E., 'Market Exchange Systems within the
Roman economy of the first and second centuries A.D.',
Ph.D. Thesis, University of Newcastle, 1986.
syn/rrs,trd, vil,frm,kln, wIt,twn,set/--amp/sts/mvs/cts/ets/ccc/lyc/nvc/rhn/nvrlblglbb Ilbb2/gro/
ncglgry/lcglnvglshglblklmhm/oxm/vrm/oxw/wht
As part of a general examination of the exchange systems of
the Empire this research utilizes the evidence of a specific
set of ceramic data to test an heuristic hypothesis concerning
the presence and importance of market exchange systems
within the Roman economy. The ceramic data employed is
from an area of Northamptonshire and analysis is preceeded
by a resume of the archaeology and pottery of that county.
The analysis concludes that market exchange systems were
indeed operative ' during the second century in
Northamptonshire. Part ill of the thesis takes this conclusion
as a starting point for reassessing archaeological models of
the Romano-British economy and then extends the
discussion to incorporate the Roman economy as a whole.
Quantified Stats.
Location: Northampton Central Museum

577

Halkon, Peter, 'Aspects of the Romano-British landscape
around Holme on Spalding Moor, East Yorkshire', M.A.
Thesis, University of Durham, 1987.
exc,wbf,flw,csf/rrs,kln,ptp,fls/essentially late 2rd-Iate 4th
grc/eymlhsm (grey wares)
The research examined the extent and nature of RB
settlement and industry within a specific landscape context.
Prior to this study there had been little fieldwork within this
area. Systematic field walking resulted in the identification
and recording of 106 RB sites, 37 of which being kiln sites.
A comprehensive fabrics/forms types series was established
for this important industry. This was based upon
assemblages from excavated sites (Hasholme Hall, Throlam
and Bursea House).
Location: Hull City Museums

578

Heron, C, 'The analysis of organic residues from
archaeological ceramics', PhD Thesis, University of Wales,
Cardiff, 1989.
chm/trd
amp/cta/ass
This research has examined organic residues from a wide
range of ceramics, including but by no means limited to
vessels of the Roman period. Two chapters of the thesis of

111

particular interest here deal with the analysis of 'visible' and
'non-visible' organic residues recovered from 'early'
imported amphorae found in Britain. Since many residues,
whether visible or non-visible relate to lining or sealing,
much of the discussion concerns amphora packaging rather
than contents. The results of the chemical analyses are
related to both the archaeological and the documentary
evidence.
Precis of Chapter Two:
'The Analysis of Organic Sealants from Roman Transport
Amphorae'.
"This chapter presents the results of the analysis of a large
number of preserved linings from a variety of different
amphora types. Detailed compositional studies have been
undertaken in order to learn their origin. The chemistry and
degradation of resin, tar and pitch, as well as mastic and
bitumen, is discussed. In order to present an overall survey
of likely sealants fourteen previous studies are cited and
discussed. Documentary and archaeological evidence for the
production and exploitation of these substances is included.
The correlation between the presence of a resinous sealant
and the likely contents of an amphora is addressed as is
similar evidence for jars remaining uulined".
Precis of Chapter Three:
'The Analysis of 'Non-visible' Organic Residues from
Transport Amphorae'.
"Using samples taken from amphorae which exhibit no trace
of adhering organic residue it has proved possible to detect
remnant traces of oils and resinous compounds from some
amphora sherds. The chemistry and degradation of fats and
oils are discussed in this chapter and all relevant studies
reviewed. Analysis indicates that comparative sampling, ie
the comparison of samples taken from the amphora wall and
vessel handles - not expected to have come in contact with
the contents - is essential, in order to evaluate the possibility
of 'contamination'. This may arise from post-depositional
interference, excessive handling, long- term storage in plastic
bags, etc.
"Whilst some samples yield substantial quantities of oil or
resin, the detection of other organics has met with difficulty
(such as fish sauce or defrutum). It is argued that amphorae
used to transport these commodities were also lined (ie
sealed) with resin or pitch. The archaeological and
documentary evidence for this is discussed. Furthermore
there is evidence that solid organic commodities such as
olives, fish, dates and figs were bottled in liquid media or
preservatives within amphorae that had been internally lined
with resin or pitch".
Publication: Heron, C & Pollard, A M, 'The Analysis of
Natural Resinous Materials from Roman Amphorae', in
Slater, E A & Tate, J 0 (eds), Science and Archaeology,
Glasgow 1987, BAR. British Series 196, 429-447.
579

Paulin, Keith, 'Ponery and settlement in Romano-British
Northamptonshire', Undergraduate Dissertation, University
of Durham, 1986.
flw,rrs/late 1st-late 4th
cts/ets/nvc/lcg/nvglshg/mhm/nvrnlunmlbuf
This dissertation comprises an analysis of 66 RB ponery
assemblages collected during a field survey programme
covering the northern parishes of Northamptonshire. These
assemblages were quantified and the data used to establish
aspects of site settlement and chronology. The distribution
of the products of the Nene Valley industries within
Northamptonshire was examined and patteming isolated and
discussed.
Location: Cambridge, (part of the Fenland Field Survey
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580

Rattray, R, 'Kilns at Weekley, Northants', Post-excavation
Studies Diploma dissertation, University of Leicester, 1981.
exc/klnlPhase 3 of exc, third quarter of 1st
grolshgJgry/wee
Fourteen kilns are identified. Twelve fabrics were
distinguished under three basic categories. These were
fossil-shell tempered; quartz tempered; and grog and quartz
tempered fabrics. Form types present included storage jars,
channel-rimmed jars and 'native' imitations of ' Belgic'
forms . The assemblage amounts to 1723 sherds.

581

Reynolds, Paul, 'Late Roman pottery and settlement in the
Vinalopo Valley (Alicante, Spain)' ,Ph.D. Thesis, University
of London Institute of Archaeology, in preparation.
exc,fl w ,csf,chm/mjc,rrs,cem,trd,rur,vil,kln,ptp,wlt,twn,set,rdd,
flsl
Date Range:
Coarse Ware - Full Typology 5th-9th C.
- "Guide to Ponery: Augustan - 2rd C."
African Red Slip Ware - complete coverage, ie. late
lst-6th.
amp/ass/arrlsts/pff/mrb/ira/lcg/lom/mro/buf(local)/ars/lcl/ppr.
"The Thesis examines settlement in the valley (the road
system, and towns, ports, road stations, villas, highland
settlements) from the late Republic to the early Islamic
period (10th C.), concentrating in particular on the
occupation of the 4th C. A.D. onwards, on the evidence for
the Byzantine reconquest of the area in the 6I.h C., and on
the possibilities of continuity into the Islamic period... There
follows a typology of the local, regional and imported
pottery (plain and cooking wares, handmade and
wheelmade) from the 5th C.-8th C./IOth C. with a guide to
selected local wares of the early Empire, and an appendix of
pottery per site (all ARS; LRC; LRD; Paleo-Chretienne
Grise; late Roman amphorae (local; South Spanish; North
African; eastern Med.); all late Roman coarse wares (local
and imported, handmade and wheelmade, including North
African and eastern Mediterranean imports)". (The pottery
comes from past excavations as well as the authors' own
fieldwork). The author will submit his Thesis Summer 1988.
(See: 'African Red Slip and Roman Imports in Valencia", in
BAR Int. Series No. 193, 1984. PP.474-539).

582

Sitch, Brian, 'Faxfleet 'B" : A Romano-British site near
Broomfleet in North Humberside', M.A. Dissertation,
University of Durham, 1987.
exc,slrltrd,setl2nd-4th
sts/mvs/cts/ets/nvc/rhnlbb 1/bb2/lgm/nvrn/dal/ngp/prslsyk
An examination of the material evidence (essentially pottery)
from the site.
Location: Hull City Museums

583

Timby, Jane, 'Gallo-Belgic fine wares; A study in
characterization, distribution and development during the
first centuries B.C. and A.D.', Ph.D. Thesis, University of
Southampton, 1982.
gab
Dr Timby intends to publish a revised version of her thesis.
If this has not appeared by the time of Vol.4 a short
summary of the abstract and subject maner may be offered
here.

584

Tomber, Roberta S, 'Ponery in 10ng-distance economic
inference: an investigation of methodology with reference to
Roman Carthage', Ph.D. Thesis, University of Southampton,

submined 1988.
The study is concerned with the role of pottery in making
long- distance economic inferences and examines the
assumptions inherent in both the data and the methodology
currently employed. Investigation is based on both original
data from Carthage, and published comparative data from
numerous sites in both the eastern and western
Mediterranean. Questions regarding sample selection and
sample size are addressed. The author concludes that if
large, homogeneous deposits are selected then the sample
will be representative of the pottery in circulation at a given
time, even taking differing social functions of the deposit
into account, and, in turn, will reflect broad economic
panems. "A hierarchical classification system based on
fabric, form and ware types is recommended, followed by
quantification by count and weight. Questions of inter- and
intra-site deposit variability are then investigated and
principle components analysis is used to isolate sample size
and the ratio between types as two major contributors to
deposit variability. Following on from this, discriminant
analysis is successfully used to distinguish deposits of the
same date from different sites throughout the Mediterranean,
providing a new method for deposit comparison between a
large number of assemblages".
Discriminant analysis isolated distinct groupings reflective
of long distance economic panerns. A significant division in
the distribution of ponery between the eastern and western
Mediterranean is highlighted. Proximity to source as well as
competition between production centres are found to be
major determinants of pottery distribution.
Publication: Tomber, R S, 'Multivariate Statistics and
Assemblage Comparison', in Ruggles, CL N & Rahtz, S P
Q (eds), Computer and Quantitative Methods in
Archaeology, B.A.R. International Series 393, 1987,29-38.
585

Willis, Steven, 'The arrival and distribution of Roman
material culture in the north and east of England during the
first century A.D.', Ph.D. Thesis, University of Durham, in
preparation. (pottery forms the main database of the study).
exc,col,flw,csf,syn/mil,mjc,trd,ptp,opp/late L A.-Trajanic
All types of 'ftTst century date' within the study area are
considered be they Roman or of native tradition. However,
certain Roman types are examined in greater detail.
The research aims to elucidate aspects of the social and
economic organization of late Iron Age societies, east of the
Pennines between LeicestershirelLincolnshire and the Tyne.
It is intended that this be accomplished by means of the
examination of their material culture particularly the
composition of site pottery assemblages. Quantified data
from different site types across the study area is being
gathered. The occurence of Roman types will be considered
as an index of Romanization. Patterning in distributions will
be investigated and employed to evaluate certain theoretical
models. A subsiduary aim is to examine assemblages from
1st century military sites within this context.

586

Wood, A M, 'Trading contacts between central southern
Britain, the Channel Islands and the west of France, c 100
BC to AD 410', DPhil thesis, Institute of Archaeology,
University of Oxford, in preparation.
syn,coUmil,rnjc,rrs,cem,trd,kln,ptp/clOO BC-41O AD
amp/cta/asg/ass/arrlsts/mvs/cts/ets/ats/tsg/ccc/hpb/lyc/nfcl
owc/orc/pff/egg/rnrb/Ihnlocc/rnca/cgglblgJiraltngJtrblbtbl
bbl/gro/nfg/shgJgbm/glmnnfrnloxm/mro/hft/rnf/oxp/alhl
?ars/gftlmeklnfr/ngp/oxr/ppr
Precis of Research Outline:
The core data for the thesis is derived from the study of
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ceramic material found on the following archaeological sites:
Guernsey: The Tranquesous; Kings Road; and La Plaiderie
(the ftrst two have produced evidence for both late I.A. and
Gallo- Roman occupation).
Jersey: St Oement's graveyard (Gallo-Roman).
Britain: Hengistbury Head; Hamworthy; and Bitteme.
France: St Malo; Avranches; and Cherbourg.
"Changes in the quantity and types of pottery (as well as the
presence or absence of particular types), from the site
assemblages above, provide the means to assess the
relationship between them in a number of chronological
contexts. In addition, the imported ceramics from known
production centres within the geographical constraint can
then be compared with those imports from other more
distant production centres". Pottery types recognised as
being from known production centres will be considered in
the light of other artefactual evidence found in association
(such as coins). The approximate date ranges of types may
then be established. With this information it should prove
possible to elucidate patterns of trading contact through
time.

588) suggests that wine production in the Rhone Valley may
have been rather earlier than previously thought.
590

Bemont, C, 'La Fosse Malaval 1 (La Graufesenque)
traitement numerique', Rei Cretariae Romanae Fautores,
Acta XXV/XXVI, 1987,331-342.
exc,synlptp/lst
sts/tsg
The Fosse Malaval, also known as the Fosse de Gallicanus,
was a large pit excavated in 1978 at La Graufesenque,
which contained roughly 8300 vessels, mostly samian. It
was probably filled in less than six months, somewhere
between 50 and 60 AD. This paper is a statistical study of
some correlations the dimensions within the forms present,
in particular the correlations between rim and base
diameters, and between vessel height and rim diameter.
These correlations demonstrate the remarkable homgeneity
which was achieved by La Graufesenque potters, during this
peak period of production.

591

Bemont, C & Gautier, J, 'Poin~ons-matrices de Rheinzabem
et de Blickweiler dans la collection Lafaye It
Aix-en-Provence', Revue Arch. de l'Est et du Centre-Est
Tome xxxvm, fasc. 1- 2, Melanges offerts aMarcel Lutz,
1987, 13-22.
col,chm/---/Hadrianic+
cts/ets/eqp
A group of eleven poin~ons found in a collection at the
Musee Granet, Aix-en-Provence, had previously been
thought to have been first discovered in Bordeaux. But
further study of the figures involved, and analyses by
thermoluminesce (JG) have conftrmed the author's (CB)
view that these were figures used at Blickweiler and
Rheinzabem. Four sherds and a potter's signature (Floridi)
are illustrated.
Location: Musee Granet, Aix-en-Provence

592

Benredjeb, T, 'La ceramique gallo-romaine a Amiens
(Somme): 1 - La ceramique gallo-belge', Rev~ Arch. de
Picard~ no. 3/4, 1985, 143-176.
exc,syn/mil,mjcllate Augustan to Flavianltyp
egg/blg/tngltrblnri/btb/pph/grfllcg/gab
This is the ftrSt of a planned series of studies on 1st century
pottery from Amiens (studies on 3rd and 4th century
material are planned by D Bayard, and pottery clearly to the
2nd century seems to be almost non-existent from Amiens).
Basically it is a type series of terra nigra, terra rubra and
related wares, such as butt beakers and narrow-necked jars
(Cam form 2311232). Well presented, with many parallels
quoted and much detailed discussion of the derivation and
dating of individual types. It is worthwhile comparing this
material with what is presented in entry no. 628, early wares
found at Trier. See also entry no. 593.
Location: Direction des Antiquite de Picardie, 5, rue Henri
Daussy, 80044 Amiens
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Benredjeb, T, 'La commercialisation de la ceramique
gallo-belge aAmiens', Rev~ Arch. de l' Est et du Centre·Est
Tome xxxvm, fasc. 1-2, Melanges offerts aMarcel Lutz,
1987,93- 100.
exc,syn/mil,mjc/Augustan-Flavian/typ
blg!tng/trb/btb/crb
A reduced, synthesized version of entry no. 592.
Additionally, however, it has a large table showing the
presence/absence of particular forms at a some twenty-nine
important sites in northern Europe, including four in Britain.

Foreign publications
RP Symonds & (*) Peter Webster
587

Alexandre-Baudoux, J, 'Nouvelles donnees sur les
importations en Gaule du nord-est: les amphores gauloises
de la villa de Saint-Ulrich (Moselle)', Rev~ Arch. de l' Est
et du Centre-Est Tome xxxvm, fasc. 1-2, Melanges offerts
It Marcel Lutz, 1987,85-91.
exc/vil/1 st-3rdlusf
amp/asg/aga
A brief paper on Gaulish amphorae (Gauloise 4/5; Peacock
& Williams Oass 27-31) found at the large villa of S1.
Ulrich in Lorraine, excavated by M Lutz. A variety of
rim-shapes are illustrated, with tables comparing the shapes,
catagorized according to a number of specific measurements,
with visible aspects of the fabrics and their surface
treatments. There are also discussions on chronology and
distribution of these amphora types.

588

Becker, C, 'Note sur un lot d'amphores regionales du 1er
siecle ap. J.-C. It Lyon (Fouille de I'l1ot 24)" Figlina 7,
1986, 147-150.
exc/mjc/ftrst half of the lst/ggp
amp/asg/aly
A short report on a deposit of amphorae from Lyons, 960
sherds in all, divided into two forms, Dressel1 (17.5%) and
Dressel2-4 (72.5%). The important point is that all of these,
as with those published in entry no. 589, have been shown
by analyses to have been made 'in the region', although the
precise workshop has not yet been identified.

589

Becker, C, Constantin, C, Desbat, A, Jacquin, L & Lascoux,
J-P, ' Le depOt d'amphores augustCen de la rue de la Favorite
It Lyon', Figlina 7, 1986,65-89.
exc/mjc/Augustan/ggp
amp/asg/ass/aly/arh/aga/ait/tsg (source not identified, but
probably Lyons)
A substantial paper on amphorae found at Lyons. The forms
presented are: Dressel 2-4, (,oriental', Italian & Gaulish
versions, inc. one of the latter, stamped); Rhodian; Pascual
1 (Tarraconaise, inc. several stamps); Haltem 70 (Baetican);
Marseillan; flat-bottomed; Dressel 7-8 (Baetican); Dresse1 9
(Lyons region); Dressel22!23 (fruit amphorae); and various
'oriental' amphorae of indeterminate origin. The large
proportion of regionally-made amphorae (see also entry no.
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diffusion du "gobelet sac" en Normandie, do milieu du Ier
[m du lIe siecle', Sociltl Fra~aise tI Etude de la
Clramique Antique ell Gaule, Actes du COIIgres rh Caell,
28-31 mai, 1987, 1987,75-80.
exc,col,synltrd/mid lst-end of 2nd/typ

a la

Bet, P & Gangloff, R, 'Les installations de potiers
gallo-romains sur le site de la ZA.C. de l'enclos a Lezoux
(Puy-de-DOme)', Sociitl Frall~aise tI Etude rh la
Clramique Antique ell Gaule, Actes du COIIgres rh Caell,
28-31 mai, 1987, 1987, 145-158.
exc/ptp,kln/2nd -3rd
cts (lists of potters' stamps only)
A summary of 1986 excavations at Lezoux, which revealed
a number of kilns and what appears to have been part of an
industrial zone devoted to pottery production, which
included a sort of tile roof laid out on the ground,
apparently used as an area for drying pottery vessels. Plans
of the kilns and of this latter edifice are illustrated with
some discussion of both, and the potters' stamps and
signatures represented are listed.
Bet, P, Gangloff, R & Vertet, H, with the collaboration of
C Mondanel & S Roussy, Les Productions Clramiques
Antiques de Lezowc, Recherches sur les Ateliers rh Potiers
de la Gaule Celltrale Tome IV, Revue Arch. Sites,
Hors-serie no. 32, 1987.
syn,col/kln,ptpllst-4th
amp/cts/ccc/rgh/cggJeqp mouldslkiln fumiture/samian stamps
In the main, a catalogue of the display in the museum at
Lezoux with photographs of the items. Reproduction is by
offset litho. A range of samian, some colour-coated vessels,
etc., along with more locally distributed wares are
illustrated.
Location: Musee de Lezoux

ccc/hr*>/dmJrgh/occl
A useful summary of the types of colour-coated beakers
found in Normandy dating from the latter half of the 1st
century to the end of the 2nd (or perhaps somewhat later, to
judge by the inclusion of Trier-type 'Moselkeramik').
Chemical analyses by the authors and others (see also entry
no. 670) have demonstrated that the colour-coated wares
made at centres such as Lezoux, the Argonne,
JaulgesNilliers-Vineux and Trier are clearly chemically
distinguishable. Examples of vessels from all of these
sources have been identified in Normandy, as well as vessels
probably from a local source. These latter are roughcast,
cornice-rimmed beakers with a greyish fabric; all such
vessels with a reddish fabric are (chemically) identified as
from the Argonne.
599

Bird, J, 'Two Groups of Late Samian from London', Rei
Cretariae Romanae Fautores, Acta XXV/XXVI, 1987,
325-330.
exc,synJrnjc/mid-3rd/(ggp)
ets
A brief discussion of two unusual groups of late samian
from London, one from New Fresh Wharf and the other
from Shadwell, in the area of the London Docks. Both
contain substantial numbers of vessels from Rheinzabem
and Trier, dating to the mid-3rd century: comparable
assemblages are unknown elsewhere in Britain. Full reports
on both groups have by now been published, but this paper
provides a useful introduction to them, and discussion of
their combined significance.

45)/rhn-type/ocC/
kww/buf/mca/mro/lcg/mek/ppr/hand-made wares/lcl
This is the first of three volumes so far published (a fourth
is shortly forthcoming) on excavations at Braives. All three
have substantial sections on pottery, of which the most
important material is the samian, the colour-coated wares,
the mica-gilt wares (not so much in this first volume) and
the mortaria. A number of specific types illustrated in these
volumes were undoubtedly exported to Britain, and some
may not yet have been recognised in Britain as imports.
600
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Blaszkiewicz, P, David, P, Jigan, C & Marin, J-Y,
'Quelques donnees nouvelles sur la necropole gallo-romaine
du Grand- Jardin a Lisieux (Calvados): La collection
Delaporte du Musee de Lille', Revue Arch. Ouest 3, 1986,
119-134.
col/cem/l st-3rdlusf
cts/rgh/blglloxlwht
A short paper publishing pottery and glass from a 19th
century collection, with the aim of putting the material into
a modem perspective on Roman pottery found in Lower
Normandy. It is not a large amount of material, however,
and it will probably be more important for its coarse wares
than for the imports: had it been written only a year or so
later, its writers wonld have been unlikely to have attributed
the roughcast, cornice-rimmed beakers to Compiegne, as
their own more recent research has shown evidence both of
local production and of importation otherwise almost
exclusively from the Argonne.
Location: Musee des Beaux-Arts, Lille
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Blaszkiewicz, P & Dufournier, D, 'Caracterisation et

Brulet, R, Braives Gallo-Romain: I. La Zolle Centrale,
Publications d'Histoire d' Art et d' ArcMologie de
l'Universite Catholique de Louvain XXVI,
Louvain-la-Neuve, 1981. Includes sections as follows:
Vanderhoeven, M, '8. La terre sigillee', 121-139; Brulet, R,
Massart, C & Gustin, M, '9a. La ceramique enduite',
139-150; Massart, C & Gustin, M, '9b. La ceramique lissee',
150-160; Massart, C, 'lOa. La cerarnique lisse', 161-163;
Gustin, M, 'lOb. Les amphores et les dolia', 163-167;
Vanderhoeven, A, 'lOc. Les mortiers', 167-179; and
Massart, C, 'IOd. La deramique rugueuse', 179-187.
exc/set/l st-4th/usf,typ
amp/asg/sts/cts/ets/ats (roller-stamped &
Drag

Brulet, R, Braives Gallo-Romain: ll. Le Quartier rhs
Potiers, Publications d'Histoire d'Art et d'ArcMologie de
l'Universite Catholique de Louvain XXXVII,
Louvain-la-Neuve, 1983. Includes sections as follows:
Vanderhoeven, M, '7. La terre sigilloo', 92-100; Gustin, M
& Derouaux, B, '8a. La ceramique enduite', 101-106;
Gustin, M & Massart, C, '8b. La ceramique beIge', 106-111;
Massart, C, '9a. Les cruches', 112- 116; Gustin, M, '9b. Les
amphores et les dolia', 116-122; Vanderhoeven, A, '9c. Les
mortiers', 122-131; & Massart, C, '9d. La ceramique
rugueuse', & 'ge. La ceramique faite a la main', 131-143.
Also, ·V. La vaisselle de production locale', including
subsections as follows: Gustin, M & Brulet, R, 'La
ceramique beIge produite en atmosphere oxydante' , 145-158;
Gustin, M, 'La ceramique beIge produite en atmosphere
reductrice', 159-166; & Massart, C, 'Les cruches', 166-170;
'VI. Caracterlsation physico-chimique et mineralogie de la
ceramique de production locale', with subsections as
follows: De Hemptinne-St&klin, C & BruIet, R,
'Problematique', 171- 172; Guibert, P, De
Hemptinne-St&klin, C & Schvoerer, M, with the
collaboration of P Poupet & M Antos, 'Aourescence X et
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thermoluminescence', 172-174; Ladriere, J, with the
collaboration of P Wanet, 'Activation neutronique' , 174-175;
Ladriere, J, 'Spectrometrie MOssbauer', 175-179; Herbillon,
A, 'Granulometrie', 179-180; Courtois, L, 'Petrographie,
examen It la microsonde et en diffraction des RX', 180-183;
& De Hemptinne-St&klin, C, 'Conclusions', 185.
exc/kln,ptp,set/1 st-4th/usf,typ
amp/asg/sts/cts/ets/ats (Drag 45)/rbn-type/occ!kww/buf/mca/
mro/lcg/mek/ppr/hand-made wares/lcl
This second volume on Braives concentrates on the area of
pottery production, where a total of twelve kilns were
excavated. There is a lengthy section on the kilns
themselves, and also detailed studies of their products,
including analyses by virtually every method which was
available in 1983. There is also quite a lot of other pottery
illustrated, including samian, colour-coated wares, amphorae
and mortaria.
601

602

Brulet, R, Braives Gallo-Romam: Ill. La Zone Nriphirique
Occidenlale, Publications d'Histoire d' Art et d' ArcMologie
de l' Universite Catholique de Louvain XLVI,
Louvain-la-Neuve, 1985. Includes sections as follows:
Vandemoeven, M, '7. La terre sigillee' , 54-69; Derouaux, B,
Vilvorder, F, Gustin, M, De Henau, P, Maes, L &
Fontaine-Hodiamont, C, '8a. La ceramique enduite', 69-87;
Gustin, M & Massart, C, 'La ceramique beIge', 187-96;
Massart, C, '9a. Les cruches', 97- 103; Gustin, M, '9b. Les
amphores et les dolia', 104-111; Vandemoeven, A, '9c. Les
mortiers', 111-120; & Massart, C, '9d. la ceramique
rugueuse' & 'ge. La ceramique faite It la main', 121-134.
exc/set/1 st-4th!usf,typ
amp (carrot & other types)/asg/ass/sts/cts/ets/ats (Drag
45)!kww/rbn-type!kww/egg/occ/mca (including stamps)/tng/
crb/grf/lcglmro/buf/hft/rnf/lc1/mek/ppr/hand-made wares
This third volume on Braives concentrates on the material
from a peripheral area of the vicus. While nearly all the
types presented in the two previous volumes re-appear here,
there is a particular concentration on the mica-gilt wares,
which are dominated by everted-rimmed jarslbeakers with
bosses, but also include a folded beaker, a mortarium-like
bowl with broad, curved flange and very shallow spout, a
three-legged bowl, and other bowl forms. Examples of most
of these forms have been found with terra-nigra-like stamps,
of which 15 are illustrated. Some eight of the mica-gilt
forms are illustrated with black -and-white photographs,
including the front cover of the volume.
Brulet, R, Liberchies I: Vicus Gallo-Romain, Batirnent
miridional et la Fonlaine des Turcs, Fouilles de Pierre
Claes (1956-1964), Publications d'Histoire d'Art et
d'Archoologie de I'Universite Catholique de Louvain LlV,
Louvain-la-Neuve, 1987. Includes sections as follows:
Vandemoeven, M, '7. La terre sigillee', 85-103; Vilvorder,
F, De Waele, E & Gustin, M, 'Sa. La ceramique enduite',
103-112; Gustin, M & Vilvorder, F, '8b. La ceramique
beIge', 112-118; Moulin, J, '9a. Les cruches', 119-123;
Vilvorder, F, '9b. Les amphores et les dolia', 124-128;
Vandemoeven, A, '9c. Les mortiers', 128-136; & Moulin,
J, '9d. La ceramique rugueuse' & 'La ceramique produite It
la main', 137-163.
exc/setllst-end of 2nd/usf,typ
amp/asg/sts/cts/ats (2nd only)!kww/rbn-type/rgh/occ/mca/
tng/crb/grf/lcg/mro/buf/hft/mf/fcp/lcl/ppr/hand-made
waref'soapy" ware
This fIrst volume on Liberchies is intended to be the first of
a series mirroring that on Braives. Published in the same
style, by the same team, the pottery is very similar, although
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the main difference is that both of the two areas published
in this volume, a building peripheral to the main settlement
and an area known as the 'Fontaine des Turcs', were
abandoned before the fourth century, the latter probably by
the beginning of the third. As there were in fact few fmds
from the former area, this means that the pottery is almost
entirely 1st and 2nd century. There is nevertheless much of
interest in it, in particular the groups of 2nd century
Argonne samian, the face pots, the mica-gilt ware, and the
dolia. See also entry no. 652.
603

Brulet, R & Coulon, G, La Necropole Gallo-Romaine de la
Rue Perdue a Tournai, Publications d'Histoire d'Art et
d' Archoologie de I'Universite Catholique de Louvain VIl,
Louvain, 1977,23-31 & Plates 3-36.
exc/cern/2nd-4thlusf
ets/ats (roller-stamped)/rhn-typeImrb/grc/buf/mek
This publication of the late Roman cemetery at Toumai
pre-dates Rayrnond Brulet's larger wolks on the excavations
at Braives and Liberchies, and its style was obviously
intended to complement that of publications of the
comparable cemeteries in the lower Rhineland, such as those
on Tongeren (entry no. 391 in JRPS Volume 2) and on
Krefeld. There is a detailed catalogue of the graves, as well
as plans of the cemetery and of individual graves, and
illustrations of the fmds by grave-group. The pottery is
described, and some parallels are noted, but almost none,
including the samian, is ascribed to any particular source.

604

Chossenot, M & D, 'Introduction It l'etude de la ceramique
gallo-belge dans la vallee de la Vesle (Mame)' , Revue Arch.
de I' Est et du Centre-Est Tome XXXVllI, fasc. 1-2,
Melanges offerts It Marcel Lutz, 1987, 113-123.
exc/ptp,klnIlst/typ,ggp (TNrrR stamps )/blg/tng/trb/btb/crb
A paper on production of Gallo-Belgic wares in an area to
the southeast of Reims, including plans of ten kilns at fIve
different sites (out of a total of 21 or 22 kilns at six sites).
There are brief typologies of the product of each of the six
sites, as well as drawings of 88 stamps from five of the
sites. One of these sites, Sept-SauIx, was thought of by Val
Rigby back in 1973 as "an important supplier of TN to the
British Malket" (quoted on p. 122). It would seem that these
should now be known as the Vesle Valley group of
wolkshops. The kilns include several apparently
double-ended constructions, similar to at least one very large
kiln found at Gueugnon, Saone-et-Loire (Gaillard & Parriat,
Rev. Arch. de l'Est XXVI, 1975, fasc. 101- 102,336-340).
See also entry no. 607.

605

Coispine, J-M, 'La sigillee unie d'Eincheville-Le Tenig
(Moselle)', Revue Arch. de ['Est et du Centre-Est Tome
xxxvm, fasc. 1-2, Melanges offerts It Marcel Lutz, 1987,
23- 34.
exc,syn/ptp/lst-mid 2nd/typ
ets
A study of the stamped plain samian forms made at the site
known as Eincheville-Le Tenig, adjacent to the better-known
site of Chemery-FaulquemonL Excavations in 1984 provided
new material from which a type series is constructed; there
is a catalogue, 79 illustrated examples of forms, along with
41 stamps, and there is a discussion of the chronology of the
site. The study of the mould-decorated wares is yet to come.

606

Czycz, W & Endres, W, Archiiologie und Geschichle der
Keramik in Schwaben, Neusasser Schriften Band 6,
Herausgeber Kultulkreis Neusliss e.V., Ausstellung des
Schwlibischen Volkskundemuseurns OberschOnenfeld, des
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Bayerischen Landesamts fUr Denlanalpflege, Aussenstelle
Augsburg, und der Stadt Neuass, 25 Juni bis 2 Oktober
1988, Neuiiss, 1988.
exc,col,syn/ptp,kln,trd/1st-4th/usf
ets/occ/mro/lcl/eqp/painted wares/Raetian ware
The guidebook accompanying a very substantial exhibition
on pottery manufacture in Schwabia, in southern Germany.
Although more than half of the book is devoted to pottery
made earlier or later than the Roman period, the 56 pages
devoted Roman wares are full of interesting material. There
are very clear photographs (including some in colour) of
local coarse wares, including tazze and spouted jugs, a
mica-gilt beaker, 'hairpin' -barbotine- decorated Raetian
beakers, rouletted and roughtcast beakers, and samian ware,
with locally produced ware from the end of the 2nd century
- including a photograph of a kiln, and illustrations of
potters' tools, kiln furniture and waster dumps. Remarkably,
the idea of samian ware also seems to have been idolized by
local potters of the 16th-17th century: a fmely decorated
painted ballester-like jug is illustrated with an impressed
stamp on it marked "Terra sigillata"l

607

David, P & Blaszkiewicz, P, 'Estampilles sur ceramique
gallo- beige en Normandie. ler/lle siecle' , Sociite FrQllfaise
d' Etude de la CeramiqlU AntiqlU en Gaule, Actes du
Congres de Caen, 28-31 mai, 1987, 1987,51-67.
exc,synl---/1st-2nd
blg/tng/trb/stv (stamps only for all types)
A detailed study of stamps on Gallo-Belgic wares found in
Normandy. The majority are found to have been made either
at the workshops of the Vesle Valley (see entry no. 604) or
at Vertault, near Chiitillon-sur-Seine (COte-d'Or), although
these centres appear to have had some connections with
each other. The paper is supplemented by a number of
tables detailing aspects of the stamps and their distribution,
and there is considerable discussion of the comparative
chronology and distribution of the wares from the respective
production centres, as well as on the nature of trade in
pottery during the period in question.

608

Dechelette, J, us Vases Ceramiques Ornes de la GauJe
Romaine, Revue Arch. Sites Hors-serie (no. I), 1979 (in five
volumes - the original, published in 1904, was in two
volumes).
syn,col!---/l st-3rdltyp
sts/cts/ccc/pff/cgg/eqp (moulds;poin~ons )/samian stamps
Basically a bound (soft-covered) set of photocopies taken
from an original of this fundamental work (I am reliably
informed that the copy used belonged originally to Felix
Oswald, whose notes therefore appear occasionally in the
margins - RPS). The reproduction is not marvellous, but it
is entirely adequate for study purposes. This book is
fundamental not simply for the pottery which it illustrates,
but more importantly for its understanding of the nature of
Roman pottery manufacture, upon which most modem
research is based. It is 'Proustian' in its magnitude and in
the magnitude of its impact on its field (and of course it was
roughly contemporary with A la Recherche du Temps
Perdu!).

609

Demarolle, J, 'Trois decors de Satuminus-Satto: un type de
discours iconographique' , RevlU Arch. de I' Est et du CentreEst Tome xxxvm, fasc. 1-2, Melanges offerts a Marcel
Lutz, 1987, 35-42.
col,syn/---/1st-mid 2nd
ets
A rather philosophical discussion of the evolution of the

language of mythological motifs in mould-decorated sarnian,
with specific reference to the theme of Ulysses and
Polyphemus expressed by the Satto-Satuminus groups of
potters. In essence this is a study of how samian ware was
used as a means of telling a story, and how the story is
compressed into small, symbolic figures on bowls. The work
has implications for the study of mould-decorated samian
from many sources.
610

Desbat, A, 'Ceramiques romaines a gla~ure plombifere de
Lyon et de Vienne', Sociite Franfaise d' Etude de la
CeramiqlU Antique en Gaule, Actes du Congres de
Toulouse, 9-11 mai 1986, 1986, 33-39.
exc,syn/mjc/late 1st BC-1st half of 2nd AD
cgg/glz
A short paper on lead-glazed wares found in the RhOne
Valley: entry no. 611 is a longer, more detailed publication
of the same work, although not all of the illustrations are
repeated in the latter paper. See also entry no. 676.

611

Desbat, A, 'Ceramiques romaines a gla~re plombifere des
fouilles de Lyon (Hauts-de-Saint-Just, Rue des Farges, La
Solitude)" Figlina 7, 1986, 105-124.
exc,syn/mjc/late 1st BC-1st half of 2nd AD/seq
cgg/glz
"Abstract: Appearing on the Lyons sites as soon as the late
1st century BC, the lead-glazed wares can be classifed in 3
groups: the Augustan wares, some of which seem to have
been produced locally; wares from the centre of Gaul which
lasted through the whole of the 1st century AD; and a third
group characterized by an often bicoloured glaze and
original forms, which appeared in Lyons during the first half
of the 2nd century. This last group of wares, the most
numerous, are found on many sites from Spain to Italy.
Their origin has often been debated; an Italian origin now
seems certain." Lead-glazed wares seem generally rather
less rare in central and southern Gaul than they are in
Britain. This paper catalogues and illustrates a broader range
of central Gaulish types than has previously been available,
as well as the less well-known (in Britain) Lyons and Italian
types. See also entry nos. 610 & 676.

612

Desbat, A, 'Note sur la production d'amphores a Lyon au
debut de l'empire', Sociite FranfOise d' Etude de la
CeramiqlU Antique en GauJe, Actes du Congres de Caen,
28-31 mai, 1987, 1987, 159-165.
exc,syn/mjc/lst BC-early 2nd AD/typ
amp/asg
A short paper on amphora production at Lyons. The types
involved are: (1) types similar to Dressel 1; (2) to Dressel
2/4; (3) to Dressel 28; (4) to Haltem 70; and (5) to Dressel
9 or 10 (often called 'Dr 9-type'). Among the Haltem
70-type examples are what would now in Britain be called
London 555-type. All of these have a pale white or light
buff fabric. This ,is undoubtedly the beginning of a
revolution in the understanding of amphora production, since
almost all of these types were thought previously to have
originated elsewhere, for example in Italy or southern Spain.

613

Desbat, A & Picon, M, 'Sigillee claire B et '1uisante":
classification et provenance', Figlina 7,1986,5-18.
exc,col,chrn,syn/ptp,trd/150-end of 3rd/typ
tsg/nfc/orc/mrb
Normally discussions of the "imitation samian" wares known
as 'sigillee claire B' and 'sigillee luisante' (?metallic) could
happily be omitted from the Bibliography, since these are
wares made and distributed almost exclusively in the
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southeast of Gaul, in particular along the RhOne Valley and
in Provence. This paper, however, specifically compares the
wares in question with similar products of the New Forest
and Oxfordshire industries, and with 'ceramique It l'eponge',
and their similarities with the products of other
Romane-British industries can be seen in the following two
papers in the same volume (see entry nos. 629 & 661). The
chemical analyses successfully separate the two types, 'claire
B' and 'luisante', into material from two sources, the former
being the RhOne Valley, and the latter being the Savoie
region to the eaSL It is evident that all of the wares
discussed may be said to form a substantial part of the
answer to the question of what became of samian
manufacturing after the end of Central Gaulish domination.
*614

Dragendorff, H, La Sigil/ee, Revue Arch. Sites, Hors- serie
no. 7,1980.
synJ---/lst-3 rd/typ
arrlsts/cts/ets
A translation into French of the classic Dragendorff article
(Bonner lahrbiicher 96, 1895, 18-155), originally entitled
'Terra SigiI1ata'. The reproduction is generally satisfactory,
although the photographs (PI IV-VI) are poor.

615

Dufoumier, D & Marin, I-Y, 'Une production d'amphores
du lIe siecle dans le Calvados', Societe Franfaise d'Etude
de la Ciramique Antique en Gaule, Actes dll Congres de
Caen, 28-31 mai, 1987, 1987,23-27.
exc,col,chm,syn/trd(}.nd/usf
amp
A short paper on 'furrowed-rimmed' amphorae (peacock &
Williams Class 55) probably made in the region of
Calvados, Lower Normandy. In a triangle formed by the
towns of Bayeux, Falaise and Lisieux, these are almost
omnipresent on Roman sites. Chemical analyses show four
chemically distinct groups, although one in particular
accounts for 80% of the 46 samples analysed. There is some
possibility of a link between this local amphora production
and wine production in the same region.

616

617

slim, the study of the distribution and chronology of the
wares and the stamps can used remarkably effectively to
show the relative independence of particular potters, in terms
of their marketing methods. That some obviously sold only
to local markets, while others sold to long-distance
merchants, can be seen through their comparative
distributions, which tended to be either fairly scattered, in
Italy and southern Gaul, or concentrated, in northern Gaul
and Germany. This is an important paper for all students of
marketing and trade.
618

Femandez Garcla, M L 'En torno a una forma decorada de
sigillata hisparuca de Andujar: la forma decorada
hemisferica', Societe Franfaise d' Etude de la Ciramique
Antique en Gaule, Actes dll Congres de ToulollSe, 9-11 mai
1986, 1986, 163-166.
exc/ptp/Claudian-Neronian/usf
tsgltss
A short paper on a local production of samian in southern
Spain: the forms presented are of hemispherical bowls
thought to pre- date Drag form 37. These are
mould-decorated in a style not dissimilar to South Gaulish
Dr 29's, but the form is something of a cross between a
Ritterling form 8 and a rounded Or 37. There are no ovolos,
and no illustrated stamps, although two potters names are
mentioned in the text.

619

Fiches, I-L, (ed), L' Oppidum d' AmbrllSsum et son territoire,
Monographie du Centre de Recherches Archeologiques no
2, Editions du CNRS, 1989.
exc/opp/3rd BC-3rd AD+/usf
amp/asg/ass/arr/tsg/pff
A fI2IIarkably comprehensive, detailed and well-presented
report on an oppidum which lies between Montpellier and
Nimes. The cover shows a infrared satellite photograph of
the site, revealing the underlying archaeology much like
crop-marks: this seems deliberately symbolic of a highly
scientific approach which seems to infuse the entire report,
which is nevertheless eminently readable and profusely
illustrated. The pottery, although not a large part of the
report, comprises a considerable range of wares, from
arretine and fine wares of the 1st century BC through coarse
wares of the 2nd century AD. Of most interest to British
readers will be the amphora report by Fanette Laubenheimer
(121- 128), which discusses in detail the relative importance,
in each of the six main periods of the site, of amphora
importations from Italy, Spain, Africa, Gaul and other
sources, with the results presented in a series of useful
graphs (unfortunately, however, no actual amphorae are
illustrated). Obtainable from CNRS Centre de Recherches
Archeologiques, Sophia Antipolis, 06565 Valbonne Cedex,
France.

620

Fischer, C, 'Verschiedene Firniswaren aus
Nida-Heddemheim und Praunheim', Fwndberichte aus
Hessen 19/20, 1979/80, Festschrift U. Fischer (1980),
725-743.
col,syn/ptp!lst-3rd
ets/rlm-typeIrgh/occ/rouletted beakers/moulds
A short paper on an apparently diverse collection of vessels
found at or near Frankfurt. There is a pair of Drag form 67
mould-decorated beakers/jars from La Madeleine; some
Rheinzabern mould fragments found at Praunheim, along
with similar sherds, called 'Fimisware', but not clearly
distinguishable from samian; and a series of beakers,
including roughcast, comice-rimmed plain and folded
beakers, a Trier-type beaker with long, narrow indentations,

Echallier, I-C & Montagu, I, 'Oonnees quanitatives sur la
preparation et la cuisson en four a bois de reconstitutions
actuelles de poteries grecques et romaines', Documents
d'Arch. Miridionale 8, 1985, 141-145.
syn,chm/ptp/--"Abstract: The authors present the results of practical
experimentation obtained in reproducing Greek and Roman
pottery. The surface area required for the activity of a
pottery workshop, the quantity of water and wood needed
for the preparation, then the fU"ing of the kiln and the
control of the fire are some of the aspects studied in detail
in order to gain a better understanding of ancient pottery
workshops and the constraints on their performance."
(Translation Doc. cl Arch. Mer., somewhat improved (?) by
RPS). This quite a short paper, but it demonstrates a number
of crucial aspects of kiln fll"ing, especially with regard to
kiln stacking, and the variability of temperatures within kilns
of differing designs.
Ettlinger, E, 'How was Arretine Ware sold?', Rei Cretariae
Romanae Fall/ores, Acta XXV/XXVl, 1987,5-19.
syn/trd/lst BC-Ist AD/seq
arr
An imaginative (but realistic!) view of how trade in Arretine
ware was developed with the expansion of the Empire to the
north. While our knowledge from other sources is relatively
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and a series of rouletted beakers with either cornice or
rounded/everted rim, plus a carinated beaker and a shallow
Pompeian-red-type dish. Most of the latter appears to have
been locally-made, but this is by no means a comprehensive
type-series.
Location: Museum fiir Vor- und Friihgeschichte, Frankfurt

621

Fischer, C, 'Une coupe Drag. 29 de Satuminus-Satto du
vicus de Nida-Heddernheim (R.F.A.)" Revue Arch. de I' Est
et du Ce1l1re-Est Tome XXXVIII, fasc. 1-2, Melanges offerts
It Marcel Lutz, 1987,43-45.
exc/twn/1 st
ets
A brief note for the Lutz festschrift on a Drag form 29 in
the style of Satuminus-Satto from Nida-Heddemheim, near
Frankfurt. The piece is particularly interesting since Drag
29's are rare with Satuminus-Satto, and obviously it must
represent their earliest production.

622

Fitzpatrick, A, 'The Structure of a Distribution Map:
Problems of Sample Bias and Quantitative Studies', Rei
Cretariae Romanae Fautores, Acta XXV/XXVI, 1987,
79-112.
synltrdlmostly 1st BC-1st AD
amp (Dressel 1)
A long and ruminative paper on the nature of distribution
maps, using those compiled by the author and others on
Dressel 1 amphorae as the basic examples. While usefully
pointing out the problems which may lie hidden in many
distribution studies, the paper suffers somewhat from a bias
towards speaking in the first person, and a mildly
patronising view of colleagues: "In particular the role of
statistical analysis at a very elementary and primary level
will be emphasized. This is a sort of analysis all
archaeologists do, although they are usually unaware of it."
(p. 84). The exposition is undoubtedly useful in particular
for students of amphorae, but it is a pity that some
comparative work could not have been undertaken to show
the extent to which the problems exposed were particular to
amphora studies, or pertain across a wider spectrum of
pottery studies.

623

Fulford, M, 'La ceramique et les echanges commerciaux sur
la Manche It l'epoque romaine', Sociite Fra~aise d'Etude
de la Ceramique Antique en Gaule, Actes du Congres de
Caen, 28-31 mai, 1987, 1987,95-106.
syn/trd!late Iron Age to end of Roman period
"Resume: The evidence that pottery provides for trade and
contact across the Channel between the late Iron Age and
the end of the Roman period is reviewed. The problem of
distinguishing between the regional and long distance
stimuli to cross-Channel traffic is discussed. Quantitative
studies of imported wares as a proportion of complete
pottery assemblages will help to resolve this matter. The
regional pattern becomes clearer in the late Roman period
when long distance traffic is ofless importance. Quantitative
studies of BB 1 and Oxfordshire ware allow us to distinguish
two main areas of contact in the later Roman period. On the
one hand there is evidence for important links between
central southern England and eastern Brittany and western
Normandy; on the other, the evidence of Oxfordshire ware,
Argonne ware and Eifelkeramik demonstrates the role of
short crossings between the mouth of the Rhine and
Boulogne and east Kent and the Thames estuary, including
London. In general we probably underestimate the
importance of the links between north-western France and

southern and south-eastern England in the Roman period."
In short, an up-dated and boiled-down version, in French, of
the author's paper in Peacock (ed.), Pottery and Early
Commerce, 1977.
624

Gabler, D, 'La ceramique sigillee de la Gaule de l'Est en
Pannonie', Revue Arch. de l'Est et du Ce1l1re-Est Tome
xxxvm, fasc. 1-2, Melanges offerts It Marcel Lutz, 1987,
47- 56.
exc,col,synltrd/135-160/5
ets
A short paper on the importation of East Gaulish samian to
Pannonia. Complementary to the following entry (no. 625),
this looks principally at importations other than from
Rheinzabem, i.e. from Heiligenberg, Ittenwiller, Mittelbronn
(sherds from thes three sources being illustrated) and other
sources. In other words, this paper looks at importations
before about 150, when the products of Rheinzabem began
to dominate the markets to the east.

625

Gabler, D, 'Einige Besonderheiten der Verbreitung der
Rheinzabemer Sigillaten in Pannonien' , Bayerische
Vorgeschichtsblatter 52, 1987,75-104.
syn/---!2nd-3rd
ets (Rheinzabem)
A detailed study of the occurrence of Rheinzabem samian in
Pannonia, showing its relative importance at a number of
important sites. While in Britain we see Rheinzabem ware
only relatively rarely (see also entry no. 596), to the east and
south-east of the Rhine it seems to have been marketed on
a similar scale to that of Central Gaulish samian in Britain.
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Garbsch, J, Terra Sigillata, Prilhistorische Staatssammlung,
Miinchen, 1982. (An exhibition catalogue).
coV---/Hellenistic to late Roman
arrlsts/cts/ets/ats/ars/eqp(moulds;poin~ons)Jkiln furniture
A well illustrated exhibition catalogue showing a wide range
of red-slipped fme wares. As well as examples from many
of the East Gaulish kilns and a few from South and Central
Gaul, there is ware from Puteoli, Arrezzo, Pannonia, the
Argonne, North Africa, and the eastern Mediterranean.
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Giot, R & Querre, G, 'Le tesson d'amphore B 2 de l'De
Lavret (Brehat, CBtes-du-Nord) et le probleme des
importations', Revue Arch. Ouest 2, 1985,95-100.
exc,chm/unk/'Dark Age'
amp
A brief paper on a sherd of Class Bii amphora from l'ile
LavreL Subjected to both chemical and petrological analyses,
the conclusion is that the sherd is indeed of Class Bii, and
therefore probably represents some form of cross-Channel
trade in the Saxon period.
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Goethert-Polaschek, K, 'Die friiheste Gebrauchskeramik der
Trierer Kaiserthermen (augusteische bis tiberische Zeit)',
Trierer Zeitschrift 47, 1984, 119-152.
exc,col,syn/mil,mjclAugustan-Tiberian/typ
amp/blg/tng/trb/btb/grf!lcg/crb/ewmlhft
A reasoned type series of the earliest pottery from the
Kaiserthermen at Trier. The Gallo-Belgic forms, including
terra nigra, terra rubra, butt beakers and early wall-sided
mortaria are noticeably similar to Claudian material found in
Britain. It is worthwhile comparing this material with what
is presented in entry no. 592, early wares found at Amiens.
Location: Rheinisches Landesmuseum, Trier
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Groupe de travail sur les sigillees claires, 'ceramiques
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tardives a revStement argileux des Alpes du nord et de la
vall6e du Rhone (de Martigny a Vienne)', Figlilla 7, 1986,
19-49. See also entry no. 613).
exc,co1,syn/ptp,trdllate 2nd-4th/typ
tsg (,Claire B' and 'luisante ')
As with entry no. 613, the subject of this paper is one which
would not normally be included in the Bibliography, as it is
well outside the sphere of pottery found in Roman Britain.
Yet the illustrations clearly demonstrate a number of
obvious links with pottery made in Britain. The paper is the
result of a joint effort (from 1977 to 1981) of roughly
twenty researchers working at sites in the Savoie region, in
the Lyons region, near Geneva and around Lake Geneva as
far north as Avenches, and at points in between these places.
The vessels most similar to Romano-British products are
wall-sided bowls with scroll-like painted decoration, which
might as easily have been made either in the New Forest or
Oxfordshire (Young form C69); also plates with broad
curving rim (Young form C48). There are numerous
examples of Drag 30{37-shaped bowls with circular stamped
decorations very similar to the East Anglian products which
appear to imitate London ware (cf. Rodwell, in Arthur &
Marsh, Figs. 7.10-7.13). Finally there are beakers there are
beakers which are typologically indistinguishable from 3rd
and 4th century 'Rhenish' forms. See also entry no. 661.
630
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Harlay, G, 'Projet de dictionnail"e de terminologie
descriptille et dtnominaJille de la ciramique (Banque de
do""ees informatisees au sur les Ateliers de Potiers de la
Gaule Centrale Tome IV, Revue Arch. format videorex)',
Societe Fran~ise d'Etude de la CCramique Antique en
Gaule, Actes du Congres de Caen, 28-31 mai, 1987, 1987,
135-143.
syn/---/--A presentation of possible computer applications to the
study of Roman pottery. In particular, there is a
demonstration of how the shape of a pottery vessel might be
digitalized into a computer by means of a video camera.
Unfortunately the drawings produced via this method seem
a litde crude, but the objective is a mathematical comparison
of shapes, and it does seem that this could be an avenue
well worth pursuing. There is also a demonstration of the
compilation of a computerized archaeological
dictionary/glossary of terms. (See also entry no. 643).
Heger, N, with a contribution by H R Stampfli,
'FriihrOmische Amphoren aus der Stadt Salzburg
(Mozartplatz 4)' , Bayerische Vorgeschichlsblatter 51, 1986,
131-161.
exc/mjc/c30-50/ggp
amp/adt(& others )/arr/stslpff/rgh/occ/grfllcglppr
An interesting collection of early Roman material from
Salzburg. There is a substantial amount of Italian samian,
but also other early fme wares similar to types found in the
earliest levels in Britain. See also entry no. 632, for a more
extensive collection of similarly dated material.
Location: Salzburger Museum
Heimberg, U, 'Colonia Ulpia Traiana: Die friiheste Keramik
aus der Forumsgrabung', Bonner lahrbiicher 187, 1987,
411-474.
exc,synlmil/first third of the lst/typ
amp/adt(& others )/arr/sts/pff/occlblglewmlhft
A lengthy paper on pre-Claudian pottery from Xanten,
mosdy from graves and occupation pre-dating the Colonia.
There seems, however, to be less Arretine ware than is
illustrated in entry no. 631, and rather more mould-decorated
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South Gaulish samian. At the end of the paper there is a
demonstration of the evolution of the settlement into the
Colonia by means of a series of maps showing the
distributions of Arretine stamps, early graves and the earliest
street-plan.
Location: Rheinisches Landesmuseum, Bonn (1)
633

Hermet, F, La Graufesenque (Condatomago): 1. Vases
Sigillis - 2. Graffites, Laffitte Reprints, Marseille, 1979. In
two volumes, one containing text, the other illustrations.
exc,col,synlkln,ptp/1 st/typ
sts/gft/eqp(samian moulds;potters' tools)/kiln furniture
Unfortunately the reprinting of this fundamental volume,
first published in 1934, was limited to 500 copies, but it was
still to be found in a bookshop in Rodez in 1987, priced at
FF440 (roughly £44). It contains a large number of very fme
illustrations of South Gaulish figure-types, as well as
photographs of the famous graffiti plates and some potters'
implements, such as ovolo- rouleues. The discussion is
extremely detailed. When are we going to have English
translations of the important French and German volumes
(since the French seem to be happily translating the
comparable German and English works)?
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Hofmann, B, 'Relations entre etudes ceramiques et histoire
antique', Societe Franfllise cl Etude de la Ceramique
Antique en Gaule, Actes du Congres de Caen, 28-31 mai,
1987, 1987, 113-117.
synltrd/lst-4th
A not quite unbiased view of the influence of particular
historical events on pouery manufacture and distribution in
northern Europe during the Roman period. For Hofmann, it
seems that the presence of the highest quality pottery
indicates the highest degree of 'Romanization'.
Unfortunately, the rather non- specific nature of the
discussion will not lead to a great debate, such as has been
stirred-up by Anthony King (see entry no 382, Volume 2).
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Hofmann, B, Catalogue des Estampilles sur Vaiselle
SigilUe", Rellue Arch. Sites, Hors-serie no. 27, (not dated),
edited by l' Assoc. Fran~ise d' Arch. Metropolitaine.
syn/---/1 st-3rd
arr/sts/mvs/cts/ets
A catalogue of potters' stamps from the following
production centres: La Graufesenque, Lezoux, Montans, Les
Martres de Veyre, the Argorme, Rheinzabern, Sinzig,
Arezzo, and Pouzzoles (in that order). illustrated with
drawings, but the accompanying information in the catalogue
is relatively limited.
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Hofmann, B, Catalogue des Formes de Sigillies et
d' Amphores, Rellue Arch. Sites Hors-serie no. 28, 1985,
edited by I'Assoc. Fran~ise d'Arch. Metropolitaine.
syn/---/lst-3rd
amp/tsg
Apparendy an attempt at a total re-classification of these two
major pottery types: samian is reduced to 60 form types, and
amphorae are expanded to 312 form types. Seems relatively
unnecessary, with no new evidence, and there is no sign of
it coming into general use.
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Hofmann, B. L' Atelier de Banassac, Rellue Arch. Sites
Hors-serie no. 33, February 1988, edited by l' Assoc.
Fran~aise d' Arch. Metropolitaine.
syn/ptp,klnll st
sts (Banassac)
An important volume for students of samian ware, with 549
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sherds and 444 individual figure-types illustrated, with a
catalogue and a considerable amount of detailed discussion
of the site, the stamps, the ovolos and the dating. The
quality of reproduction is not bad, for Rev. Arch. Sites.
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Huld-Zetsche, I, 'Zur Produktion von Fimisbechem in NidaHeddernheim', Rei Cretariae Roma1llJe Fautores, Acta
XXV/XXVI, 1987,373-382.
exc/ptp/150-1751typ
rgh/occ
The publication of a series of 'bag-shaped' beakers made at
Nida- Heddernheim, near Frankfurt. Nearly all of the
beakers have cornice rims, roughly half of the 25 illustrated
examples are roughcast, and two are folded. This production
is obviously very similar to that of the Argonne, of
Colchester and possibly of Sinzig (see Symonds, R P, 'The
problem of roughcast beakers, and related fonns' , elsewhere
in this JRPS volume).
Jacob, J-P &
Leredde, H, 'Les potiers de
JaulgesNilliers-Vineux (Yonne): Etude d'un centre de
production gallo-romaine', Gallia 43, fasc. I, 1985,
167-192.
exc,flw,syn/ptp/1 st-4thlusf
tsgl'excised' ware/'painted' ware
The site at JaulgesNilliers-Vineux is now recognised as
among the more important pottery productions centres of the
late Roman period in Gaul. It was, however, only
re-discovered in 1965, and only extremely limited areas of
what is a very large site have been excavated. This is
because the writers of this paper, who were responsible for
its re-discovery and subsequent recogmtton, have
concentrated firstly on the protection of the site, secondly on
surface collection and survey of the site, and only on
excavation in order to clarify specific research objectives.
The protection of the site has recently become more secure
with the purchase by the French government of substantial
amounts of the land, in order to creat an "archaeological
reserve" . This paper is a swnrnary of the worit undertaken
by the writers from 1965 to the present, apparently
presented as a way of clarifying their views on all aspects
of the site, immediately before producing a major detailed
repon on their fmdings. The pottery presented here is very
limited: 10 sherds of mould-decorated samian; 6 sherds of
metallic 'excised' colour-coated ware; and 6 sherds of
'painted' ware. The discussion, however, is fundamental,
especially on the nature of a pottery production centre and
its evolution.

640

Jacob, J-P & Leredde, H, 'Les bases d'un corpus automatise
des marques de potiers', Revue Arch. lk l'Est et du
Centre-Est Tome xxxvm, fasc. 1-2, Melanges offens a
Marcel Lutz, 1987, 157-162.
syn/---/--A presentation of a system of computerization of samian
potters' stamps. This system is already being implemented
as pan of the CNRS project which produced the DA.F.
volume, La Terre Sigillee Gallo·Romaine (entry no. 374 in
Volume II), and a publication will eventually be
fonhcoming, with the particular collaboration of George
Rogers. The project is ultimately intended to encompass all
samian potters' stamps found in Gaul. The recording sheet,
of which an example is illustrated, is extensive. (See also
entry no. 643, on the matter of recording sheets).
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Jigan, C & Marin, J-Y, 'Inventaire des sites de production
de cerarnique gallo-romaine decouvens en Nonnandie',

Annales de Normandie, 37e Anne, no. 4, Oct. 1987,
317-337.
synlptp/lst-5th1usf
occ/grf/grc/1cg
A listing of known pottery production centres in Nonnandy,
with a location map, descriptions of what was found, and a
small number of illustrations of the main vessel-types for
four centres: Saint-Martin d'Aubigny (Manche); Lisieux
(Calvados); A1en~on (Ome); and Harfleur (Seine-Maritime).
The illustrated pottery includes rouletted beakers, but is
otherwise of relatively local interest. Includes a useful
bibliography.
642

Laroche, C, 'La production de cerarniques fmes d'Aoste
(Isere), Deuxieme moitie du ler siecle apres J.-C.', Societe
Franfaise d' Etulk lk la Ceramique Antique en Gaule, Actes
du Congres de Toulouse, 9-11 mai 1986, 1986, 19-24.
exc/ptp/2nd half of lst/typ
tsg (local)/pff/rnrb/occ
~ shon paper on fme wares produced at Aoste, in Savoie.
The range includes Lyons-like hemispherical bowls and
early comice- rimmed beakers, bowls with low-set flange
(CAM fonn 58), various plain samian fonns and an unusual
Dech. fonn 69. This is only a taste of a production centre
whose importance seems to have been somewhat underrated.
It is also an important source of monaria - the potters Kay
Hanley refers to as 'the Atisii'.
Location: Muse d'Aoste
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Lintz, G, 'Etude de la cerarnique commune du Lirnousin,
methodologie', Societe Frallfaise d' Etulk de la Ceramique
Antique en Gaule, Actes du Congres de Toulouse, 9-11 mai
1986, 1986, 155-161.
syn/---/--An expose of a methodology for recording coarse pottery in
Limousin. Includes a sample recording sheet which attempts
to encompass every conceivable aspect of a pot, and which
is easily computerized. The problem with systems like this
is that they tend to be cumbersome because they ignore the
obvious shonhand notation which is implicit in many basic
descriptions: for example, we all know that BBl is
hand-made, so there should be no need to keep repeating
waffle about the surface treatment each time a sherd is
recorded. While computers generally tend not to like blank
spaces, constantly filling them in can be a colosal waste of
time, if one has a lot of pottery to deal with. (See also entry
nos. 630, 640 & 644).
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Lintz, G, 'Problemes de classification de la ceramique
cornmune gallo-romaine', Revue Arch. de l'Est et du
Centre-Est Tome xxxvm, fasc. 1-2, Melanges offens a
Marcel Lutz, 1987, 191-195.
syn/---/--Another expose on problems of classifying and
computerizing coarse pottery (see also entry nos. 630, 640
& 643). In this instance an attempt is made to achieve
groupings of pottery vessels by constructing a son of
hierarchical dendrograrn of shapes, which is obtained by
defming a series of morphological characteristics which are
absent or present in combination with other characteristics
on any given vessel. These characteristics, both shapes and
dimensions, are computerized, and the computer sons the
vessels into a logical order. (perhaps it is unfair for one who
is himself so heavily computerized to say so, but could it
not be argued that constructing a type series is an
imaginative job for which the human brain is rather better
suited?)
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Liou, B & Pomey, P, 'Direction des recherches
archeologiques sous-marines', Gallia 43, fasc. 2, 1985,
547-576.
exc/mar/(underwater)/shipwrecks/1st BC-early 1st AD/usf
amp (various early types )/arr
A lengthy collection of reports on shipwreck archaeology in
the western Mediterranean. There is a single example of a
Dressel form 26 which is defmitely AD; but for those
interested in Dressel 1 forms, Pascual 1 and greco-italian
forms, a considerable number of vessels are illustrated, with
inscriptions and/or stamps in many cases, with much
discussion, and the shipwrecks themselves are illustrated
with both plans and photographs.
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L6pez Muller, A, 'Producci6n e importaci6n de cenimicas
de paredes fmas en Catalufia' , Societe Fra~aise cl Etude de
la Ceramique Antique en Gaule, Actes du Congres de
Toulouse, 9-11 mai 1986, 1986,57-72.
exc,col,synltrd,ptp/Augustan -Claudianltyp
pff (Spanish)
A detailed paIX<r on fme wares found in Catalonia, i.e. the
eastern side of Spain. There is substantial and important
local production, but of principle interest to more distant
readers will be the two figures, comprising some 38 vessels,
of early co10ur-coated wares imported (mostly) from
Baetica: these show the full range of Spanish pre-Flavian
colour-coated wares, of which we fmd small quantities in
Britain.
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Lutz, M, 'Satuminus et Satto en Grande-Bretagne', Rei
Cretariae Romanae Fautores, Acta XXV/XXVI, 1987,
311-324.
exc,col,synltrd/120-160
ets/eqp
A detailed paper on products of the Saturninus-Satto group
of potters found in Britain. A total of 35 examples are
discussed, although the illustrations are limited to a
presentation of the typical poin~ons used by these potters.
The important objective of the discussion is to point out that
Satuminus and Satto were not simultaneously running a
series of workshops in the region of Lorraine and nearby
Rheinland-Pfalz, they were separate potters whose floruits
and whose decorative styles were not entirely overlapping.
Although some sherdsfvessels may only be attributable to
'the Saturninus-Satto group', which may include other
imitators as well, a considerable majority of pieces (32 out
of 35, in this case) may be clearly attributed to either
Satuminus or Satto in particular.
Mayet, F, 'Les figlinae dans les marques d'amphores
Dressel 20 de Betique', Revue des Etudes Anciennes
LXXXvm, 1986, 285-305.
syn/---/lst BC-3rd AD
amp/stv
"English Abstract.- Does the wordfiglinae - which appears
on the stamps and the tituli picti of the oil amphorae from
Baetica (Dressel 20) - correspond to the one which can be
found in literary documents and on brick stamps? If the
figlinae which appears on the amphorae abont the middle of
the second century do reveal the existence of units of
production, which are their relationships with the fundi, and
what do the so frequent earlier tria nomina represent?" A
detailed paper on the meaning of amphora stamps (none
illustrated).
McCann, A M, 'The Portus Cosanus: A Centre of Trade in
the Late Republic', Rei Cretariae Romanae Fautores, Acta
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XXV/XXVI, 1987,21-70.
exc,col,syn/ptp,trdllst BC/usf
amp/stv/arr
The amphoras and Italian samian presented in this paper are
all somewhat earlier than the normal scope of this
Bibliography, but the paper is undoubtedly worthy of
inclusion all the same, as it is a masterful case-study of
Roman economic life. The Portus Cos anus was a port on the
coast of ancient Etruria, which had a man-made fish -farming
lagoon, and which was a production centre for amphorae
used to export both garum and wine (this is the earliest
commercial exploitation of garum known to the author, and
the fishery was of substantial size - "the famous fisheries of
ancient Baetica on the southern coast of Spain are all much
smaller and do not date before Augustan times"). A large
proportion of the amphorae (Dressel I, Type 4) are bear the
stamps of a family known as the Sestii, and they include a
number of trademarks, including a lighthouse symbol,
thought to be a direct reference to a lighthouse which stood
at the mouth of the port. The paper represents a thorough
investigation of the many sides to this story, and it is a
'good read'! (Its presentation at Oxford in 1984 was one of
the highlights of that Fautores meeting).
650

Moser, F & Tilhard, I-L, 'Un nouveau centre de production
de ceramique sigillee: Brive (Correze)" Societe Fra~aise
d' Etude de la Ceramique Antique en Gaule, Actes du
Congres de Toulouse, 9-11 mai 1986, 1986,93-104.
exc,syn/ptp/c80-c 11 O/usf
sts (Brive)
Following the presentation of this paper at the 1986 meeting
of the SFECAG at Toulouse, the discussion (published in a
section following the paper) was opened by Alain Vernhet,
excavator at La Graufesenque, who said, "We have just
witnessed the birth of a new child: the workshop at Brive.
As with a child, one looks to see whom it resembles ..."
This paper concentrates on some mould-decorated
figure-types, some mould-decorated bowls, and some Drag
form 35/36 bowls. A much fuller report has since been
published: see entry no. 651.
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Moser, F & Tilhard, I-L, 'Un nouvel atelier de sigillee en
Aquitaine', Revue Aquitania Tome V, 1987,35-121.
exc,col,syn/ptp/c80-c 11 O/typ
sts (Brive)/eqp
See also entry no. 650. The discovery of a new samian
production centre, confirmed by excavations in 1986 and by
analyses of the fabrics of the vessels found, must count as
a momentous event in Roman pottery studies. This is an
extremely detailed publication of the results of several years'
study of the evidence, which only became conclusive
relatively recently, although Brive can now become the
legitimate source of a considerable number of vessels
elsewhere identified as "?La Graufesenque, unusual style".
The report includes a large number of figure-types, motifs,
and examples of moulds and mould-decorilted sherds and
vessels, as well as the results of a wide range of technical
analyses, and general conclusions. It is fortunate that such an
important occurrence has been published so quickly, and so
competently.
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Moulin, I, 'Liberchies. Bons-Villers: lot de vingt-cinq petits
vases gallo-romaines en ceramique commune', Documents
d'Arch. Regionale, 1, Universite Catholique de Louvain,
1986,20- 25.
exc/unk/l st-4th/usf
buf ('unguentaria ')
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A short paper on 25 small pots, of which 24 are illustrated,
all found in a small cellar on the periphery of the Roman
vicus at Liberchies (see also entry no. 602). Not wholly
dissimilar from Cam form 389, although with a plain
everted rim and lacking the spiral grooves, these give rise to
a summary of the present state of knowledge on what are
generally known as 'unguent pots', or possibly
amphora-stoppers. The various possible functions are aired,
although few definite conclusions are drawn.
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Muller, P, Chapoulie, R & Schvoerer, M, 'Typologie des
pates ceramiques: potentialiu~s de la cathodoluminescence',
Societe Fra~aise d' Etude de la Ceramique Antique en
Gaule, Actes du Congres de Toulouse , 9-11 mai 1986, 1986,
105-109.

1987, 1987,81-86.
synlptp/lst-4th/typ
nvc!nvg/nvs
A brief summary of pottery production in the Nene Valley
(in French). Includes only 22 vessels, all types previously
included in Roman Pottery From the Nene Valley: A Guide,
Peterborough City Museum, Occasional Paper no. 2; but
there is a location map of the kilns at Stibbington, Sibson,
Water Newton, Castor, Longthorpe and Stanground, which
was not in the earlier publication.
657

Pferdehirt, B, 'Austrus: un potier de vases decore a
Blickweiler', Revue Arch. de I' Est et du Centre-Est Tome
xxxvm, fasc. 1-2, Melanges offerts a Marcel LulZ, 1987,
57- 66.
syn/ptp/125-150/usf
cts/ets
An exploration of the relations, first suggested by KnOTT in
1927, between the potter Austrus of Lezoux and a potter
who did not stamp his vessels but who used a very similar
range of figure-types at Blickweiler. The possibility of these
being one and the same potter has also been reiterated by
Oswald and by Stanfteld & Simpson. The evidence is
presented in the form of comparisons of the figure-types,
and tables showing where else these were also used. The
fmal conclusion is that the vessels represent the work of
more than one potter, although the Blickweiler potter is very
likely to have been a student of Austrus of Lezoux.
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Piboule, A, Neris-Ies-Bains: Vases Sigillees Omes au Moule
du Musee Thermale, Revue Arch. Siles Hors-serie no. 13
(not dated).
syn/col/lst-2nd+
tsg
A presentation of mould-decorated samian sherds, mostly
from South and Central Gaul.
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Piboule, A, 5enechal, R & Vertet, H, Les Potiers de Lezoux
du Premier Siecle: Titos, Revue Arch. Siles Hors-serie no. 8,
1981.
syn/---/ht
cts (early)
A catalogue of mould-decorated sherds, with some
discussion of the figure-types used. illustrated with drawings
and photographs (both better than usual for Rev. Arch.
Sites).
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Pilet, C, 'La ceramique britanno-romaine et anglo-saxonne
decouverte dans les necropoles bas-Normandes' , Societe
Fran!;aise d' Etude de la Ceramique Antique en Gaule, Actes
du Congres de Caen, 28-31 mai, 1987, 1987, 87-93.
exc,syn/cem!3rd-6th/ggp
bb1/alh?/nfr?/esx
The central theme of the 1987 SFECAG meeting at Caen
was "Gallo- Roman and Romano-British pottery in the
northwest of the Empire: the role of Normandy between the
continent and the British Isles" (the meeting was also
attended by a number of Study Group members). Although
several other papers included here (see entry nos. 598, 623,
656 & 670) formed a part of that discussion, this was
probably the most surprising, in its revelation of obviously
substantial trade between the south of England and
Normandy in the late Roman period, continuing well into
the early Saxon period. The late Roman pottery illustrated
is entirely coarse ware, including late BBl flaring-rimmed
jars, and imitations of BB1, probably from either Alice Holt
or the New Forest, or both. There are also typical Saxon

chm/---/--A short paper presenting a new method of scientific
analysis, called cathodoluminescence. The method involves
thin-sectioning the sample, aiming an electron beam at it,
and recording the colours emitted, which vary according to
the minerals present Quartz emits a feeble mauve light;
potassium a brilliant blue; sodium a brilliant
yellowish -green; zircon a brilliant yellow, etc. The method
seems to be still in the infancy of its development - at the
time of the paper's presentation at Toulouse it had not yet
been applied to pottery of the Roman period - but it clearly
has wide-ranging potential, as the lengthy discussion
following the paper makes clear.
654

Notet, J C & Mitard, P H, 'Une decouverte exceptionelle de
moules sur le site de l' atelier ceramique du Vieux -Fresne a
Gueugnon (Saooe-et-Loire),, Revue Arch. de I'Est et du
Centre-Est Tome XXXVIII, fasc. 1-2, Melanges offerts
Marcel LulZ, 1987,201-209.
exc,col,syn/plp/end of 2nd-late 3rdlusf
tsg/eqp (moulds & poin~ons)
The pottery production centre at Gueugnon has been
excavated intermittently since the late 1960' s; many kilns
have been found, along with a wide range of pottery. This
paper is concerned specifically with a 'deposit of moulds'
found in 1984-5, which contained a number of moulds for
decorated samian,a poin~on for the spout of a Drag form 45
(mortarium) lion's-head spout, and no fewer than 43 moulds
for Drag 45 lion's-head spouts. The paper is particularly
oriented towards the latter material, as it is of considerable
importance, although it is undoubtedly significant that the
two sorts of moulds were found in immediate proximity of
each other (as shown on a photograph (Fig. 2). The
discussion on the implications of the discovery is useful,
with regard both to the site and to the evolution and
production methods required by Drag form 45 mortaria.

a
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Paunier, D, Bemal, J, Castella, D, Flutsch, L, Gardiol, I-B
& Rossi, F, 'Du nouveau a 1'ouest de Lousanna - bilan de
trois annees de recherches', Arch. Suisse 10, 3, 1987,
(112-125), 116-118.
exc/mjc,cem/1st-4th
tsglpff/rhn-type/occ
A very brief report on three years excavations at Lausanne,
including some thirty illustrated vessels. It is hoped that the
more detailed publications on these sites will be reviewed in
the next JRPS volume.
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Perrin, J R, 'Introduction 11 1'industrie de la ceramique
d' epoque romaine de la vallee inferieure de la N ene, en
Angleterre', Societe Fran!;aise d' Etude de la Ceramique
Antique en Gaule, Actes du Congres de Caen, 28-31 mai,
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jaIli, with sagging bodies and vertically-oriented bosses, as
well as a range of Saxon metalwork. The paper is only a
brief summary of the British material to be found in a
number of published reports on both cemeteries and
occupation sites, mostly in central Normandy.
661
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Raynaud, C, 'Ceramiques du debut du illeme siecle dans le
quartier bas d' Ambrussum (Villetelle, Herault)" Figlina 7,
1986,51-64.
exc/opp/early 3rd (220-240)/ggp
amp/asg/tsg ("Claire B" and grc)!bufllcl
At the oppidum of Ambrussum, in Languedoe, a single
homogeneous context produced a large amount of pottery,
all fairly precisely dated by coins and other evidence to
c220-240. Included in the material was a considerable range
of coarse wares, amphorae from both southern Gaul and
from northern Africa, and what is known as 'sigillee claire
B' and 'sigillee luisante'. These latter wares (and the reasons
for mentioning them here) are discussed here in entry nos.
613 & 629. Among the amphorae is a good example of a
Gauloise l/Peacock & Williams Class 28 (which they date
to the 1st century, after Laubenheimer).
Rivet, L, 'Que chacun sorte ses parois fmesl', Societe
Franfaise d' Etude de la Ceramique Antique en Gaule, Actes
du Congres de Toulouse, 9-11 mai 1986, 1986, 11-17.
syn/---/l st+/typ
pff/oec
The preface to the SFECAG Actes for 1986, this is the
presentation and explanation of the theme of the Toulouse
meeting, "Non-samian fme wares". It is a short but useful
discussion on what is meant by 'fme wares', on recent
developments in research, and on the directions that research
should take in the future. As an addenda, it also includes a
reprint of the typology of early fme wares by Fran~oise
Mayet, along with her map of production centres.
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Rober, A, 'Une villa gallo-romaine a Vodelee (comm. de
Doische)', Arch. Belgica ill, 1987, 153-164.
exc/vil13rd-4th!usf
ats (mould-decorated & roller-stamped)/oec!lcg/mekl
'crackled blue' ware
A late Roman villa in south central Belgium, which
produced Argonne samian and Mayen ware, both of which
are common in the region. The report also illustrates a
number of interesting small fmds.
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Roea Roumens, M, 'Vasos con decoraci6n epignifica en la
producci6n de terra sigillata hispanica de Los Villares de
Andujar (Jaen)', Societe Franfaise d' Etude de la Ceramique
Antique en Gaule, Actes du Congres de Toulouse, 9-11 mai
1986, 1986, 167-169.
exc? ,col?/ptp/Claudian or perhaps earlier
tss/gft
A brief paper on a series of Spanish samian vessels with
inscriptions/ signatures within the moulded decoration.
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Roussel, L, ed., with contributions by Dolle, Colonel R ('La
sigillee') & Hindlet, D ('La Ceramique commune'), MalainMediolanum: Le Mobilier, 1968-78, Cahiers du Mbnontois
no. 4, 1979.
exc/twn,setllst-3rd/usf
amp (carrot)/stslmvs/cts/tsg (Gueugnon & JaulgesNilliersV ineux)/ ccc/rhn -type/grf/g rc/ncg/mro/bufl' excised'
decoration/applied-moulded decoration
A report on the finds from the major site of
Malain-Mediolanum, in Bourgogne, supplemented by a
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'Visitor's guide' to the site. There are no conclusions drawn
on the site or the fmds, and the latter are presented in the
form of a catalogue, with only very limited noting of
parallels, except for the samian, which is reported on in
detail, although the drawings are relatively poor. The
colour-coated wares are nevertheless very fme, spanning a
considerable range of types.
666

Schaub, J, 'Le potier Clamosus: sa production revelee par
les fouilles de Bliesbruck (Moselle)', Revue Arch. de l' Est
et du Centre-Est Tome XXXYllL fasc. 1-2, Melanges offerts
a Marcel Lutz, 1987,67-76.
exc/setlmid -3rd/usf
ets/stv/gft
A deposit at Bliesbruck was found to contain a total of
seven vessels stamped or signed by the potter Clamosus, of
whose work only one previous example had been found (and
published by Oswald). The study of these vessels, and of the
vessels found in the same deposit of L At. At., an
Eschweilerhof potter, shows that the figure-types of both
potters have connections with Trier Workshop II production,
and those of Clamosus also have connections with
Rheinzabern products. These connections are not, however,
considered sufficient evidence to suggest that Clamosus
actually worked at any of these production centres, and it is
proposed instead that his vessels may represent an as-yetunlocated East Gaulish workshop.
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Schweitz, D, Toulier, C & B, Ferdiere, A, Fehmbach, X &
Blanc, P-M, 'L'atelier de potier de Mougon (Crouzilles,
Indre-et- Loire)', Revue Arch. du Centre Tome 25, Vol I,
1986,37-77.
exclkln,ptp/mid lst+
lcl/amp
Resume (translation RPS): "Excavations in 1979 at the
Paviers factory ... occasioned new archaeological discoveries
on the potter's manufacture at "Mougon". In addition to
several observations which gave a better idea of the site
topography, the principal fmd was a potter's kiln, dated to
the middle of the first century, AD, which produced coarse
wares and amphorae (Dressel 2-4 and Gauloise 4): the
evidence of this production brings to light the question of
viticulture in Touraine. Appendices give archaeomagnetic
dating of the kiln, petrological and chemical characterization
of ceramic production, and palynological (geological)
analysis".
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Simpson, G, 'Production ceramique de Montans (Tarn) et
masque de theatre de Wilderspool dans le Cheshire', Revue
Arch. de l'Est et du Centre-Est Tome xxxvm, fasc. 1-2,
Melanges offerts a Marcel Lutz, 1987,251-255.
collmil,ind,ptp/Domitian-c 145/usf
tsg (Montans )/theatrical mask
A brief paper on some Montans sherds at Warrington
museum, accompanied by a theatrical mask, all apparently
found at Wilderspool (that provenance is given only in the
title of the paper). It is suggested that the mask is typical of
the orange- rose coloured wares of the kilns of Stockton
Heath. Unfortunately it seems likely that the paper could
have benefitted from a somewhat more sympathetic
translation.
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Symonds, R P, 'La production de la sigillee a Colchester en
Angleterre, et les liens avec les ateliers de la Gaule de l'Est:
quelques resultats des analyses chimiques', Revue Arch. de
l'Est et du Centre-Est Tome xxxvm, fasc. 1-2, Melanges
offerts a Marcel Lutz, 1987, 77-81.
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exc,col,chm/mjc,ptp/mid-2nd/usf
tsg (Sinzig)/cls
An abridged version (in French) of the paper which
appeared in JRPS Volume 2, Storey, et ai, 'A chemical
investigation of "Colchester" samian by means of
inductively- coupled plasma emission spectrometry'. The
main finding is that some sherds previously identified as
Colchester samian are found to have probably been made at
Sinzig, on the Rhine, including all analysed sherds attributed
to Hull's Potter C.
Location: Colchester & Essex Museum; Colchester
Archaeological Trust
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Symonds, R P, 'Le probleme des gobelets ovoldes sables',
Societe FraTlfaise d' Etude de la Ceramique Antique en
Gaule, Actes du Congres de Caen, 28-31 mai, 1987, 1987,
69-74. (See also entry no. 598).
exc,chm/mjclmid-2ndlusf
clc/rgh/occ
An earlier, shorter version (in French) of a paper which
appears elsewhere in this JRPS volume, 'The problem of
roughcast beakers, and related colour-coated wares'. The
analyses of 'bag- shaped' roughcast beakers found at
Colchester have shown that a small, typologically
indistinguishable proportion of these were probably not
made at Colchester, and their association with analyses of
various samian wares suggests that these may have been
made at Sinzig, on the Rhine. A further group of equally
typologically indistinguishable vessels from kiln-sites in the
Argonne is also illustrated.
Location: Colchester Archaeological Trust
Timby, J R, 'The Distribution of Terra Nigra and Terra
Rubra to Britain', Rei Cretariae Romanae Fautores, Acta
XXV/XXVl, 1987,291-310.
syn/trd/l st BC-1st AD
(tngltrb/nri - not illustrated)
A summary of the state of knowledge on terra nigra and
terra rubra, distilled from the author's PhD thesis (entry no.
583). Includes discussion of the nature of the trade in these
wares ('I. The Roman Anny', '2. Gift Exchange', '3.
External trade'), illustrated with distribution maps, and a
discussion of 'The products of Attissus and associated
potters' (from north-eastern France).
Tuffreau-Libre, M, La Ceramique Commune Gallo-Romame
dans le Nord de la France (Nord, Pas-de-Calais), Presses
Universitaires de Lille, Universite de Lille m, 1980.
exc,col,syn/---/l st-4th/typ
egglblg/tng/btb/crb/grf/grc/mro/buf/hft/ruf
This book is a summary of Mme Tuffreau-Libre's work on
the pottery from a considerable number of sites in northern
France. It is, however, limited to the study of coarse pottery
types, which means that not only samian but also all types
of colour- coated wares are excluded. It is nevertheless an
interesting volume, with a considerable amount of discussion
of the dating of types, and including numerous graphs
showing the frequency of general types at different sites, as
well as studies of vessel- sizes. Some of these latter
discussions look rather pseudo- scientific, although this may
only be because they do appear to have been
computer-generated: for her generation, Mme TuffreauLibre's approach is undoubtedly relatively enlightened. It is
not helped, however, by her drawings: her style of
ubiquitous stippling is very distinctive, but it does not make
for easy comparisons with vessels from elsewhere.
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Tuffreau-Libre, M, 'La ceramique gallo-romaine provenant
du prieure de Champlieu (Oise)" Re1lue Arch. de Picardie
no. la, 1986, 101-107.
exc/---/1st-4th
tsg/crb/grf/grc/rgh (cornice-rimmed)
A short but profusely illustrated paper, although the
drawings are not especially cleaT. The site is not described:
pottery is merely said to have come from Gallo-Roman
features under the medieval priory at Champlieu. The
attributions of the pottery are not especially meaningful,
although many parrallels are drawn - with the samian, each
sherd is ascribed a Drag fonn and a Munsell Color code, but
none are attributed to particular sources.
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Tuffreau-Libre, M & Jacques, A, 'La ceramique
gallo-romaine du ler siecle dans le sud de I' Atrebatie',
Gallia 43, fasc. I, 1985, 127-145.
exc,syn/rur,vil,mjc/1 st/typ
blg/tng/trb/btb/crb/grf/grcllcglbuf
A detailed paper on the 1st century pottery from a number
of sites at and in the region surrounding Arras. The range of
wares has many similarities with that published in
Camulodunum, although there are also obviously local
wares, such the North Gaulish necked jars with burnished
rings around the neck. The paper includes useful
comparative discussion on the types of pottery found
contemporaneously in cemeteries, villas and in the town.
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Vanderhoeven, M, 'De terra sigillata van Grobbendonk 3:
Opgravingen 1983', Arch. Belgica, I, 1985, 107-120.
exc/set,rel!l st-3rdlusf
sts/cts/ets/ats/tsg
The samian ware from a 'temple complex' and vicus in
northern Belgium. 96 mould-decorated sherds are illustrated,
including 71 South Gaulish, 14 Central Gaulish, and the
remainder from various East Gaulish sources. Also 21
plain-ware stamps are illustrated.
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Vertet, H, 'Recherches sur 1es gla~res plombiIeres
fabriquees dans le centre de la Gaule', Societe FraTlfaise
d' Etude de la Ceramique Antique en Gaule, Actes du
Congres de Toulouse, 9-11 mai 1986, 1986, 25-32.
syn/ptp/lst AD/typ
cgg
A general presentation of the production of lead-glazed
wares in central Gaul. Figures 1 and 2 are included to show
that a considerable range of samian fonns were made in
lead-glazed versions, but Figures 3 and 4 show the more
common fonns, only a few of which are samian-derived.
Apparently a number of researchers (not named) are engaged
in the compilation of a definitive study of this material,
which will include a listing of the (several) central Gaulish
workshops where lead-glazed wares were produced, although
such a listing may ultimately be somewhat misleading
insofar as the distribution of the wares is concerned: while
a total of 11 workshops are listed in this paper, it is by no
means certain that more than one or two of these were
responsible for widespread exportation. See also entry nos.
610 & 611.
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Von Schnurbein, S, with a contribution by M Picon,
'Haltener Sigillata-Produkte in rheinischen Stiitzpunkten',
Germania 64, 1986, 45-59.
exc,col,chm/mil,ptpn BC-9 AD/usf
tsg
It seems that a version of early samian ware was produced
at Haltern during the period of military pacification of the
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Rhineland. Its products, which Drag fonn 17 and Ritterling
fonn 5 seem to include only one (circular) stamp, P. Flos,
but examples have been found at Neuss, Cologne,
Andemach, Mainz and Weisbaden. Chemical analysis is also
used to show that this was indeed a local production, not
merely a variant of Italian type.
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Will, E L, 'Shipping Amphoras as Economic Indicators', Rei
Cretariae Romanae Fautores. Acta XXVfXXVI, 1987,
71-77.
synltrd/esp. late Republic to early Empire
(amp - not illustrated)
A general discussion on the nature (and risks) of the
amphora trade, with a concentration on the fluctuating
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fortunes of production centres, wine industries and ports. "It will be
noted that the conclusions to which the study of amphoras leads
us run counter to recent efforts on the parts of some scholars to
suggest that trade was not profit-oriented, that it was rarely a source
of great wealth, that the status of traders was generally low, that
ancient towns were centers of consumption, not of production, that
markets were not interdependent (Cf. Gamsey P, Hopkins, K &
Whittaker, C R, eds, Trade in the Ancient Economy, University of
Calif. Press, 1983). Undoubtedly there is an element of truth in such
generalizations, but on the whole the Roman shipping amphoras
indicate that the Roman economy was instead governed by the
response of manufacturers and shippers to the demands of an extensive
network of interdependent markets. A pattern of energetic competition
emerges as the dominant economic characteristic, especially during the
last two centuries of the Republic and the early imperial period".
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Abbreviations
Subject maner:
chrn
Scientific analysis
exc
Excavation
sIr
Salvage recording
col
Collection
flw
Fieldwalking
syn
Synthesis
csf
Casual fmds
oth
Other
wbf
Watching brief
Site type:
cem
kIn
rdd
trd
csp
mil
reI
twn
fls
mjc

m
unk
frm
opp
rur
vil
ind
ptp
set
wIt
mar

Burial/Cemetery
Kiln
Road
Trade
Cess pit
Military
Religious
Town
Field system
Major civilian
Rural settlement
Unknown
Farms
Oppidum
Rural
Villa
Industry
Pot production
Settlement
Walled town
Marine

Qualifications:
ggp
Good groups
seq
Sequence
typ
Type series
usf
Useful fmds
Wares!Types:
aae
Aegean amphora
ach
Chalk-type amphora
aga
Gaulish amphora
ait
Italian amphora
ako
Koan amphora
alh
Alice Holt
aly
Lyons region amphora
amp
Amphora
ana
North African amphora
aom
Central France/Aoste mortaria
apa
Palestinian amphora
am
Rhodian amphora
arl
Arlington
arr
Arretine
ars
African red slip
asg
South Gallic amphora
South Spanish amphora
ass
ats
Argonne
bbl
BBl
bb2
BB2
bah
Bar Hill
bes
Bessacarr
bla
Blaxton

bIg
blk
bra
bm
bsg
btb
buf
cam

can
cbm
ccc
egg
clb
clc
clg
elm
clo
cls
con
era
crb
ere
crl
crm
eta
ctm
cts
dal
dra
drb
drc
dur
eas
ebo
egg
emb
eqp
esh
esm
esx
ets
evm
ewrn
eyk
eym
fep
flg
gab
gbm
gbr
gem
gft
ggm
gIb
glm
glz
grc
grf
grg
gro
grt
gry
had
ham
har
haw
hax

Belgic-type
Black ware
Branton
Brown ware
Boume shell grit
Bun beakers
Buff ware
Cantley mortaria
Cantley
Corbridge mortaria
Central Gaulish cc
Central Gaulish glazed
Colchester buff/white
Colchester cc
Colchester grey
Colchester mortaria
Other Colchester
Colchester samian
Congresbury
Crambeck
Carinated beakers
Caerleon cc
Caerleon
Caerleon mortaria
Carrot amphorae
Canterbury mortaria
Central Gaulish TS
Dales
Dragonby
Derbyshire
Derby Race Course
Durotrigan
East Sussex
Eboracum
Eggshell
East Midlands burnished
Potters' equipment-moulds/poincons etc
Early Roman shell-tempered
East AnglianlEssexlSuffolk mortaria
Early Saxon
East Gaulish TS
Eden Valley mortaria
Early wall-sided mortaria
EastYorks
East Yorks mortaria
Face pots
Flint-gritted
Gallo-Belgic
Gallia-Belgica mort aria
Gabbroic
Grey East Anglian mortaria
Graffiti/signarures
Grey-green mortaria
Glastonbury type
Gaulish mortaria
Glazed
Coarse grey
Fine grey
Gritty grey
Grog
Grass-tempered
Grey
Hadham
Hadham mortaria
Hadham reduced
Hadham white-slipped
Hadham oxidised
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hcc
hcs
heb
heg
hft
hgg
hgz
horn
hmd
hpb
hrm
hsm
hwe
ira
ite
ivk
ktm
kww
leg
lcl
lcm
lcn

19m
llm
lls
lnd
lnm
lom
lox
lrh
lrm

Ish
ltp
lwm
lyc
mca
mdm
mek
mem
mhm
mlv
mnv
mrb
mro
mvs
ncg
nem
nfc
nfg
nfm
nfp
nfr
ngg
ngm
ngp
ngt
nkg
nkt
nlc
nri
nrm
nvc
nvg
nvrn
nvr
nvs
nwl

Holt cc
Huntcliff shelly
Herts buff
Herts/Herts·Essex grey
Hofheim·type flagons
Highgate grey
Holt glazed
Holt mortaria
Holt mica·dusted
Cent Gaul hairpin beakers
Harston mortaria (Oxford/Cambs potter)
Holme-on·Spalding Moor
Holt white eggshell
Iron Age
Italian eggshell
Inveresk
Kent mortaria
Cologne white ware
Local grey
Local
Little Chester mortaria
Lincoln
Lower German mortaria
Lincoln mortaria
Lincoln slipped
London·type
Lower Nene Valley mortaria
Local mortaria
Local oxidised
Lower Rhineland
Lower Rhineland mortaria
Late Roman shell·tempered
Lime·tempered
Late wall·sided mortaria
Lyon cc
Mica dusted/gilt/coated
Midlands mortaria
MayenlEifelkeramik
MayenlEifel mortaria
Mancetter/Harts mortaria
Malvernian hand·made
MessinghamINar Valley
Marbled/eponge
Other mortaria
Martres de Verye TS
'Native' coarse grog
North· west England mortaria
New Forest cc
New Forest grey
New Forest mortaria
New Forest parchment
New Forest
North Gaulish grey
North·east Gaulish mortaria
North Gaulish
'Native' grog·tempered
North Kent grey
North Kent
North lincs
m{lR imitation
Northern mortaria
Nene Valley cc
Nene Valley grey
Nene Valley mortaria
Nene Valley roughcast
Nene Valley self·coloured
North Wilts

nwm
nwx
obb
occ
ogr
ore
osc
osd
osf
owc
oxg
oxm
oxp
oxr
oxw
pev
pff
pgr
pod
pph
ppr
prs
qmm
rbm
red
ret
rgd
rgh
rhn
rhn·type
rnf
rox
rsb
rsm
rst
rsx
rwc
sat
scc
sem
sem
sft
shd
shg
slm
soc
som
spc
sts
sty
svr
svv
swc
swem
swm
swp
sww
sxs
syk
sym
tbr
thl
thr
tng
trb
trt
tsg

Northwich mortaria
Northwich oxidised
Other burnished
Other cc
Other gritted
Oxford redlbrown cc
Coarse oxidised
Oxidised
Fine oxidised
Oxford white cc
Oxford grey
Oxford mortaria
Oxford parchment
Oxford
Oxford white
Pevensey
Pre·flavian fme ware
Patch Grove
Porchester D
Poppy·head
Pompeian red
Parisian
Quemmore mortaria
Richborough mortaria
Red ware
Rettendon
Ring and dot
Roughcast
Rhenish
Rhenish·type
Ring·necked flagons
Roxby
Rossington Bridge
Rossington Bridge mortaria
Rusticated
Romano--Saxon
Rowlands Castle
Southern Atrebatic
Swanpool cc
Scotland mortaria
South-east England mortaria
Silchester flint·tempered
Shedfield
Shell etc gritted
Soller mortaria
South Carlton cc
South Carlton mortaria
Spanish cc
South Gaulish TS
Stamped vessels
Savemake
Severn Valley
Swanpool coarse
South·west England mortaria
Swanpool mortaria
Swanpool
Swindon
South Essex shelly
South Yorks
South Yorks mortaria
Tile/Brick/Antefix etc
Thealby
Throlam
Terra nigra
Terra rubra
Trent
Samian
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tss
unrn
upc
vec
vrf
vrrn
vrr
waw
wcs
wee
wgg
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Spanish samian
Upper Nene Valley mortaria
Upchurch
Vectis
Verulamium region fine
Verulamiurn region mortaria
Verulamiurn region
WattisfieldIWaveney
White/cream slipped
Weekly
White eggshell

wht
wig
wIg
wpc
wpm
wpx
wrrn
wse
wsx
wxrn
yrp

White ware
Wiggonholt
North Wilts/South Gloucs
Wilderspool cc
Wilderspool mortaria
Wilderspool oxidised
W ilderspool 'raetian' mortaria
West StowlNorth East Essex/London
White-slipped oxidised
Wroxeter mortaria
York red paint

Index of wares/types
Amphora (amp):398;40 I ;405;408;409;41 0;416;417 ;425;431; 432;436;
439;444;445;447;455;460;479;481;482;490;495;499;501;503;506;
507;509;512;518;526;533;534;538;544;546;553;554;558;561;564;
565;573;576;578;581;586;587;588;589;595;599;600;601;602;612;
615;619;622;627 ;628;631 ;632;636;645;648;649;661;665;667 ;678
Carrot amphora (cta):501;526;551 ;553;573;578;586
Aegean amphora (aae):507
Chalk-type amphora (ach):485;558
Gaulish amphora (aga):587;589
Italian amphora (ait):447;589
Koan amphora (ako):507
Lyons region amphora (aly):588;589;612
North Mrican amphora (ana):507
Palestinian amphora (apa):506
Rhodian amphora (arh):431;561;589;631;632
South Gallic amphora (asg):416;417;454;479;483;485;498;499;
506;507;538;544;552;558;573;586;587;588;589;599;600;601;602;
612;619
South Spanish amphora (ass):398;401;410;415;416;417;426;427;431;
433;436;438;444;445;449;454;458;460;479;481;482;483;485;489;
493;498;501;504;505;506;507;508;514;534;538;541;542;544;553;
554;558;564;573;578;581 ;586;589;601;619
Arretine (arr):41O;430;434;436;438;445;449;50l ;581 ;586;614;617 ;619;
626;631 ;632;635;645;649
South Gaulish TS (sts):397;408;409;410;414;416;418;420;423;426;427;
428;429;431 ;432;433;434;436;438;439;444;445;449;451 ;454; 457;
458;468;469;472;478;479;481;482;483;486;487;489;493;494;497;
500;501;506;507;508;509;512;514;518;520;539;544;550;552;555;
562;564;566;573;576;581;582;586;590;599;600;601;602;608;614;
626;631;632;633;635;637;650;651;665;675;(57);(94)
Martres de Veyre TS (mvs):409;41O;416;418;420;434;445;454;458;
481;486;493;497;500;501;505;506;507;508;518;539;544;550;555;
562;576;582;586;635;665
Central Gaulish TS (cts):397;406;407;408;409;410;414;416;418;420;
423;426;429;431 ;432;434;439;441 ;444;445; 446;448;449;450;451;
454;458;459;468;469;472;478;479;481;483;485;486;489;493;497;
500;501 ;505;506;507 ;508;51 0;518;519;525;527 ;533;534;535;539;
542;544;547;548;550;555;561;562;573;576;579;582;586;591;594;
597;595;599;600;601;602;608;614;626;635;657;659;665;675;
(57);(94)
East Gaulish TS (ets):407;408;409;41O;416;418;420;426;432;434;439;
441;444;445;458;468;469;472;478;479;483;486;497;500;505;506;
507;508;512;518;533;534;539;550;555;562;576;579;582;586;591;
596;599;600;601;603;605;606;609;614;620;621;624;625;626;635;
647;657;666;675;(57)
Argonne (ats):444;445;478;479;506;555;561;586;599;600;601;602;603;
626;663;675
Colchester samian (cls):431;434;555;669
Spanish samian (tss):618;664

Samian (tsg):4oo;401;405;408;409;415;424;425;453;455;460;461;
468;472;482;486;487;489;494;495;496;503;505;506;507;519;520;
555;558;562;571;586;589;590;613;618;619;629;636;639;642;654;
655;658;661;664;665;668;669;673;675;677
Corbridge mortaria (cbm):508;540;544
Cantley mortaria (carn):528;531 ;532
Colchester mortaria (clrn):431 ;433;435;439;441 ;444;445;479;480;482;
483;485;493;504;507;508;534;540;542;544;558;561;(57)
Caerleon mortaria (crrn):401;551
Canterbury mortaria (ctrn):479;48O;481;485;493;558
East AnglianlEssexlSufolk mortaria (esm):
Eden Valley mortaria (evrn):499
East Yorks mortaria (eyrn):508;577
Hadham mortaria (ham):558
Kent mortaria {ktrn):410;479;48O;481;482;483;485;493;558
Little Chester mortaria (lan):419;421
Lincoln mortaria (llrn):473;498;499;508;530;531 ;540;542;544
Lower Nene Valley mortaria (lnrn):409;421;479;485;558;570
Local mortaria (lorn):401;427;433;444;531;532;534;558;573;575;581
Midlands mortaria (mdrn):419
MancetterIHarts mortaria (rnhrn):401;414;416;417;419;421 ;423;424;
468;473;485;498;499;501;508;510;531;535;540;542;544;551;558;
561;573;576;579
Scotland mortaria (scrn):54O;542;544;575
Swanpool mortaria (swrn):473;531;561
South-east England mortaria (sern):401;416;427;473;479;485;489;493;
558;573;(57)
South Carlton mortaria (som):561
South-west England mortaria (swem):421
South Yorks mortaria:528;531;532
Upper Nene Valley mortaria (unm):429;579
Verulamiurn region mortaria (vrrn):409;41 0;421 ;426;431 ;479;480;483;
485;498;501 ;505;508;510;512;514;526;531 ;540;551 ;552;558;561;
573;576;(57)
Wilderspool mortaria (wpm):498;499
Wilderspool 'raetian' mortaria (wrrn):542;561;573;575
North-west England mortaria (nem):499;508;540;542;544
New Forest mortaria (nfm):410;451;458;586
Northern mortaria (nrrn):540
Nene Valley mortaria (nvrn):409;414;432;444;468;473;508;558;561;
579;582
Oxford mortaria (oxrn):404;407;409;410;414;421;426;431;444;445;450;
451;458;463;479;483;485;495;504;506;507;508;527;534;548;551;
558;561;576;586;(94)
Quernmore mortaria (qrnrn):499
Richborough mortaria (rbm):485;558
Rossington Bridge mortaria (rsm):528;530;531 ;532;542;561 ;575
Early wall-sided mortaria (ewm):482;526;558;628;632
Late wall-sided mortaria (lwm):417;419;485;558
Other mortaria (mro):395;401;408;41O;415;416;419;421 ;428;468;
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469;473;483;485;489;508;526;531 ;540;542;553;554;558;564;581;
586;599;600;601;602;606;665;672
Central France/Aoste mortaria (aom):561
Gallia-Belgica mortaria (gbm):410;485;558;586
Gaulish mortaria (glm):401;416;508;54O;558;561;573;586
Lower German mortaria (lgm):41O;485;508;544;558;561;582
MayenlEifel mortaria (mem):485;507;558;561
North-east Gaulish mortaria (ngm):427 ;482;485;499;501 ;526;540;558;
564
Soller mortaria (slm):561
Caerleon cc (crc):551
Central Gaulish cc (ccc):401;410;416;417;426;479;481;485;506;
507;508;514;551;558;561;576;586;595;598;608;665;(57)
Cent Gaul hairpin beakers (hpb):451;558;561;586;598
Colchester cc (c1c):409;410;430;431;432;433;439;440;444;
445;479;483;485;498;506;507;508;538;558;561;670;(57)
Cologne white ware (kww):479;481;483;485;538;542;544;561;573;
599;600;60 1;602;(57)
Lyon cc (lyc):401;427;46O;479;481;501;526;551;558;561;564;576;586
Nene Valley cc (nvc):401;402;403;408;409;41O;414;416;417;419;
426;429;431;432;439;441;444;445;468;475;479;481;482;483;485;
493;498;499;501;506;508;510;534;544;551;558;561;569;570;576;
579;582;656;(94)
New Forest cc (nfc):426;435;449;450;451;452;453;455;458;459;460;
461;463;485;518;520;527;551;558;561;586;613
Oxford white cc (owc):406;479;485;527;558;561;586;(94)
Oxford red/brown cc (orc):401;404;406;407;41O;414;416;417;421;426;
431 ;444;445;450;451 ;452;453;458;459;460;479;481 ;482;483;485;
493;495;499;504;505;506;507;508;516;522;527;547;548;551;558;
561;586;613;(94)
South Carlton cc (soc):561
Spanish cc (spc):561
Pre-flavian fine ware (pft):551;558;561;581;586;608;619;631;632;642;
646;655;662
Eggshell (egg):401 ;479;501;505;530;551;558;561 ;564;586;592;601;672
Mamled/eponge (mm):479;485;493;507;508;551;554;558;561 ;581;586;
603;613;642
Rhenish (rlm):401;416;417;426;439;444;449;451;458;479;481;483;485;
499;501;506;507;508;527;534;551;558;561;576;582;586;598;(57)
Rhenish-type (rlm-typ):599;600;601 ;602;603;620;655;665
Nene Valley roughcast (nvr):485;501;558;570;576
Roughcast (rgh):401;410;415;417;431;468;469;485;501;507;508;
530;534;544;551 ;558;573;594;595;597;598;602;620;631 ;638;670
;673;(57)
Swanpool cc (scc):508
Wilderspool cc (wpc):498
Other cc (occ):402;403;408;414;415;416;417;439;441;476;479;483;
485;487;499;501 ;535;538;542;544;551 ;558;561 ;573;586;598;599
;600;601;602;606;620;631;632;638;641;642;655;662;663;670;(57)
Holt mica-dusted (hmd):498
Mica dusted/gilt/coated (mca):417 ;427 ;430;431 ;437 ;444;445;468;482;
485;498;501;508;530;538;544;551;558;561;573;586;599;600;601
;602
Central Gaulish glazed (cgg):401;431;436;507;551;558;561;586;595;
608;610;611 ;676
Glazed (glz):419;429;431;451 ;485;511;514;551 ;558;561;610;611
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592;671
Gallo-Belgic (gab):474;561;583;592
BBl (bbl):401;405;409;410;414;415;416;417;419;422;423;424;425;
426;431;440;444;445;448;449;458;459;468;482;483;485;493;498;
499;501;505;506;507;508;509;510;512;525;527;528;529;530;532;
534;538;542;544;547;548;551;552;554;558;561;573;576;582;586;
660;(94)
BB2 (bb2):409;417 ;419;439;444;445;476;479;481;482;483;485;490;
493;496;498;501;505;506;507;508;532;534;538;542;544;557;558;
561;576;582;(57)
East Midlands burnished (emb):414;573
Other burnished (obb):475;485;529;532;538;557;558
Grog (gro):401;406;419;427;428;430;431;433;436;438;445;446;448;
450;451;452;453;455;458;459;475;481;482;483;485;491;493;494;
495;496;502;505;514;517 ;558;576;580;586;(57)
'Native' coarse grog (ncg):402;409;479;481;482;485;489;491;493;495;
558;575;576;665
'Native' grog-tempered (ngt):485;493;494
Gabbroic (gbr):410;411;412;413
Grass-tempered (grt):561
Lime-tempered (ltp):402;485
Flint-gritted(flg):402;404;409;438;448;450;451;468;485;487;489;495;
558
Other grined (ogr):401;466;468;533;534;(57)
Boume shell grit (bsg):417;419
Early Roman shell-tempered (esh):402;414;416;417;419;428;431;432;
438;475;483;485;491;501;504;510;525;558;(57)
Late Roman shell-tempered (lsh):401;414;417;431;444;445;483;485;
505;551 ;558;561 ;(94)
Huntcliff shelly (hcs):464;465;468;469;475;498;499;530;533
Shell etc grined (shg):4O 1;408;409;448; 450;468;469;470;475;508;530;
533;534;558;576;579;580;586
Coarse grey (grc):395;408;425;426;428;433;435;439;440;443;444;467;
469;475;479;485;495;498;499;508;510;522;523;542;551;553;554;
558;573;577;603 ;641 ;665;672;673;674
Fine grey (grt):395;407;408;416;429;437;439;444;445;446;479;481;
482;485;492;493;494;495;499;510;529;538;542;544;554;573;558;
592;601;602;628;631;641;665;672;673;674;(57)
Gritty grey (grg):402;407;408;410;428;466;482;485;498;499;558;573
Grey (gry):402;406;407;408;414;415;417;419;423;424;427;429;431;
432;433;438;440;441;442;444;445;448;450;451;466;467;469;483;
489;499;501 ;510;525;526;538;544;551;558;576;580;(94)
Local grey (lcg):407;408;409;414;416;417;419;466;469;475;479;481;
482;485;493;501;528;529;530;532;534;548;551;557;558;564;573;
576;579;581 ;592;599;600;601 ;602;628;631 ;641 ;663;674; (94)
Colchester grey (clg):558
HertsIHerts-Essex grey (heg):399;485;558
Highgate grey (hgg):409;485;501;558;(57)
New Forest grey (nfg):450;451;586
North Gaulish grey (ngg):561
North Kent grey (nkg):444;479;481;483;485;488;490;491;507;558;
561;(57)
Nene Valley grey (nvg):569;570;576;579;656
Oxford grey (osg):(94)
mJ1Dil~~)'3116;417;419;468;469;475;498;499;51O;525;528;530;

Belgic-type (blg):408;416;449;455;457;46O;474;479;481;482;485;489;
490;491;493;496;501;502;503;553;558;561;576;586;592;593;597
;604;607;628;632;672;674;(57);(94)
Terra nigra (tng):401 ;409;427 ;428;431 ;436;438;449;454;474;479;482;
501;503;553;558;564;586;592;593;601;602;604;607;628;671;672
;674
Terra rubra (ttb):409;427;428;430;431 ;433;436;438;474;479;482;501;
503;558;586;592;593;604;607;628;671;674
TN/TR imitation (nri):427;428;431;433;438;482;483;501;503;552;558;

Black ware (blk):395;407;408;436;440;445;450;576
Brown ware (bm):395;407;408;428;445;51O
Buff ware (buf):407;419;423;431;444;481;482;485;493;51O;538;542;
544;558;564;573;579;581 ;599;600;601 ;602;603;652;661 ;665;672;
674
Local (lcl):401 ;407;408;409;499;552;558;575;581 ;599;600;601;
602;606;661;667
Local oxidised (lox):395;407;408;416;417;479;482;493;498;499;
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501;551;558;573;575;597
Coarse oxidised (osc):405;407;408;416;427;433;444;445;479;485;
499;526;542;544;558;573
Oxidised (osd):396;406;407;419;423;424;427;428;430;431 ;435;
444;445;448;450;451;482;489;494;501;525;535;538;544;558;573
;(57);(94)
Fine oxidised (ost):407;408;415;416;419;424;437;439;481;485;51O;
526;542;543;544;558;573;(57)
Red ware (red):407;542;551
Romano-Saxon (rsx):432;435;468;485;534;558;560
Whitelcrearnslipped(wcs):408;417;431;433;435;439;444;479;526;538;
542;544;558;573
White ware (wht):403;406;416;417;419;428;431;436;438;474;479;
482;485;493;501;526;538;542;544;558;576;597
White-slipped oxidised (wsx):408;414;481;483;485;493;501;522;558;
573;(57)
Alice Holt (alh):401; 405;444;449;450;451 ;452;453;454;455;457;
458;460;461 ;463;483;485;495;504;506;507;511 ;512;518;520;551
;558;561;586;660
Arlington (arl):558
Bar Hill (bah):542;543
Bessacarr (bes ):532
Blaxton (b1a):529;532
Branton (bra):532
Cantley (can):528;530;532
Colchester buff/white (c1b):431;433;444;445;474
Congresbury (con):561
Crambeck (cra):464;465;468;469;561
Caerleon (cr1):551
Dales
(da1):417;466;468;469;470;475;499;508;510;529;530;534;
561;582
Derbyshire (drb):414;415;416;417;419;423;424;501;508;510;530;561
Derby Race Course (drc):416;417;419
Dragonby (dra):475
Durotrigan (dur):448;551
East Sussex (eas):485;514;516;517;519
Eboracum (ebo):534;561
East Yorks (eyk):467;498;499;508;561
Glastonbury type (gIb):
Hadham (had):409;458;558;561
Hadham reduced (har):431;444;445;506;558
Hadham oxidised (hax):429;431;432;439;441;444;445;479;483;485;
507;558
Hadham white-slipped (haw):440;444;485;558
Holme-on-Spalding Moor (hsm):577
Inveresk (ivk):544;545;575
London-type (lnd):416;417;431 ;444;445;483;485;501 ;508;551;557;558
Malvemian hand-made (mlv):552;573
Messingham/Nar Valley (mnv):475;561
New Forest parchment (nfp):561
New Forest (nfr):405;452;453;456;516;561;586;660
North Kent (nkt):490
Nene Valley self-co1oured (nvs):449;458;507;558;570;656
North Lines (nlc):475
North Wilts (nw1):401;527
Oxford parchment (oxp):401;429;444;458;479;483;485;504;551 ;
558;586;(94)
Oxford (oxr):404;405;409;505;506;534;586
Oxford white (oxw):401;444;485;576;(94)
Pevensey (pev):458;558;561
Patch Grove (pgr):483;485;(57)
Porchester D (pod):483;485;507
Parisian (prs):468;469;475;508;528;529;530;532;561;582
Rettendon (ret):432;433;444;558;561
Rossington Bridge (rsb):528;530;532

Roxby (rox):475
Row1ands Castle (rwc):561
Southern Atrebatic (sat):454
Silchester flint-tempered (sft):405;449;452;460;568
Shedfie1d (shd):454
Savemake (svr):401;561 ;564
Severn Valley (svv):401;426;498;508;522;527;547;561;573
Swanpoo1 coarse (swc):475
Swanpoo1 (swp):416;417;530
Swindon (sww):527
South Essex shelly (sxs):433;439;444;485;558
South Yorks (syk):415;416;417;528;530;532;582
Thealby (thl):475
Thro1am (thr):466
Trent (trt):51O
Upchurch (upc):479;481;485;4%;557;558;561;(57)
Vectis (vec):462
Verulamiurn region fme (vri):444
Verulamium region (vrr):401;409;446;458;483;485;505;558;561;573
Wattisfie1d1Waveney (waw):561
Weekley (wee):580
Wiggonholt (wig):518
North Wilts/South G10ucs (w1g):527
Wilderspoo1 oxidised (wpx):498
West StowlNorth East EssexlLondon (wse):431;487;558
African red slip (ars):506;534;565;581
Claire B:629;663
Crackled b1ue:663
Excised :639;665
Hand-made:599;6OO;601;602
Italian eggshell:561
Lower Rhine1and (lrh):485;558
1uisante:629
Mayen/Eife1keramik(rnek):432;444;445;479;485;506;507;518;521;558;
561;586;599;600;601;603;663
North Gaulish (ngp):485;493;499;507;558;582;586
Painted:606;639
Phocaean red-slip:565
Pornpeian red (ppr):427;431;444;479;485;501;507;534;557;558;561;
581;586;599;600;601;602;631;(57)
Raetian:606
soapy:602

Iron Age (ira):409;415;416;417;419;448;450;451;481;485;489;495;501;
503;510;553;554;558;564;573;581;586;(94)
Early Saxon (esx):409;481;482;558;660
Butt beakers (btb):395;409;416;417;427;430;431 ;436;448;468;474;482;
485;493;501 ;503;510;526;586;588;592;593;604;628;672;674;(94)
Carinated beakers (crb):409;416;431;436;482;485;503;593;601;602;
604;628;672;673;674;(57)
Poppy-head beakers (PPh):404;406;407;409;416;431;439;445;449;460;
479;481 ;485;493;518;534;538;542;544;551 ;558;573;592; (57)
Ring and dot beakers (rgd):419;501;551;557;558;561;573
Face pots (fcp):422;431;468;485;508;558;567;602
Hofheim-typeflagons (hft):409;410;416;449;482;526;558;573;586;601;
602;628;632;672
Ring-necked flagons (mt):407 ;408; 409;41 0;416;417;419;474;481 ;482;
485;493;501;538;551;558;573;586;601;602;672
Stamped vessels (stv):409;431 ;444;445;468;482;485;487;594;605;607;
635;648;649;666
Graffiti (gft):409;416;417;431 ;482;485;487;508;586;633;664;666
Potters'equiprnent - rnou1ds/poincons etc
(eqp):591 ;595;606;608;626;633;;647;651 ;654
Tile/Brick/Antefix (tbr):514;515;549

